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Visual Rhetoric in Contemporary Mithila Painting
Santosh Kumar Singh, PhD
Madan Bhandari Memorial College, Kathmandu, Nepal
Abstract
This article examines how geometric and organic forms interplay to create
visual rhetoric in Mithila painting.The regular form creates an altar where biological
shape interplays to create cultural meaning of the visual text. On the one hand, Mithila
folk art culminates using lines and on the other it exploits colour to express themselves.
But to know the inherent meanings of the paintings we apply semiotic analysis as a tool
to know exactly what the local folks mean by the particular symbol used in the visual
text. Despite knowing multiple realities operates in the painting the above mentioned
tool happens to reveal both logonomic and polysemous characteristic of Mithila art as
an exemplar of the duality of the spiritual and the secular—a harmony brought about by
the feminine principle underpinning the art. It is this very principle which still leavens
the more recent commercial art-forms, which engage with contemporary culturalpolitical issues. Logonomic system reveals which ideology is into play while
interpreting the visual texts; complex sort of ideology whereas the term ‘polysemous’
means the difficulty one has while separating threads from the tapestry of meaning.
Keywords: Geometric, Organic, Semiotic, Logonomic and Polysemous
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Introduction
Mithila painting, like many pieces of artwork, strikes a dexterous poise between
a concrete shape and its abstract meaning. Visual rhetoric in Mithila painting begins
from a dot and ends in a very complex configuration. And each point carries certain
meaning in it. A shape is, however, not the only thing that remains fundamental to the
meaning-making of a piece of painting. Other important visual elements are: colours
and the range of values they embody, lines that help make up a shape, the space that
dynamically-visually interacts with the lines, shapes and colours of a work of art to give
them definition. Geometric shapes not only generate secular surroundings of the art
work but also the spiritual ones of the local folks.

Methodology
This study will use Inductive Analysis Approach using Semiotic Theory,
Anthropological sociological theories and Indigenous Arts theory for socio-semiotic
Interpretation of the Maithili painting. The data for this qualitative research is collected
through interview, textual analysis and observation. It further incorporates Ontology
(multiple realities) and Epistemology (subjective knowledge) for Interpretive Paradigm.
The following conceptual framework reveals the methodology clearly.
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Discussion/Anaalysis
A line iss a path traced by a movving point, for examplee, moving thhe point of a
pencil along thee surface of a sheet of paper.
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pictorial tool or implement” (436). Let us have a look at the following Mithila artwork
(Fig. 1) of a dancing peacock in which lines rather than colours are symbolically
expressive:

Fig. 1: Dancing Peacock; source: Madhubani Painting Collection.
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/472103973414185692/

The artist captures the beauty of the dancing peacock more through the lines that depict
the elegant plumage and less through the use of colours. In most of Mithila paintings, a
double line is drawn as border and the gap is filled with small horizontal lines or
sometimes with small dots.
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After finishing the line work with a pencil, Mithila artists make the outline with
a black marker pen. With the fine-tip pen, the inner outline is made. There is a double
inner line throughout a piece of Mithila artwork as in the above figure of the dancing
peacock. Dotted lines in interaction with the double lines help create the contours,
which are the boundaries that mark three-dimensional forms. Circle-like lines trace the
contours of the peacock’s plumage so skillfully that they suggest fully rounded forms.
Women of the Kayastha caste have earned their name for their elaborate style of Mithila
paintings that use plenty of lines, outlines and contours.
Through a deft combination of lines, outlines and contours, a skilful artist comes
up with an eye-catching shape. A shape, created when a line is enclosed, helps
contribute to the balance within a work. A shape is a two-dimensional form of length
and width. It occupies an area with identifiable boundaries. It is often contrasted with a
mass, which is a three-dimensional form that occupies a volume of space. We speak of a
mass of clay, the mass of a mountain, the masses of a work of architecture. Shapes and
masses can be divided into two broad categories: geometric and organic. Geometric
shapes and masses approximate the regular, named shapes and volumes of geometry
such as square, triangle, circle, cube, pyramid, and sphere. Organic shapes and masses
are irregular and evoke the living forms of nature. Let us have a look at the following
artwork titled “A Brahmin” by Mahalaxmi Karn:
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Fig. 2: MahalaxmiKarn’s A Brahmin; source: Mithila Painting.
http://peterzirnis.com/post/126443962447/mahalaxmi-and-shantanu-das

Here is a figure of a Brahmin with a personality—the well-fed and satisfied Pandit so
commonly seen on the streets in Mithila. What help imitate the typical personality are
the large almond shaped eye, the round chin, the mouth and nose, the soft curve of the
arms and the hands holding a folded umbrella and a bottle-gourd amidst a background
filled with shapes of branches and flowers.
A well-lined shape imparts a definite direction and movement to an artwork so
that a spectator’s eyes may “follow lines to see where they are going, like a train
following a track. Artists can use this tendency to direct our eyes around an image and
SHWETA SHARDUL: A Multidisciplinary Journal
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to suggest movement” (Getlein 78). In the following painting titled “The Curses
Begin” by Amrita Jha, the lines that a spectator’s eyes follow most readily are vertical
and horizontal lines related to his or her experience of gravity:

Fig. 3: Amrita Jha's “The Curses Begin”; source: Mithila Painting.
http://peterzirnis.com/post/157257601742/the-vernacular-on-the-ground-in-madhubani

Jha’s choice of the vertical gives the boy child’s mother a height and authority denied to
the mother holding the daughter. Similarly, the vertical rows of lotus flowers continue
up to the heavens, while the horizontal lines of snakes create a visual field that
surrounds and entraps this mother and her future daughter. What lends definiteness to
the direction and movement in an artwork is the artist’s choice of the colour. For
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example, in the above painting by Amrita Jha, the sex of the child also reflects back
onto the mother where the darker, contrasting colour of the figure cradling the boy gives
that figure, a presence, a self-assurance that is lacking in the mother-daughter figure
with its slightly anemic colour.
Colour as a semiotic mode contains multifold meanings. On the one hand, it
seems natural whereas on the other hand, it looks personal. The conventional meaning
of colour appears rampant where the art is performed as a social phenomenon but it
becomes anarchic when the artists practice it to project their individual feelings.
However, idiosyncratic use of colour adheres to its grammar; that basic pattern
consciously extracted from the natural flow of colour in the surrounding. The deviation
from the socially established colour norm obviously suggests that the artists have used
colour for their own purpose. In this regard, viewers of the paintings base their
understanding both on social convention and the natural surrounding—while making the
particular piece of art.
Basically nature provides the sense of colour harmony to the artists and they
form common consent to fix its meaning and the resultant meaning springs from the
positive or negative attributes human beings seek out of it. That is, its meaning refers us
to socially established and maintained convention and either to adherence or deviation
from that. Adherence to it helps the artist use colour to communicate social message
whereas deviation brings unpredictable meaning on the part of viewers. Nevertheless,
artists follow certain grammatical rules like linguistic even in the dimension of colour
SHWETA SHARDUL: A Multidisciplinary Journal
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use. For example, they replace the golden colour of wheat into the blue one either to
challenge the society by questioning it or to put forward their own point of view to
shape the society. Otherwise, local artists use colour according to their own social
values and norms. In this context, Gunther Kress and Theo Van Leeuwen assert:
If the resource is sufficiently developed for sign-making we will call it a mode;
similarly with the question of grammar, specific groups’ interests in colour
shape the signs of colour; and to understand what general principles of semiosis
and of the specific semiosis of colour emerge from this that might provide a
principled understanding of all uses of colour in all social-cultural domains.
(345)
The form of activity, conduct, or process that involves signs, including the production of
meaning depends on the common interest of people in the society and that mutual
understanding reverberates in all the ritual practices. Moreover, any society provides the
attributes to the sign on the basis of natural quality useful for the community. For
example, Maithili society takes the colour red as a sign of progress or vitality because it
finds the rays of Sun like that colour which is also the universal emblem of life on earth.
Besides it, the colour of menstrual blood which revives life in the community makes
this sign ever auspicious in the region.
Colour also plays crucial role in shaping the mood of people psychologically.
Colour provides pleasure and affects a wide range of psychological and physiological
responses. Restaurants decorated in red believed to increase appetite and therefore food
SHWETA SHARDUL: A Multidisciplinary Journal
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consumption. Blue surroundings will significantly lower a person’s blood pressure,
pulse, and respiration rate. There can be no doubt that colour works on the human brain
and body in powerful ways. And colour is a function of light. In fact, all colours are
dependent on light and no object possesses colour intrinsically. A red shirt does not
have its own colour rather it is the reflected light rays. When light strikes the red shirt,
for example, the shirt absorbs all the colour rays except the red ones, which are
reflected, so our eyes perceive red. The rainbow consists of seven different colours
which are refracted from the ray of sun light. They are divided into primary colours
(red, yellow and blue); which cannot be made after mixing any two colours, secondary
colours (orange, green and violet); which can be made mixing any two primary colours
and tertiary colours (mixing a primary colour and an adjacent secondary colour).
Moreover, a colour has three properties. They are called hue, value and intensity. Hue is
the name of the colour according to the categories of the colour wheel—green or red or
violet-blue.
Value refers to relative lightness or darkness. Most colours are recognizable in a
full range of values; for instance, we identify as “red” everything from palest pink to
darkest maroon. In addition, all hues have what is known as a normal value—the value
at which we expect to find that hue. We think of yellow as a “light” colour and violet as
a “dark” colour, for example, even though each has a full range of values. A colour
lighter than the hue’s normal value is known as a tint; for example, pink is a tint of red.
A colour darker than the hue’s normal value is called a shade; maroon is a shade of red.
SHWETA SHARDUL: A Multidisciplinary Journal
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Likewise, intensity is also called chroma or saturation—refers to the relative purity of a
colour. Colours may be pure and saturated or they may be grayed and softened to some
degree. The purest colours are said to have high intensity; grayer colours, lower
intensity. To lower the intensity of a colour when mixing paints or dyes, the artist may
add a combination of black and white (gray) or may add a little of the colour’s
complement. Likewise, colours behave differently depending on whether an artist is
working with light or pigment. For instance, red and green light mix to produce yellow
light, and blue light to the mix and the result is white. Similarly, pigments, like any
other object in the world, have to our eyes the colour that they reflect. A red pigment,
for example, absorbs all the colours in the spectrum except red. When pigments of
different hues are mixed, the resulting colour is darker and duller; because together they
absorb still more colours from the spectrum. Mixing pigments is thus known as a
subtractive process.
Whether subtracting or adding, colour affects us on such a basic level that we
have a direct emotional response to it. Blue is often associated with freedom because it
is also the colour of the sky and the ocean. It is a cool colour and has been shown to
have a calming effect. In Hinduism, blue is the colour of the god Vishnu, the god of
order and stability, but it is also associated with the dark and disturbing power of the
goddess Kali (Figure 4) in the following piece of painting:
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Fig. 4: Devendra Jha's Goddess Kali; source: Novica in association with National Geographic.
https://www.novica.com/p/madhubani-painting-angry-goddess-kali/105519/

Through poise between blue and black colours, the artwork presents violently
subversive power of both Kali (black) and Tara (blue). Kali and Tara are similar in
appearance. They both are described as standing upon a supine Shiva in an inert or
corpse-like form.
As an example of a superb balance of colour and line, let us have a look at the
following artwork “Fisherman and Boy” by two Mithila artists, Mahalaxmi Karn and
Shantanu Das:
SHWETA SHARDUL: A Multidisciplinary Journal
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Fig. 5: Mahalaxmi Karn and Shantanu Das's “Fisherman and Boy”; source: Mithila Painting.
http://peterzirnis.com/post/126443962447/mahalaxmi-and-shantanu-das

The two fishermen in the center and the group of fish below complete the painting,
which shows how well the colour complements the line. The darker colours of the net
and the grouped yellow fish set against the black depths of the water, the reddish brown
checkerboard pattern of the boat, and the vibrant red dhotis of the fisherman all vie for
our attention and all afford visual pleasure. Though the colours attract us first, the line
work is marvelous and contributes as much to the success of the painting as does the
colour choice as well as direction and movement. The flow and movement of the
background water between the bottom of the net and the head of the boy sitting in the
boat is quite noticeable. We clearly see the crest and the trough of the waves, while
elsewhere the water appears as a smoothly rolling wave or as a current temporarily
stopped in its flow by the movement of other waves. The tiny threads that come off the
SHWETA SHARDUL: A Multidisciplinary Journal
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edges of the open net add a nearly imperceptible decorative element to that already
attractive design, or the light reddish stippling on the fishermen, barely noticeable, yet
the colour complements their dhotis and softens their forms against the pale green
background that fills in the space.
The space in and around a work of art is not a void, but a dynamic visual
element that interacts with the lines and shapes and colours and textures of a work of art
to give them definition. An art form with mass exists in three-dimensional space—that
is, the actual space in which our bodies also stand. Aesthetic works of art take their
character from the ways in which they carve out volumes of space within and around
them. In the above painting—“Fisherman and Boy”—all the major icons occupy the
central space of the painting. All are approximately the same size, and almost
equidistantly spaced from the edges of the painting. The fisherman stands tall in the
boat, feet spread, hands holding the rope as he casts the circular net which opens wide in
the sky over the huddled fish at the bottom of the water. The water—a Mithila style
patchwork of nearly invisible, finely drawn lines—fills in the void, thereby giving a
uniform background that lifts the figures off the paper into their own space and
time. The artists have chosen the moment when the net is tossed. They have pared that
moment down to three elements and spaced the whole in a minimalist fashion,
producing an extraordinarily maximum effect of what it means to be a fisherman. The
lightness of colour of the water surface, which occupies a much greater space than the
darker colour of the fisherman’s dhotis and the fishing net, creates the visual tone of a
SHWETA SHARDUL: A Multidisciplinary Journal
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rather frozen action, which appears to be separate from this transitory world, producing
a timeless Mithila hieroglyph of fishermen at work.
The visual element of tone defines the lightness or darkness of a colour and has
a bearing on its expressive character. Tone can be used to create a contrast of light and
dark, the illusion of form, a dramatic or tranquil atmosphere, a sense of depth and
distance, and a rhythm or pattern within a composition. As another example, let us have
a look at the following painting, by Mahalaxmi Karn, of Hanuman flying back from the
Himalayas carrying the Dronagiri Mountain that has the Sanjivani herb to revive the
dying Lakshman:

Fig. 6: Mahalaxmi Karn’s Hanuman; source: Mithila Painting.
http://peterzirnis.com/post/126443962447/mahalaxmi-and-shantanu-das

In what is all line—a wonder of hatching and stippling—colour is kept to a minimum,
just enough to identify the actors in the drama. Yet the colour contrast sets a tone of life
and death. While the red colour denotes life and blood, the black counterpart is
associated with death and power. The landscape has four clearly delineated areas: a
SHWETA SHARDUL: A Multidisciplinary Journal
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triangle at the centre with its repetitive iconic blades of grass coloured in black and laid
out as a carpet for the dying Lakshman and grieving Rama. A tree on each side rises to
the top of the painting. One with graceful boughs bends under the weight of large red
fruit while the other stands tall with dense, small leaves repeated in such patterns that
the whole tree appears to quiver with life, responding to every slight breeze. Hanuman
himself, magnificent in contrasted red and black dress, appears high in the sky.
Balancing the Dronagiri mountain with its life giving herbs on his right hand while his
left holds his black, iron tipped mace, he arrives in time to revive Lakshman and save
the war against the demon king Ravana.
To streamline the main point here, Mahalaxmi’s “Hanuman” painting strikes a
clever balance between what we see in abstract terms and what we eventually realize is
represented. But colours and shapes are not the only things that our eyes take in as we
try to make sense of the painting. We get to know the tone of life and death through the
colour contrast. We notice that line work predominates in this painting with an almost
intoxicating effect: the dashes creating the never completed circles of swirling air, the
tree leaves moving in all directions, the lines of the shawl flowing gracefully, their red
colour contrasting with the black swirls of the air. Similarly, other visual elements,
including shape, mass and space are the ingredients available for an artist have semiotic
significance in the process of making an artwork.
The analytical framework re-orients mainstream semiotic analyses of sign systems
towards inclusion in discourse and social change in what is called the method of social
SHWETA SHARDUL: A Multidisciplinary Journal
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semiotics. Social semiotics embraces meaning-making as a social practice, that is to say,
it studies signifying practices in specific socio-cultural circumstances. In other words,
Jay Lemke defines socio-semiotics as:
a synthesis of several modern approaches to the study of social meaning and
social action. One of them, obviously is semiotics itself: the study of our social
resources for communicating meanings. . . . Formal semiotics is mainly
interested in the systematic study of the systems of signs themselves. Social
semiotics includes formal semiotics and goes on to ask how people use signs to
construct the life of a community. (183)
As every community is unique, the signs used by one community are likely to be unlike
those used by another, for instance, in much of Asia, including South Asia, red is the
traditional colour for a wedding dress (symbolizing joy and reproduction) whereas it is a
mourning dress for people in Ivory Coast. Signs have diverse meanings in diverse social
and cultural contexts. Thus, socio-semiotics is socio-centered, going from context to
text, not from text to context.
Social semiotics investigates the social dimensions of meaning which are shaped
by relations of power. So any cultural products, including literary works and artworks,
are not merely media of social meaning but also of power dynamics. It is the
contestation of the power relationships from which evolves ideology. About such an
evolution of ideology, Robert Hodge and Gunther Kress observe:
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Ideology viewed as false consciousness represents the world ‘upside down’ and
in inverted form. But it also displays an image of the world as it ought to be, as
seen from the vantage point of the dominant, or as it is from the vantage point of
the dominated group. To capture the contradiction characteristic of ideological
forms, we will talk of ideological complexes, a functionally related set of
contradictory versions of the world, coercively imposed by one social group on
another on behalf of its own distinctive interests or subversively offered by
another social group in attempts at resistance in its own interests. An ideological
complex exists to sustain relationships of both power and solidarity, and it
represents the social order as simultaneously serving the interests of both
dominant and subordinate. (3)
Social semiotics supports a dialectically mediated approach that calls for a
multidimensional and complex understanding of the interplay between agency and
structure, between lived human experience and the social power relations to which
literary works or artworks are linked. It aims at elaborating a new mode of analysis that
places more emphasis on the roles of socio-cultural contexts and the accosting power
conflict and resistance which not only define the identity of the community but which
ultimately point toward a transformation of the society.
Processes of struggle and resistance, which shape the transformation of a
society, have a bearing on every level of semiotic systems, at the smallest level of which
“power is put to the test in very exchange, and the logonomic system is typically a
SHWETA SHARDUL: A Multidisciplinary Journal
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record of this” (Hodge and Kress 8). The logonomic system—a set of rules prescribing
the conditions for production and reception of meanings—is integral part of an
ideological complex as it specifies ‘who’ claims to initiate or know meanings about
‘what’ topic ‘under what circumstances’ and ‘with what modalities’. Logonomic
systems as ideological complexes “reflect contradictions and conflicts in the social
formations” (5). When a logonomic system tolerates, for instance, a statement insulting
to women to be read as a joke, it refers to a male-dominated structure of the society.
Similarly, if a society, as does Mithila, puts up with female infanticide, this
means, it is a male-dominated society and a female writer or artist may be highly critical
of it. Let us have a basic illustration of the above-outlined account of socio-semiotics by
analyzing the following painting (“Female Infanticide”) by a contemporary Madhubani
painter, Rani Jha:

Fig. 7: Rani Jha's Female Infanticide; source: Mithila Painting.
http://peterzirnis.com/post/58303202722/rani-jha-feminist-perspectives-in-mithila-art
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Rani Jha’s “Female Infanticide” painting, displayed on a tableau on a large scale,
evokes more a theatrical scene rather than a naturalistic illustration. The choice of the
tableau immediately points to one set of logonomic rules: the dramatic-ironic intensity
of the unnatural behaviour. With this rule underway, the societal precedence of a boy
(shown on a ladder) over a girl (depicted by the cobra coiled around her feet) also turns
out to be unnatural. Visually, this text receives two intense degrees of illegitimation: the
Maithili society’s oppression of the female and a grotesque deconstruction of the
Maithili marriage ritual of matkor in which water from the well and soils near it are
used to sanctify the marriage mandap so that longevity of conjugal life is ensured
through regular fertility. Fertility is repulsively distorted through an ironic dumping of
the female fetus in the same well. The whole procreation that is supposed to ensure
matrimonial and familial bliss through legitimatization of sex via the system of marriage
looks obnoxiously abnormal due to female infanticide, which is so strongly suggested
by the cobra out to bite the infant-girl to death. Such a production and appearance of the
text have direct impact on reception. The viewers are placed as audience in a drama and,
like them, are directly hit by the intensity of the monstrosity of the illegitimate action.
The patriarchal ideology at work in female infanticide and the reverse ideology remains
in ironic collision, so to say, with the latter winning out as the monstrous unnaturalness
of the action is conveyed to the audience with dramatic intensity.
The socio-semiotic approach to the analysis of Mithila painting gains in
legitimacy from the central argument of a book like Reading Images: The Grammar of
SHWETA SHARDUL: A Multidisciplinary Journal
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Visual Design by Gunther Kress and Theo van Leeuwen. The book makes the point that
the visual is an organized and structured message, connected to the verbal text but not
dependent on it. This contention marks a departure from Roland Barthes’s argument in
“Rhetoric of the Image” that the meanings of images are too polysemous to be
deciphered separately from the verbal text. The duo—Kress and Leeuwen—repeatedly
stress the social and ideological components of sign making, interpretation, and
valuation. Decoding visuals requires attention to the reading pattern and other cultural
aspects of a particular country: "The place of visual communication in a given society
can only be understood in the context of, on the one hand, the range of forms or modes
of public communication available in that society and, on the other hand, their uses and
valuations" (35). The authors take this kind of understanding visual images as figuring
out what they call the “semiotic landscape”—“the features of a landscape (a field, a
wood, a clump of trees, a house, a group of buildings) only make sense in the context of
their whole environment and of the history of its development” (35).
Conclusion
Semiotic forms and styles are fashioned as much by the essential uniqueness and
distinctiveness of the medium as by the tangibles and intangibles of a culture: its
histories, its values, and its worldviews. For example, the square in Maithili culture
represents a sacred enclosure-like piece of land (devchauk) on which rituals are
performed. While the devchauk resembles Nature or Mother Goddess, the ritual-place
represents the performance-site for all the rites associated with Mother Goddess. As
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such, the square is considered divine for its perfection and as symbolic of knowledge
and human thought, while circle is looked upon as earthly, human and observed in
everyday life—moon, sun, horizon, water drop, rainbow, etc. Triangles, which resemble
mountains or trees, are associated with an ancient worship of the female divinity. This
association of the feminine principle with triangles is deeply embodied in the Maithili
consciousness so that the Devi’s worship is performed through her yantra—a triangle
through She is invoked. Although the Goddess has no image once conjured, she may be
seen in that likeness. The tantric elaborations of the forms of the goddess are explicit:
her supremacy in the tantras rest on her felt presence in trees, in plants and animals who
contribute to her shape or that of her incarnations as clan or community deities.
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Abstract
This paper analyzes J.K. Rowling’s novel The Casual Vacancy as a narrative
that fictionalizes the hypocrisy and self-centeredness of Middle-Class Britons and
emphasizes the realities of the lower class and their treatment into the hands of the
richer people in the beginning of the twenty first century. The novel presents social
hierarchy and the superiority complex of the members of the middle class which is the
main obstacle in uniting the British people for balanced socio-economic prosperity of
the nation. Engaging the voice of the lower class not represented in official history
books, Rowling highlights the troubles and difficulties of the underprivileged people in
order to help them to be heard. Official history presents only an account of social and
economic realities and there can be other multiple accounts of society depending on
whose voice the historian represents. A work of fiction also deals with historical
realities and presents an alternative version of history giving space to the people
ignored in official history books. This supports the idea of histories and not history with
capital ‘H’. Every account of history is constructed and there can be many narratives of
the same historical events and realities. The paper uses the ideas of Stephen Green
Blatt, Michel Foucault and Nietzsche to support the claim.
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Introduction
The Casual Vacancy contextualizes the discourse of self-centeredness and
superiority of the middle class and its impact on the lower-class people in modern day
British society. The sense of hierarchy between the two classes and its internalization by
the middle class has made them irresponsible towards the deprivation and misery of the
lower-class people. By foregrounding the snobbery and pretensions of the rich and
marginalization of the poor the novel gives voice to the voiceless and in a way rewrites
and offers an alternative to the official history of present-day Britain. This nation is
globally known as an economically prosperous democratic society as well as very
civilized but the novel negates that version of official history through a depiction of the
chilling poverty of the lower-class people who have been ignored and marginalized
within their own country. There is an exposure of the hypocrisy of the so called affluent
and civilized middle class Britons. There is something not recognized and
acknowledged by the mainstream history of Britain.
The entire novel is set in the fictional city of Pagford which is dominated by its
middle-class residents. Fields is its local estate most of whose residents are
downtrodden and economically deprived. The people and leaders of the rich English
town want to avoid the Fields as the latter is full of miserable people and their situation
demands that something must be done to uplift them. This deliberate detachment of the
Pagfordians is guided by the desire to keep their own prosperity and stability intact and
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not be concerned and disturbed by the problems of Fields. The poverty of these people
is a fact and their existence is a part of reality in British society. The rich may take the
poverty and deprivation of the Fields as a blot on their civilization and consequently the
official history erases it from its pages and their existence can’t be acknowledged. To
write about them is to give them a voice and rewrite the history from a different point of
view.
The people of Pagford portray the residents of Fields as uncivilized, miserable,
lazy and irresponsible. They are afraid that their relation with the poor can endanger the
glorious civilization and sophistication of their own city. They create and employ this
discourse in order to hide their own selfishness, egoism and snobbery. By exposing this
reality, the author has enabled us to listen to plurality of voices in Twenty-first century
Britain. The story of the marginalized people is missing from the pages of the official
history of Britain. Through realistic plot and setting the novelist brings to light the
shadowy part of British society which can be regarded as an alternative version of
history. The narrative of the novel presents the discourse of the middle-class superiority
and their indifference to and unsympathetic treatment of the economically
disadvantaged and poverty-stricken people of the Fields. The novel is one of the plural
histories of modern-day Britain as the text is a product of writer’s subjectivity that is
shaped by the context in which she has been immersed.
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Theory and Textual Analysis
This paper argues that the narrative of The Casual Vacancy is the representation
of present-day Britain with the discourse of middle-class superiority at the center of the
story and the misrepresentation as well as the under-representation of the lower-class
Britain through the same discourse. This representation is the result of Britain’s present
context and networks of institutions, beliefs sand power relations. By closely examining
the novel, we come to hear the plurality of voices of contemporary Britain. Through
new historicist approach, this paper analyzes the historicity of the discourse of middleclass superiority. New Historicism studies literature in relation to history and social
context and tries to establish the fictionality of history and historicity of what is
generally counted as fictional. History is not objective and universal and is to a certain
extent shaped by subjective forces. As a result, there can be multiple versions of history
as per the view of the person or institution who writes it.
Stephen Greenblatt is a new historicist who writes about the relation between
history and literature. He means to claim that history is a kind of representation and no
representation is adequate. “Literary criticism has a familiar set of terms for the
relationship between a work of art and the historical events to which it refers. We speak
of allusions, symbolization, . . . representation, and above all mimesis” (11). History
cannot objectively capture the social and political realities with universal implications
but it simply alludes to or symbolizes the historical events and the view that emerges is
always incomplete and partial. Every work of art also reflects historical events no matter
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how partially or insufficiently. In this sense, a literary text offers an interpretation of
history as Tyson remarks that, “Literary text, through its representation of human
experience at a given time and place is an interpretation of history” (295).
In The Casual Vacancy the city of Pagford and the people there represent Britain
and British middle class respectively. The middle class Pagfordians consider themselves
more civilized, sophisticated and self-reliant than the whole world not only the other
people there in Britain itself. The people of Fields represent the poor people in Britain
and symbolically the other poor nations in the world for whom Britain doesn’t have any
sense of responsibility. Rowling’s depiction of the contemporary Britain in the novel
can be seen as “history not in terms of discreet episodes, forming a homogeneous whole
but as fractured, subjective and above all textual [and thus it is] contingent, unstable and
partial” (Green 112). Rowling seems to favor the marginal people over the middle class
Pagfordians. The novel minutely observes the structure of class conflict, marginalization
and miserable poverty of the lower-class people of Fields. The following lines show the
dismal reality of the poor people:
The Fields were not improved by sunshine, which merely showed up the dirt and
the damage, the cracks in the concrete walls, the boarded windows and the litter
. . . The square in the Pagford looked freshly painted whenever the sun shone . . .
Nobody has ever wanted to hold Krystal’s hand. Fats had told them all that she
had fleas. (437)
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These lines present a miserable picture of the Fields. It is poverty stricken, dirty,
neglected and not maintained properly. Krystal is a victim of rape and is molested and
tortured from time to time by the rich people. The people of this ruined estate are
portrayed as loud, promiscuous, treacherous and squalid. Terrie Weldon adopts
prostitution out of sheer compulsion in order to tackle destitution and poverty. She is a
whimsical junkie irresponsible towards her son Robbie and daughter Krystal due to
poverty and society’s hatred towards her. This is a mockery of mainstream history that
presents Britain as a civilized and prosperous nation.
The narrative of the novel contradicts the British authorities’ claim that Britain is
a highly civilized and developed country and it is in the age of post-scarcity. The novel
gives a lie to the claims made by the official history of Britain by historicizing the
pathetic condition of the economically disadvantaged people who are the victims of
socio-economic disparity and discrimination. The claim that there is full respect of
human rights in Britain is also false. Rape of Krystal, her mother’s adoption of
prostitution as compulsion, death of her brother Robbie and her own suicide challenges
Britain’s claim as a nation that respects human rights and has reached post-scarcity
phase. How can Britain make such claims when so many people are languishing in
corners due to hunger, disease, frustration and poverty? The claim for prosperity is a
hoax and a lie told by the official history to hide the unpalatable realities inside the
nation.
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The official history is a kind of discourse created by the ruling class and the
authorities to veil the unpleasant realities and serve the interests of the ruling class. This
discourse doesn’t reflect pre-existing truths but creates its own truths through discursive
manipulation. For Foucault, power is the source of knowledge and it creates its own
truth which is constructed discursively and it changes when the system of power
changes. He views, “Power is relation, power is not a thing, it is a relationship between
two individuals, a relationship which is such that one can direct the behaviour of
another” (410). In this way, the official history of Britain is also a discourse created by
the self-serving rulers and aristocrats who deliberately ignore the destiny and condition
of the lower-class people. The discourse of prosperity hides the reality of the people in
the Fields. “. . . wetts, sores, gashes, burns, tarnblack, bruises, scabies and nits; babies
lying on the carpet covered in dog sit . . .” (81) This sheds light on the destitution and
misery of the people living in the Fields. The poverty of this estate is a taint on the
Pagfordians who boast of prosperity, civilization and sophistication.
The residents of the Fields have sunk into the quagmire of poverty and
deprivation. The condition of their houses reflects their ruined economic state. The
novel describes Krystal’s house as “it [kitchen] was almost as dirty as the bathroom.
Other than the fridge, cooker, and washing machine, there were no gadgets; the counters
carried only dirty plates . . . rubbish had overflowed the bins . . .” (71). Life expectancy
of the people of Fields is very low and they are dogged by the problem of drug
addiction and many other problems.
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The middle-class people have constructed a discourse of their own superiority
and use this discourse to wield power. However, it is the same discourse that provokes
opposition to itself. The discourse claims that middle-class people are superior,
generous, ethical, responsible and civilized than the lower-class people. It denies the
historical reality that middle class Britons are trapped into rampant snobbery,
narcissism, pedophile, child abuse and poverty. Howard Mollison and his family is
happy in the death of Barry Fairbrother and in the exposure of the defamatory posts
about other councilors on the official website of Pagford Parish Council. The death of a
person who was concerned about the estate makes them happy inwardly but they
pretend to be sad. “Howard must be as brimful of ecstasy as she [Shirley] was; but to
express these feelings out loud; when the news of death was still fresh in the air would
have been tantamount to dancing naked” (17).
Simon Price, another member of middle class in Pagford, buys stolen computer
at night because of its low price. But his own son discloses this on the official website
by uploading post that reads, “. . . he saves money at home by furnishing it with stolen
goods – recently a PC . . .” (241). The lies, thefts and the hypocrisies of the parents and
adults are exposed by the children which bring to light the reality of their lives and the
falsity of their claims. In this way, the novel offers an alternative history in which the
misery of the lower class is unveiled and the pretentions and empty morality of the
middle class is brought under the gaze of the public.
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On the Pagford Parish Council all the councilors are from the Pagford though
the Fields is also within the jurisdiction of the council. All the middle class Pagfordians
consider the state and the Bellchapel Addiction clinic as the ‘drains and blots on
Pagford: One faction led by Howard Mollision advocates for the exclusion of the Fields
from Pagford and closing of Bellchapel clinic. For Howard, the Pagford town is “an
ideal, a way of being, a micro-civilization that stood firmly against the national decline”
(61). Another group comprising Parminder Jawanda Collinwall and Simon Price is
trying to represent the Fields but actually it has given consent to Howard’s line.
The character Kay Bawden in the novel raises the issue of the Fields which has
not been recognized in the meetings with Pagford councilors. She openly criticizes the
narcissistic attitude of the middle class Pagfordians and counters their discourse of
superiority. She lobbies for not closing the Bellchapel clinic stating that when the clinic
is closed “some very vulnerable people [of the Fields] will be left without support”
(310). Kay is a visionary and independent intellectual who challenges established
institutions and official power of the middle class Pagfordians because according to
Nietzsche “truth is a mobile army of metaphors, metonymy and anthropomorphism”
(814). What we call truth is human centric and suffers from bias. Truth for Nietzsche is
“nothing more than the expediency of certain race of species – their utility alone is
truth” (qtd in Barker 47).
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Conclusion
In this way, the narrative of the novel presents two discourses. One is the
discourse of middle-class superiority and the other is the marginalization of the lower
class. The novel exposes the pretensions and hypocrisies of the middle class
Pagfordians and their detachment from and irresponsibility toward the under-privileged
people of the Fields which is also under the jurisdiction of the Pagford. Britain is
presented as a land of prosperity and sophistication by the discourse of official history
but it veils or hides the underbelly of English society that challenges the claims for
advancement and civilization. The novel puts the situation and reality of the
underprivileged lower class at the center and criticizes the self-centered attitude of the
middle class. This is a rewriting or revision of the official history and presentation of
alternative histories that counter the legitimacy and authenticity of the mainstream
history.
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Abstract
The Hindu and Buddhist sources were the most significant contents to shape the
mind and heart of T. S. Eliot. When Eliot was studying at Harvard University, a popular
academic place for oriental studies, he had a close contact with his scholarly teachers
Charles R. Lanman and James H. Woods. Herbert Howarth mentions that these
teachers were at that time working on books on Hinduism and Buddhism. Their
readings had a good influence on Eliot’s writing. The thoughts of Irving Babbitt, an
authority on Buddhism, must have affected Eliot with the Buddhist ideology. In
company of the Oriental scholars, Eliot had a good influence for the study of Hindu and
Buddhist ideology through the Oriental scriptures and philosophical books. He himself
turned to be a philosopher poet and playwright. He had read a number of authors and
books on Hinduism and Buddhism and got influenced by them and this study reflects in
his own poetry and plays. The present paper explores and analyses particularly the
Buddhist influence in Eliot’s poetry and plays.
Keywords: Oriental Philosophy, Buddhism, Noble Truths, Ten Commandments,
Salvation
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Introduction
Buddhism occupies an important place in the eastern and western religions and
philosophy. Buddhism was founded by Siddhartha Gautama, who later became “The
Buddha” after attaining “Enlightenment”. He is also known as “the Light of Asia”. He
was the son of Shakya king Suddhodana and Maya Devi. He was born Kapilwastu,
Nepal. Since his childhood, Siddhartha was a thoughtful and pensive child. Despite the
best efforts of his father to bind Siddhartha's heart to the palace, to the interests of the
kingdom and to the heart of the Shakya people, the young prince broke all the ties of
worldly life after seeing the sights of old age, sickness and death. He renounced the
world and left his home to seek the path of salvation. As an ascetic, he wanted to know
the real source of suffering and a possible way of complete deliverance from it. At first,
he sought the help of some eminent religious scholars of the day who failed to give
proper satisfaction to the inquisitive and restless mind and heart of the young prince.
Restless to attain perfect Enlightenment, he practised severe penance, gave himself up
to meditative thought and rigorous mortification of the body. But he could not find the
true wisdom. Therefore, he left that extreme path and followed the middle path of selfdiscipline. After thinking over the issue for a long time, he came to the conclusion that
the physical mortification would not extinguish the fire of desire nor would afford
Enlightenment. He directed his foot-steps to Gaya where he sat under the blessed Bodhi
tree and eventually got Enlightenment. Since then, Sidhartha has been honoured with
the title The Buddha or the Enlightened One.
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Buddha discovered the Four Noble Truths which point out the path to Nirvana.
This is the Dharma; this is the truth; this is the real religion. After being enlightened,
Buddha returned to the world of suffering humanity to preach his Dharma. He said to
his disciples, "Let the wheel of Dharma rotate." And, thus began the long and noble
work of spreading the teachings of the Buddha which, in due course of time spread to
Ceylon, Burma and Siam in the south and to Tibet, China, Japan and Korea in the north.
Buddhism spread widely in Nepal, India and abroad and eventually grew into a world
religion. It contains the teachings of Lord Buddha, "What is known as Buddhism is a
part of the common heritage of wisdom by which men have succeeded in overcoming
this world and in gaining immortality or a deathless life" (Conze 11). After devoting the
last forty-five years of his life to this great task, Lord Buddha breathed his last at the age
of eighty. At the moment of his death, the Blessed One addressed the priests in the
following words:
“And now, O priests, I take my leave of you; all the constituents of being are
transitory; work out your salvation with diligence.” (Warren 109)
The Buddha was always pragmatic and never aimed at discussing theoretical
questions or metaphysical subtleties. He declared that such discussions were
unprofitable and confusing and that they would not pave the path for cessation of
suffering. Therefore, he always kept a mum whenever he was asked about God or life
hereafter. Such questions therefore have come to be known as ‘avyakatani’ (Davids
187) (indeterminate questions) in Buddhist literature. Instead of wasting time in such
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discussions, Lord Buddha always tried to enlighten the people on the most urgent and
important problem of human life, i.e. suffering. Buddha who recognized the existence of
suffering, its cause, its remedy, its cessation, has known the Four Noble Truths (aryasatya). These Four Noble Truths form the kernel of the teachings of Lord Buddha. They
preach that his first three of these truths are theoretical and the last one is practical. The
First Noble Truth of the Buddhism is that “All is suffering” (sarvam dukham). Suffering
predominates human and animal life. Birth is attended with pain; decay is painful;
disease is painful; death is painful; union, separation, sorrow, despair, wish and all
bodily conditions which spring from attachment are painful. The text of the Buddha's
first sermon given in Samyotta Nikaya reads as follows:
And this the Noble Truth of sorrow. Birth is sorrow, age is sorrow, disease is
sorrow, death is sorrow, contact from the pleasant is sorrow every wish
unfulfilled is sorrow-in short all the five components of individually are sorrow.
(Duiker & Spielvogel 55)
This kind of pessimism that life is full of suffering and that its pleasures are transitory
and fraught with sorrow is fundamental not only to the teachings of Lord Buddha but to
most of the Hindu thinkers. By emphasizing the dark side of life, Lord Buddha is not
giving way to despair, but he points to the way leading to the destruction of sorrow. He
teaches how, instead of being a victim of misery, man can become its victor.
The Second Noble Truth is the cause of suffering. According to the law of
natural causation, every event is the effect or result of some cause. Therefore, the
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sorrow which is prevailing everywhere and in everything has a cause. There is a chain
of causes and effects that leads to suffering in the world. This chain of suffering has
twelve connections which are : ignorance (avidya), action (samskara), consciousness
(vijnana), name and form (name-rupa), the six fields viz. the five senses and mind
together with their objects (sadayatana) contact between the senses and the object
(sparsa), sensation (vedana), being (bhava), rebirth (jati), old age and death (jaramarana), desire (trisna), and clinging to existence (upadana) (Vipan Kumar 16).
This chain involves present life, previous life and future life. The present life is
the effect of the past and the cause of the future life. Ignorance is the root cause of man's
existence. All the other connections spring from this root-cause of the vicious cycle of
the world, generally called 'the bhavachakra' or the wheel of existence. The Buddha says
in his first sermon:
And this is the Noble Truth of the Arising of Sorrow. It arises from thirst, which
leads to rebirth, which brings delight and passion, and seeks pleasure now here,
now there – the thirst for sensual pleasure, the thirst for continued life, the thirst
for power. (Mrs. Davids 166)
Lord Buddha, in his discourses, not only dwells upon the fact of evil, but also points the
way out of it. He says, "Just this have I taught and do I teach, ill, and the ending of ill".
The Noble Truth about the cessation of suffering follows from the second Truth. The
removal of the cause removes the effect too. When ignorance, which is the root-cause of
all sufferings, is removed by right knowledge, the other connections of the chain break
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one after the other automatically. Thus, liberation from sorrow can be achieved in this
very life if the right path is followed.
The fourth Noble Truth about the way to remove suffering is laid down by Lord
Buddha:
And this is the noble truth of the way which leads to the stopping of Sorrow. It is
the Noble Eightfold Path- Right Views, Right Resolve, Right Speech, Right
Conduct, Right Livelihood, Right Efforts, Right Recollection and Right
Meditation. (Westmann 80)
This Path consists of eight steps which are called the eight fold paths (astangika-marga):
Right Views (Samyak Dristi), Right Resolve (Samyak Sankalp), Right Speech (Samyak
Vak), Right conduct (Samyak Karma), Right Living (Samyak Jevika), Right Effort
(Samyak Dhyan), Right Recollection (Samyak Dharana), and Right Meditation
(Samyak Samadhi).
The exposition of the Aryan eightfold path forms the basic theme of the
celebrated first discourse of the Buddha. It is also widely known as the Middle path, the
path between materialism and spiritualism and also the path between eternalism and
nihilism. It avoids the two extremes and strikes a balanced approach to life, that is
believing neither in Being nor in Non-Being, but in Becoming. This path does not
preach its devotees a life of self-indulgence, which is the harbinger of pain, nor that of
self-mortification, which is itself pain. It is only this middle path which can lead the
spiritual aspirant to “Nirvana”. “Having put an end forever” to 'dukkha', it enables him
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to enjoy "peace, serenity and rapture". According to the Buddha, 'Nirvana' stops rebirth.
So it means the extinction of all misery and of the conditions which cause rebirth. It is
the relinquishment of all worldly ties, cessation of the effects of past actions, end of all
desires and attachment to this world. The Nikayas sometimes describe it as the blissful
reward of a long ascetic course – a heaven of peace and rest, eternal. This can be
attained in this life itself.
Buddhist Ideology
The enlightened Buddha was a great thinker and philosopher. His contributions
to the religious philosophy are unique and substantial. The fundamental concept of
Buddhism is that all is non-eternal or is momentary. Every object in this world is in a
state of 'flux'. In other words, whatever is real is momentary or 'dynamic', and whatever
is not momentary is not real. According to Mrs. Rhys Davids:
Buddhists concentrated their attention not on a cause or mover of the other of
things physical and moral, but on the order of things. They held that this order
was one of constant universal changes, organically conceived i.e. as growth and
decay and conceived as proceeding by cause and effect. Things become, as the
sequels of certain assignable other things having become. (11)
For the concept Vodism (shunavada) or Dynamics, a very practical and simple approach
is in Buddhism. The dynamism of Buddhist philosophy (i.e. everything is in a state of
flux) inspired an entirely different outlook about the world. Even the believers in 'soul'
or eternalists were willing to accept the external world as changeable, but they believed
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in an eternal existence within it. They call it 'Atman' or 'Brahman'. The Buddhists deny
the existence of such soul. They say that, if we look inside the trunk of banana tree, we
will get layers within layers, one covering peeling off after the other but no substance
inside it. Similarly, all the things in the universe do not contain any eternal substance.
'Ataman' or 'Brahman', or the world, is void of any eternal element. Another example
which is often cited to explain this concept of Voidism is that of the clouds or the flame
of the lamp. Just as the clouds go on changing each moment, so does this world. Even
the most solid diamond or iron goes on changing every moment. There is no similarity
or sameness in their previous and subsequent forms. The similarity, if any, is in their
organisation. The effect is always similar to the cause, and, hence, there is an illusion of
oneness. The flame of the lamp is changing every moment, but the new flame born out
of the old one is similar to it. Therefore, we are in haste to conclude that it is the same
flame. Similarly, the end-state of this life may cause the beginning of the next. Rebirth
is, therefore, not transmigration of the same soul into another body. It is the causation of
the next life by the present. (Warren 234)
Having accepted the entire inner and outer world as non-eternal, Buddhism
propounds its theory of causality, which is generally known as “Dependent
Origination”. It says that nothing exists by itself and that nothing is absolute. Everything
depends on something else. Everything is the effect of some cause. As long as the cause
exists, the effect also exists. When the cause ceases to be, the effect also vanishes.
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Everything is relative, cause and effect are interrelated. One thing flows from the other.
Buddha called this theory 'Dhamma'. He said, in his very first discourse at Varanasi,:
Let us set aside such unprofitable and unsolvable questions (Avyaktani) as the
questions of beginning and end. I will teach you Dharma. That being thus, this
comes to be. From the coming to be of that, this arises. That being absent, this
does not happen. From the cessation of that, this ceases. This is the Dharma.
Whoever accepts Dharma, accepts the law of patichha samuppada (dependent
origination). (Davids 210)
His theory of “Karma” is connected with “dependent origination”. Theory of “Karma”
suggests that the present existence of an individual is the effect of his or her past, and
his/her future will be the effect of his/her present. Thus, the law of Karma is only a
special aspect of the law of causation. Lord Buddha held that this world is an endless
process. Every minute we see thousands of causes and effects. The transformation of the
cause into effect and vice-versa is an endless process.
Lord Buddha always laid emphasis on the right conduct. He prescribed Ten
Commandments which were binding commands upon the 'Bhikshus' or the monks. They
were emphatically asked to avoid the ten evils. These are: the three evils of the body
(murder, theft, and adultery), the four evils of the tongue (lying, slander, abuse, and idle
talk), and the three evils of the mind (covetousness, hatred and error). (Coomaraswamy
130)
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Buddhist Ideology in Eliot’s Poetry and Plays
Of all the sources that affected and shaped the mind and heart of T. S. Eliot, the
Hindu and Buddhist sources are the most significant ones. When Eliot was a student at
Harvard University, he had a close contact with his scholarly teachers Charles R.
Lanman and James H. Woods. Herbert Howarth writes that these scholars were at that
time studying and exploring the Hinduism. Irving Babbit, a Buddhist scholar, also must
have affected Eliot’s mind and heart. Eliot was a scholar and a number of authors and
books of Hinduism and Buddhism had a great influence on his poetry and plays. Some
of the prominent influences were from different authors of different periods in history of
literature. Some of them were: John Donne and other Metaphysical poets, the dramas of
the Jacobeans, the French Symbolists (Dante, Santayana Babbitt, Josiah Royce,
Bradley, and Bergson), German philosophers (Ezra pound, T. E. Hulme, Windham
Lewis, Middleton Murry, Remy de Gourmont), primitive ritual anthropology,
Christianity and the Hindu scriptures. William T. Harris, who had a fairly good
knowledge of the Bhagwad-Gita, had also a good influence on him.
One needs to read the notes of T.S Eliot appended to The Waste Land (1922) to
understand his indebtedness to Buddhism. One of the poem’s sections titled The Fire
Serman is based directly on the Buddha’s teachings at Samath (Varanasi). The notes tell
us that Eliot had read Henry Clarke Warren’s Buddhism in Translation. He had also
studied Edwin Arnold’s Light of Asia, a monumental work on Lord Buddha and his
gospel. It is quite possible that Eliot had heard his teacher Irving Babbitt, repeating the
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words of the dying Buddha to his disciples in the classroom…“work out your Salvation
with diligence”. The echo of these words is clearly heard in The Cocktail Party (1950).
On the testimony of William Chase Green, we can confidently say that, at the time of
writing The Waste Land, Eliot seriously considered becoming a Buddhist. Eliot was
then “able and witty…….aloof and silent. I used to tell him he reminded me of a
smiling and quizzical figure of Buddha” (Howarth 95).
In 1913 Eliot withdrew himself from the Buddhist and Sanskrit sources.
Speaking of his courtship with the Orient (while delivering the Barbour lectures in 1933
at the University of Virginia), Eliot writes as follows:
Two years spent in the study of Sanskrit under Charles Lanman and a year in the
Mazes of Patanjali’s metaphysics under the Guidance of James Woods left me in
a state of enlightened mystification. (Eliot 40)
This confessional statement shows, in unequivocal terms, Eliot’s close contact with and
fondness for Hindu holy texts and philosophical system. At this juncture, a question
arises as to why Eliot gave up the pursuit of Oriental studies. Eliot has very clearly
indicated in After Strange Gods that he was not prepared to forget “how to think and
feel as an American or a European”. Hence, for practical and sentimental reasons, he
gave up his pursuit of Oriental studies.
Like Hinduism, Buddhism also exercised a deep influence on mind and heart of
T.S. Eliot. It was so because Eliot was a sober student of philosophy and because he had
a moral and spiritual bend of mind. His family background was that of a Unitarian
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practicing a storm sum of Christianity. Temperamentally, Eliot was a reserved man.
Such a perceptive man could hardly ignore the rich heritage of Hindu religions and
philosophies. Eliot was deeply in love with Buddhistic and Hindu scriptures, and he
made use of them when he came to writing his creative works. The Waste Land, Four
Quartets, and the small poem To the Indians who Died in Africa, and his poetic plays
bear witness to the fact. We need to analyse some of the Buddhist ideas in Eliot’s poetry
and plays.
Right from his early poetic career, Eliot started giving room to pessimism and
suffering in his writing, and this truth creates the impression that he was working under
the inescapable impact of Buddhism. Eliot’s poetry up to Sweeney Agonistes is
unquestionably the poetry of pessimism and suffering. The general atmosphere
pervading this kind of poetry is one of glooms and disgust.
Edmund Wilson thinks that it is due to the – “dark marking of provinces
inhibits”. Not only Eliot’s themes are pessimist and gloomy, but his characters are also
pessimist and gloomy. They are usually middle aged persons, restless lovers, lost
sailors, and haunted souls. Examples are: Prufrock, Gerontion, Phlebas, Tiresias, Harry,
Cella, etc. This attitude of the poet-cum-playwright cannot be explained away as
something sudden and accidental, it is rather due to his sober temper and well-conceived
design. It seems Eliot deliberately adopted this stance in order to lodge his protest
against the facile “cheerfulness, optimism, and hopefulness” (Eliot 223) of the
nineteenth century. He adopted this stance to cope with the immediate situation– to
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depict effectively the fallen condition of modern civilization which he found to be
morally sterile and purposeless, chaotic and directionless. Modern civilization, as Eliot
saw, has fallen upon evil days, and the overall picture of human life has been blurred
with rampant corruption and lustfulness. This is what we find in many Eliot’s poems
and plays including The Waste Land and The Cocktail party.
Eliot’s early poems are contained in Prufrock and other Observations (1917),
which express, according to Eliot, the “boredom, the horror and the glory” (Smidt 135)
of the modern world. J. Alfred Prufrock is a prematurely middle aged who is constantly
assailed by doubts and distrust. Apparently he is ill-at-ease in the midst of beautiful
women who ‘come and go / talking of Michelangelo’. Prufrock is incapable of decision
and action. He is acutely conscious of his being a misfit of his immediate surroundings,
and in a mood of frustration and dejection he blurts out –
I grew old ……….. I grow old …….
I shall bear the bottoms of my Trousers rolled.
It suggests about his approaching old age effects, his capacity of action and decision at a
crucial moment.
Another poem, Portrait of a Lady, reverses the situation of The Love Song…..
by portraying a middle aged woman in the presence of a young man. The woman is
fully conscious of her futility and loneliness, and hence she declares: “I shall sit here,
serving tea to friends ………”.
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The Poems published in 1920 are also of a serious nature: they are mainly
pessimistic. In them, Eliot “stresses the ugliness and corruption of our age…….”
(Nuhsa 133). One such poem is Gerontion (1919) which depicts an old man called
Gerontion, who is afflicted with the memory of his past and who is in a vortex of moral
and spiritual crisis. In utter desperation, he says:
Think
Neither fear nor courage saves us.
Unnatural vices
Are feathered by our heroism. Virtues
Are forced upon us by our impudent crimes.
Clearly, Gerontion is a person from whom hope and grace are totally withdrawn. He is a
soul groping in the dark and feeling the weakness of old age.
The Waste Land (1922) also points the picture of a devitalized and dehumanized
society. The shadow of World War I looms over it. The very air and the seasons seem to
have got rotten. Moral and spiritual values seem to have touched the rock bottom. The
representative of entire humanity, Tiresias meets failure in his search for spiritual
regeneration, and hence he has rightly been called “a mock–hero” (Smidt 224).
Getting disillusioned with the world around him, he looks to the east, for the
moral and spiritual redemption of mankind.
The Hollow Men (1925), which continues the tone and the mood of The Waste
Land, explores further miserable conditions of modern man. This poem portrays modern
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men as ‘hollow men’ and as ‘stuffed men’ having’ ‘head piece filled with straw’. These
men are truly the denizens of Dante’s Inferno; they suffer greatly under fear and
illusion. They do not have ‘eyes’ to peep through the dark and to emerge on a sunny
atmosphere. The poem ends on a note a complete sorrow and dejection:
This is the way the world ends
Not with a bang but a whimper
The prevailing mood does not offer a ray of hope to modern man. The poem Sweeney
Agonistes (1926-27) effectively portrays sexual abuse of modern man in a ‘burning’
world. Sweeney is the man of gross nature, and for him life is only ‘Birth and
copulation and death’.
The poems written since 1927 are slightly different in mood and tone. The
horrors of the ‘unreal city’, the note of dejection and suffering, to be found in the
earliest poems now disappear. Ash Wednesday is a poem in point. For his moral
anchorage and spiritual solace, the poet goes to Christianity- to Anglo-Catholicism,
newly discovered religion of Eliot. Virgin Mary is involved here. She is the mother of
Christ and giver of peace and harmony to the human world.
The tone of religious servitude is found in The Rock (1934) too, though it has
echoes of religious pessimism. Mark the following passage in this regard:
The cycles of Heaven in twenty centuries
Bring us farther from God and nearer
to the Dust.
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The poet is speaking here of the suffering and destruction that man has to undergo in the
present day world.
Four Quartets (1943), which is primarily a philosophical poem, is not entirely
free from the pangs and tortures of man. In the poem, “Burnt Norton” mentions the
wind blowing in and out of unwholesome lungs (section III); “East cooker” offers the
following advice: “You must go by a way where in there is no ecstasy” (Social III).
“The Dry Salvages” emphatically suggests that there is no end of ‘soundless wailing’
and ‘withering of withered flowers’ and ‘movement of pain’ (section III); and “Little
Gidding” gives us ‘Dust in the air suspended’ (section II). These references create the
impression that the atmosphere in which modern man is living is non-too-happy and
non-too-healthy.
The protagonists in Eliot’s poems and plays are generally sufferers in life. They
remind us of what is often said of the characters found in Hardy’s novels – ‘Happiness
is but an occasional episode on the general drama of pain’. For Eliot’s protagonistsPrufrock, Gerontion, Tiresias, Becket, Harry, Celia, Colby, and others, the very air that
they breathe seems to be polluted. They are ill-at-ease in their given citations. They
suffer inescapably because of Eliot’s pessimistic outlook upon life. In this connection,
Prof. Kristian Smidt has aptly remarked,
His (Eliot’s) early pessimism, connected with the general disillusionment of our
epoch, found support both in a certain aspect of Christianity and in the
philosophies of Hinduism and Buddhism. His later acceptance of suffering and
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askesis as ways to blissful perfection is in agreement both with Protestant and
Catholic Christianity and with the religions of the East.” (Smidt 224)
Eliot’s sense of pervading sorrow in the human world is something born of his innate
temperament. He was actually searching for love and light in a jealous and selfish
world; he wanted the support of ethics and spirituality in a world ‘burning’ in desire and
lust. So, he became a pessimist in his poetry and plays.
Of Eliot’s plays, Murder in the Cathedral offers us Thomas-a-Becket who
exemplifies the idea that ‘action is suffering/And suffering is action’. Eliot equates here
‘action’ and ‘suffering’, and in this matter he echoes Milton’s following lines in
Paradise Lost:
Fallen Cherub, to be weak is miserable,
Doing or suffering ……..(Book I, II)
Like Buddha, Eliot believes that ‘suffering’ (or dukkha) is omnipresent and omnipotent.
For its recurring, universal character, suffering has been symbolized by ‘the wheel’ in
Eliot’s poetry and plays.
This symbol is found in Gerontion, The Waste Land, Ash Wednesday, Burnt
Norton, Murder in the Cathedral, and The Family Reunion, and it stands for “the
temporal world of unending suffering” (Dwivedi 185). The noted English author, E. M.
Forster remarks that Eliot belongs to the group of those who “continue to suffer”. In this
respect, he is not different from the Buddha. To both, desire (tanha, in Buddhistic
terminology) is the root cause of all sufferings.
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Another doctrine of Buddhism which attracted Eliot was that of Nirvana (or
Nibbana) and death-wish. Nirvana is a state of existence in which man is freed from all
worldly desires and sense-perceptions. We have repeated references to this doctrine in
the form of death-wish in Eliot’s poetry and plays. Thus, the Sybil says in the epigraph
to The Waste Land: ‘I wish to die’. In “Journey of the Magi”, the speaker declares; ‘I
should be glad of another death’. Sybil in a poem after him observes thus; ‘My life is
light, waiting for the death wind”. And Sweeney thinks that ‘Life is death’. The Poem
Lines to a Persian Cat beautifully expresses the idea of death-wish and Nirvana:
There is no relief but in grief.
O when will the creaking heart cease?
Being afflicted with grief, the speaker wants ‘peace of mind, all passion spent’ in death
and Nirvana. The doctrine of Nirvana finds an excellent expression in the poem
“Gerontion”, where the person speaks of losing his passion and sense-perceptions:
I have lost my passion; why should I need to keep it.
Since what is kept must be adulterated?
I have lost my sight, smell, hearing, taste and touch:
How should I use them for your closer contact?
All the objects of sense-perception are being negated here. The passage lays great
emphasis on the negation of the objects of sensual pleasure as well as on the cultivation
of spiritual discipline. In doing so, the poet is deeply indebted to the teachings of Lord
Buddha. Likewise, the speaker in the poem Ash Wednesday expresses his desire to be
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fired from the endless cycle of birth and death (Dwivedi 172). He wishes to have peace
in oblivion, as is evident in the following lines:
Because I do not hope to turn again
Because I do not hope
Because I do not hope to turn
Desiring this man’s gift and that man’s scope
I no longer strive to strive towards such things.
Here, the speaker certainly hints at ‘dispossessing’ himself from all gifts and scope, and
thereby attaining Nirvana. In Four Quartets, the poem The Dry Salvages gives us
striking image of the lines moving ‘between the hither and the farther store’. Through
this image, the poet reminds us of the two ‘shores’ of desire and ‘Nirvana’ – the two
‘shores’ mentioned by the Buddha himself. Eliot tacitly suggests Nirvana in his play,
The Cocktail Party (1950), where Sir Henry warms Edward of letting ‘the genie out of
the bottle’. For salvation of the soul (jiva) the burden of the body has to be thrown
aside. This what Sir Henry suggests obliquely.
Eliot was also fascinated with the doctrine of Karma which is referred to as
‘Right Conduct’ in the Eightfold path to be practiced by a Buddhist. The monks were
commanded to abstain from the ten evils. Eliot also believes that “life must be an ascetic
discipline akin to the mystic discipline of the East” (Smidt 199). Numerous instances
can be cited from his poetry and plays:
(a)

The lot of man is careless labour (The Rock, I Chorus)
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Of all that was done in the past, You eat the fruit, either rotten or ripe.
For every ill deed in the past we suffer the consequences. (The Rock, II Chorus)

(c)

And do not think of the fruit of action, Fare forward. (The Dry Salvages)

(d)

And right action is freedom from past and future also. (The Dry Salvages)

(e)

…….neither you nor we know until the judgment after death, what is the fruit of
action?
(To the Indians who Died in Africa)
In The Waste Land, “right action” is indicated by “What The Thunder Said”:

“data” dayadhyam, damyata (Give, Sympathises, Control). “The significance of these
words is that one should subdue oneself and give oneself to others, and to the Brahman,
who is in all things: and this is how Eliot uses them in The Waste Land” (Smidt 188).
Also in his plays, there are preferences to the doctrine of ‘karma’. In Murder in
the Cathedral (1935), Becket’s struggle to avoid temptations without putting physical
resistance to killers, and his final decision of martyrdom is an example of right action
and conduct. Kristian Smidt says, “Right Action is an internal as well as an external
affair; in fact, it is chiefly a matter of making ‘perfect the will’. It demands renunciation.
Becket has to resist temptation of youth, popularity, temporal and spiritual power”.
(Smidt 199)
In The Family Reunion (1930), Harry is also worried about his good conduct,
and thereby to purge the sinuous action and evil deeds of his father. Ultimately the path
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of redemption is shown to him by the Furies. This path of redemption is actually the
path of right action or the path of good conduct.
Celia, in The Cocktail Party (1950), wants to disentangle herself from the coils
of worldly serpent, the charms and comforts of physical life, and gladly accepts the path
of renunciation. Her choice for the life of disinterested person detached from sensual
pursuits actually makes her choose the life of a saint. She chooses this saintly life
because of her disinterestedness in and detachment from the ensnaring world. In fact,
her choice is the choice of good conduct.
Eliot’s next play, The Confidential Clerk (1955) is concerned with the problem
of self-identify. It is only by the Knowledge of the self that one can be truly happy and
thereby put an end to one’s pains and miseries. According to Buddhism, suffering can
be removed by following the Eightfold Path of righteousness which includes Right
views, Right resolve, and Right conduct, etc. In this play, Mr. Claude wants to make
young Colby his confidential clerk after the retirement of Eggerson. Both Claude and
his wife Elizabeth are suffering not only from the official desire of appointing a loyal
clerk, but also from the wish of finding out their illegitimate lost son. Both of them
claim Colby to be their son. But, ironically enough, Colby is proved by Mrs. Guzzard,
to be the son of her dead husband- an obscure and disappointed musician called Herbert
Guzzard. Thus, Colby gains self-knowledge through this revelation. So, he takes a Right
Resolve not to follow Sir Claude, and finally decides to become an organist for which
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he was having natural aptitude. He is helped by Eggerson, to the utter surprises of
Claude. This choice is his Right Conduct.
Lord Buddha holds that man’s present life is the effect of his past actions, and
the future is the effect of the present. Eliot also believes that man must eat the fruits of
his actions in this life only. His last play, The Elder Statesman (1959), presents the
predicament of Lord Claverton who is ill-at-case with his present, and hence
prematurely ageing. His mind is constantly haunted by the fearful memories of his evil
action in the past. He is also reminded of his past by Gomez, who suddenly reappears in
London after pursuing a career of forgery, crime and punishment in a foreign land. To
escape his unpleasant past, he goes to Badgley Court to live in solitude, and gets mental
peace and rest there. But instead of recovering, he is much and more preoccupied with
the past and broods over the evil consequences springing from it. Here, he is faced with
another agonizing visitor Mrs. Carghill, his forsaken beloved in his youth, and also with
Gomez again who was an eye-witness to the incident of killing an old man by his van.
Thus, he finds himself in a tight corner. Much against his will, he discloses his guilty
past to his daughter Monica, who is carrying a love-affair with Charles, and to his son
Michael who wants to go abroad to start life afresh under the patronage of Gomez. By
confessing his mistakes openly, Claverton is relieved from the burden of the dead past.
This confession is his ‘Right Action’, which enables him to tread the path of ‘Good
Conduct’. He becomes free from his guilty conscience and enjoys inward peace and
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happiness. He reposes trust in Gomez and Mrs. Carghill and sets his son and daughter to
lead a happy life independently.
Eliot was drawn to Buddhism and Hinduism for their emphasis on rigorous
spiritual practice. He was of the firm view that a man could “accomplish anything of
value by discipline, ethical and political” (Eliot 381). Eliot thought that the ultimate aim
of man’s life is the perfection of individually and the attainment of sainthood” (Eliot
78). In one of his commentaries published in The Criterion (1934), Eliot remarked as
follows:
What ultimately matters is the Salvation of the individual soul. You may not like
this principle; but if you abjure it, you will probably in the end get something
that you like less. (Eliot 454)
It was the lack of the prospect of individual salvation that made Eliot despondent and
pessimistic in his early poetry, such as in The Love Song, Portrait of a Lady, Gerontion,
The Waste Land and Hollow Men. It was the absence of the spiritual practice that
rendered the inhabitants of The Waste Land look to the some other land. That’s why, the
fifth part of The Waste Land, “what the Thunder Said” assumes additional significance.
Here, the teachings of Prajapati to his disciples- men, demos, and gods- are for the
latter’s moral and spiritual edification. For the same reason, in The Waste Land, Eliot
had earlier collocated the Buddha and St. Augustine. These two representatives of the
East and the West were brought together in order to lay great stress on their exemplary
asceticism, which is the need of the time. Asceticism alone can check the drive of desire
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and the naked display of sex in humanity. It may be mentioned here that the collocation
is not incidental but deliberate and intentional.
Conclusion
Eliot’s use of some of the thoughts or teachings of Buddhism strikes a reader as
soon as he opens the pages of his poetry and plays. These thoughts or teachings are
harnessed to a creative use in a systematic manner. In fact, there was a time when Eliot
thought seriously to become a Buddhist; that was when he was writing The Waste Land.
The systematic use of Buddhist thoughts or teachings by Eliot in his writings convinces
us that he was a serious student of philosophy and had a deep love of the philosophical
and religious treasures of Hinduism and Buddhism.
T. S. Eliot makes use of Buddhist ideas in his poetry and plays. Some of these
ideas are: death-wish and nirvana, impermanence of the soul (anicca/doctrine of anatta),
life and death as 'the two shores' of the world (Sansara), importance of the killing of
'desire' (Tanha), prevalence of passion (or, 'burning') in human life, etc. Eliot also
applies certain Hindu ideas in his works. If The Waste Land is based on the Buddhist
learning of the poet, The Dry Salvages (One of the four Quartets), To the Indians who
died in Africa and fifth section of The Waste Land go to the Hindu scriptures and
thoughts for their content. However, a consistent application of Buddhism in his
writings prompts us to believe that he worked as a writer under the active influence of
Buddhist religion.
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Abstract
An individual is hailed by state mechanism. This is something that applied to
every state, and especially more, when there is a change in the state policies. The old
Colonel in No One Writes to the Colonel is a major victim of shift in the state’s ideology
after the civil strife of the 1950s in Colombia. The post-civil war era was influenced and
controlled by military regime in Colombia. Hence, new state forces and ideologies were
forwarded and implemented. As a result, the old Colonel, a mechanism of the old
regime, becomes the victim of social and legal injustice. The state uses its power in a
systematic manner to render the old colonel’s life a misery. The use of state apparatus
is rampant and the Colonel is denied the pension that is due to him. Martial law and
censorship are used to control and silence the people and to force them to follow the
dictates of the state. This makes his life hard and is left in the lurch. This is the
intention of the system that uses various state machineries for the interpellation of
individuals. Through the use of state apparatus and ideology an individual is reduced to
a non entity before the power of the state.
Keywords: Hailing, Interpellation, State Machinery, Individuals, Ideology
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Introduction
Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s No One Writes to the Colonel portrays the loneliness
and sufferings of an old colonel who has been forced into retirement promising a
pension by the military regime. However, it has been fifteen years the colonel has been
waiting for the pension and within this period his life has been reduced to almost tatters.
During these years, the colonel and his wife are subjected to harsh psychological
treatment, courtesy of military rulers. In this context, the present paper analyzes the
notion of ideology which is used by the state for the interpellation of an individual
based on the sufferings of the retired colonel.
Ideology is a way of looking at and interpreting life in society. It is conveyed as
a general system of ideas, values and beliefs, either true or false. It is a term that
embodies all the problems associated with socio-cultural, economic and political
complexities of a society. An ideology is composed of components, including
acceptance by those in power, must be capable of guiding one’s evaluations, provide
guidance towards actions and is logical. As such, an ideology should be in contrast with
different issues of utopia and historical myth. It also has a rich history, during which it
has taken various, sometimes-contradictory meanings.
Terry Eagleton in Ideology remarks that ideology has wide range of historical
meanings and relates it with the interest of ruling class. He opines that ideologies are
shaped and developed in line with the ideas and interests developed by the ruling class.
They tune it in line with their interest, supposedly guided from historical perspective.
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Eagleton remarks, “The term ‘ideology’ has a wide range of historical meaning, all the
way from the unworkably broader sense of social determination of thoughts to the
suspiciously narrow idea of the development of false ideas in the direct interest of a
ruling class”(221).
Eagleton is of the view that ideology is a product of discourse rather than the
product of language. As such, there is a fundamental relationship of ideology with that
of power. It is the latter that gives validity and authenticity to the prior concept.A form
of social life is set up when there is a change in the power politics, as is the case of the
retired Colonel. The Colonel was serving the power interest of the previous rulers and
when it was overthrown, he became its immediate victim. This concept of penultimate
condition of the Colonel was hesitatingly presented by Marquez. The success of this
fiction has to do with the certain level of historical set up that determines the ideological
ways of leading a nation and the society, backed by power. So, ideology is something
between an utterance and its material position brought to social form by use of power.
For Eagleton:
[I]deology represents the points where power impacts up on certain utterances
and inscribes it tacitly within them. But it is not therefore to be equated with just
and any form of any discursive partisanship, interested speech or theoretical
bias; rather, the concept of ideology aims to disclose something of the relation
between an utterance and its material conditions of possibility. When those
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conditions of possibility are viewed in the light of certain power-struggle central
to the reproduction, it represents the whole form of social life. (223)
In this form of power, ideology determines the fate of individuals. S/he becomes the
apparent victim who has to change and adjust to the changes occurred in the name of
change of system and power-politics.
The pain of the retired Colonel is an inborn of this ideological shift in the power
politics. When the old regime was thrown a new system with new values took over the
state mechanisms. Thus, political ideology has two dimensions: how society should
work; and the most appropriate ways to which the ideas are arranged. On the face of
changes, the rulers often opt to appear neutral, refraining themselves from the woes of
the supporters of the previous supporters. However, in this shift and twist of power and
politics, it is the general people who are victimized.
Meanwhile, all other ideologies that differ from the ruling ideology are seen as
radical and threat to the existing ideologies. The system in power imposes the ideology,
as if it is the most ideal ways of life for society. Eagleton states:
Ruling ideology can actively shape the wants and desires of those subjected to
them, but they must also engage significantly with the wants and desires that
people already have, catching up genuine hopes and needs, re-inflecting them in
their own peculiar idiom, and feelings them back to their subjects in ways which
render those ideologies plausible and attractive. (14-15)
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The way of living and ideas are imposed on the way of thinking and living a life of an
individual. Anyone who does not assemble to the ideas set by the ruling class is left
behind in the human race and, is often made a victim by the state machineries.
Ruling class use power through a systematic use of dominance on an individual
or groups of persons to flourish ideological pattern set up by them. It is often exercised
by the person or group in authority over the inferior class and groups of persons. As
such, the retired Colonel who was once a part of the previous regime is the victim of the
new military regime. Besides, the systematic use of force by an organized body and
individuals to control and influence the behavior of persons makes the individuals’ life
more horrible, as in the case of the colonel.
Garcia Marquez is one of the most popular novelists and short story writers from
Colombia and of the Caribbean. He is widely regarded as a pioneer in the use of magic
realism and fantasy in his fictions. First published in 1958, No One Writes to the
Colonel is the depiction of the atrocity of state politics and its impact in the life of a
retired Colonel who is waiting for the release of pension after his forced retirement. The
aftermath of the post-civil war was marked by the shift in power ideologies which takes
the Colonel as the successor of the previous system and is determined to ruin his and his
family’s life.
Marquez’s No One Writes to the Colonel depicts post-civil war Colombian
public atrocities through the sufferings of the retired military Colonel. The text reflects
incidents regarding declining situation of Civil rights and manipulation of military in
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almost all the sectors of socio-political intervention in Colombia. The Colonel was
forced to go into voluntary retirement and promised for a rightful pension. However, the
pension is not released even after fifteen years making his life miserable and pathetic.
Theory and Textual Analysis
In the novel the narrator primarily talks on the pathetic condition of the retired
Colonel who is victimized by the dictatorial regime. Expressing his sympathies towards
the retired hero the narrator says, “But in reality, his hoping for the letter barely
sustained him. It exhausted, his bones aching from sleeplessness, he couldn’t attend to
his needs and the rooster is at the same time” (31). Thus, the retired Colonel is merely
hoping against hope on the basis of the false assurance given to him by the Military
regime. This futile hope is the only way for the Colonel to lead his life. However, the
regime has no intention to sanction any financial support for the veteran general.
This dualist approach of the state has to do with the SA and ISA that is set up for
the systematic repression of an individual in support of the state force. Althusser
mentions that there are two models of ideology advanced in this regard: the
“mechanistic type” (162) in which ideology is a distorted mirror held up to the
(economic) Real (this would be part of the Base-Superstructure model of the social
formation), and the “hermeneutic interpretation” (162) in which the (economic) Real is
the essence which manifests itself through the dross of ideological phenomena which
must be peeled away, as it were, to arrive at the kernel of truth (this would correspond
to the expressive totality schema).
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However, the question arises why “men ‘need’ this imaginary transposition of
their real conditions of existence in order to ‘represent to themselves’ their real
conditions of existence?” (183). One argument often advanced is that a certain clique or
minority, “Priests or Despots are responsible. They ‘forged’ the Beautiful Lies” (163).
In other words, a “falsified representation of the world” (163) designed to “enslave
other minds by dominating their imaginations” (163) and on which they “base their
domination and exploitation of the “people” (163).
These are state driven tactics institutionally supported in aid of the government
by the Military depicting the picture of atrocity of the post-civil war military rulers.
When the Colonel is still waiting for the pension to come, even after one and half
decades, his wife is indifferent, and aggressive towards the regime. The old man’s
optimism is inborn of the institutional training provided to him. The Colonel still has a
faith of respect and confidence towards the regime and particularly towards the high
military command of Colombian Army. During the post-civil war period it is believed
that several personnel like old man and common individuals were personally and
impersonally deceived and tortured by the dictatorial authority.
Many people like the Colonel whose mentality is shaped by traditional belief
that state is the guardian and the savior of all its citizens is strongly rooted in his
behavior. Althusser’s claim that it is not the ‘real conditions of existence’ which men
represent to themselves by means of ideologies (albeit in distorted or at least concealed
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form) but, rather, their relationship to these conditions of existence. Althusser’s
ideology “has a material existence” (165).
As such, Althusser argues that “‘ideas’ or ‘representations’, etc. do not have an
ideal or spiritual existence, but a material existence” (165). Althusser contends that each
ISA is the “realization of an ideology” (166) as a result of which an ideology “always
exists in an apparatus, and its practice, or practices. This existence is material” (166).
Arguing that the “material existence of the ideology is an apparatus and its practices
does not have the same modality as the material existence of a paving-stone or a rifle”
(166), Althusser suggests that an individual’s beliefs are derived “from the ideas of the
individual concerned, i.e., from him as a subject with a consciousness which contains
the ideas of his beliefs” (167).
The individual in question behaves in such and such a way, adopts such and
such a practical attitude, and participates in certain regular practices which are those of
the ideological apparatus on which ‘depend’ the ideas which he has in all consciousness
freely chosen as a subject. If he believes in God, he goes to church to attend Mass,
kneels, prays, confesses, does penance and naturally repents and so on. Althusser
explains these ideals as subjugation, in the following manner:
Every ‘subject’ endowed with a ‘consciousness’ and believing in the ‘ideas’ that
his ‘consciousness’ inspires in him and freely accepts, must ‘act according to his
ideas’, must therefore inscribe his own ideas as a free subject in the actions of
his material practice. Even if he does not do what his beliefs tell him he ought to
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do, he merely ends up doing something else which are equally the form which
his beliefs take. (168-69)
Althusser opines the distinction between ‘theory’ (the putative realm of ideas) and
‘praxis’ (the realm of human actions and behavior), arguing that the ideas of a human
subject exist in his actions. Contending that consciousness is inseparable from the
behavior in which humans engage, Althusser is of the view that a human being’s
“actions are inserted into practices” (168) which are in turn “governed by the rituals in
which these practices are inscribed, within the material existence of an ideological
apparatus, be it only a small part of that apparatus: a small mass in a small church, a
funeral” (168), etc. To put this another way, ideas are “inscribed in the actions of
practices governed by rituals defined in the last instance by an ideological apparatus”
(170).
Historical study of Latin America illustrated both the levels of power
domination and corruption, that have taken place at the national level particularly
originated by the contemporary rulers. Consequently, it is quite difficult to combat
against these evils for common welfare because coercion and corruption are fueled by
some internal agencies particularly higher political authorities and commanding military
forces to fulfill their vested interests as such. These state driven atrocities and corruption
cases through misappropriation of power can be studied and analyzed from the legal
proceedings and actions taken against authorities in this region. Presenting a sharp
comment upon this dictatorial Latin American power imposition on common people, an
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English critic Camron G. Thies, in his article “War, Rivalry and State Building in Latin
America” opines:
The common argument is that internal violence overwhelmed the Latin
American state in the absence of countervailing pressure that would typically be
supplied by the fear of external violence. Further, the preoccupation with the
“enemy within” also prevented states from engaging in external violence. As a
result, Latin America states are relatively weak entities that exist in a precarious
position relative to both domestic society and other states in a region
characterized by a violent peace. (451)
Aforementioned statement exposes the harmful impacts of contemporary Latin
American internal conflicts in its socio-economy and politics, since the conflict in
1950s. Consequently, the direct victims of this ideological power create a situation
which interpellates common individuals.
Imposition of ideological means the use of various state apparatus like the
Military and its gun power to make the life of an individual worse like the Colonel who
was promised of his legitimate pension by the regime but never implemented. Fifteen
years long wait is almost certain to wear down an individual to his/her feet. In this
period, his condition has deteriorated from bad to worse with no food grain neither
money left for feeding and medicating his ailing wife. The military has simply forgotten
the old man and his life-long service to the nation and the military. The retired colonel
is one of the worst victims of misuse of institutional powers implemented by the state.
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The fall of the Colonel to the present state of hopelessness is the example of
manipulation of power against a law-abiding government worker.
As in the text No One Writes to the Colonel, there are plenty of examples of
systematic upheaval of difficulties imposed on common citizens. The retired Colonel, of
the Colombian Army is depicted as the most dominated figure in socio-economic and
psychological levels. After fifteen years of fruitless wait for the pension, the colonel
almost hopelessly says, “In fifty years, we will be peacefully six feet under, while that
poor man will be killing himself every Friday waiting for his retirement pension” (42).
Surprisingly, the old protagonist has been able to drag his feet against the institutional
forces for all those years.
This is just a glimpse of a debate between the retired colonel and his sick wife
on the issue of the tricky and false policy of the contemporary Colombian regime under
which large number of Colombian soldiers were forced to wait for the false assurance of
the then government. This tragic socio-economic position of the common individuals is
directly caused by the internal war and use of power to crush the existence of others
since the conflict era in Colombia.
This is the glimpse of brief history of the application of ideological imposition
of the state on its subject. In the Colombian context, this study moves on the issue of
abuse of power by the military in Colombia. The old couple represents the burning
example of how life turns when someone is thrown from power to the world of misery.
The wife of the colonel, everyday pretends that they are still burning fire and cooking
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food; however, it is she or her husband who knows of the reality that there is merely
water or cold stone to cook. Nevertheless, she tries to maintain her old standard, as:
She assumed an energetic attitude. That morning she had put the house in order
and was dressed very strangely, in her husband’s old shoes, and oilcloth apron
and a rag tied around her head with two knots at the ears. ‘You haven’t the
slightest sense for business.’ She said. ‘When you go to sell something, you
have to put on the same face as when you go to buy.’ (50)
Despite the fact that almost everything is finished in the house, the attitude to show that
things are normal still rules their life. The act of pretention is not as easy, as have been
but they are on it, almost in a habitual manner.
The pathetic condition of such common individuals, determined by the atrocities
of rivals at power is ruling the fate of the old couple. The politically strong elites often
overlap social and economic elites. This group shows a marked ability to hold on to the
authority of power, effectively excluding other groups and social institutions, such as
the common public and the military, from significant participation in or control over the
political process. Members of the lower classes find it difficult, although not impossible,
to challenge or join the established elite in the political and economic areas.
Colombia has an exceptional history for Latin America because the country has
been dominated more by civilian than by military rule. The strategy behind it was
military forces have denied political power; the civilian elites have had only themselves,
divided into rival groups, to compete with in the political ground.Quite contrary to this
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in Peruvian history, there is an unbeatable interference of military authorities as such.
During and after the Civil War, the armed forces underestimated the democratic
procedures and frequently captured the power in their hands. In the 1960s, throughout
Latin America, communist movements inspired by the Cuban Revolution, tried to gain
power through rebellion. The Revolutionary Left Movement in contemporary
Colombia, launched a revolution that had been crushed by 1965, but Peru’s internal
conflict continued until its climax in the 1990s. Talking on this issue of Cuban
revolution Walter D. Mignolo in his book The Idea of Latin America puts his views,
“Dreams of modernization in Latin America crumbled as the welfare state economy
ended in the 1970s. Instead, dictatorial regimes took hold and inaugurated the new
Political-economic model of neo-liberalism: a political theory combined with political
economy that makes the marked the main principle of the organization of society” (98).
The intervention of military regime has been prominent in Peruvian history.
Coups have frequently interrupted Civilian constitutional government. Thus, the
collapse of the welfare state at the end of the 1970s led to privatization and marked
drives state regulation.
In the 1960s, because of the ongoing Civil War, Colombia and other Latin
American nations naturally diminished the energy of revolutionary forces. But on the
contrary, they continued waging war against each other until the last degree of their
strength. As a result, the resistance power of these war mongering nations to defend
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themselves from external attacks reached into the marginal position. This is the reason
that the colonial rule of Spain and Russia extended here up to many decades.
The increased frequency of the internal use of force reduced the capability of the
military to wage war against outer enemies. The frequent deployment of the military to
control internal conflicts in Latin America may have limited the military’s ability to
properly settle the Civil Wars (Thies 458). The time, equipment and organization
directed towards cooling down the internal rivals naturally divert the attention of forces
from the pursuit of external rivals. In addition to this during the Civil War, the coercive
use of the military within the state detracts from national solidarity and public readiness
to support the military and the state more generally through either symbolic or material
means.
This picture is drawn when we see the wife of the Colonel curses the Colombian
regime. She especially locates her attacks against the military that killed her only son in
an attack accusing him for his secret involvement with revolutionary forces for the
liberation of Colombians. The subject acts insofar as he is acted upon by the following
system (set out in the real order of determination): ideology existing in a material
ideological apparatus, prescribing material practices governed by a material ritual,
which practices exist in the material actions of a subject acting in all consciousness
according to this belief (170). The key concept in all this, Althusser declares as his
central concern is the “notion of the subject” (170).
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Therefore, Althusser turns his attention to the “category of the subject (which
may function under other names: e.g., as the soul of Plato, as God, etc.)” (170-71). He
contends that the subject is the “constitutive category of all ideology, whatever its
determination (regional or class) and whatever its historical date – since ideology has no
history” (171) in so far as “all ideology has the function (which defines it) of
‘constituting’ concrete individuals as subjects” (171). Arguing that ideology performs
the two-fold function of “recognition” (172) and “misrecognition” (172), he contends
that “you and I are always already subjects, and as such constantly practice the rituals of
ideological recognition, which guarantee for us that we are indeed concrete individuals,
distinguished and (naturally) irreplaceable subjects” (172-73). In a famous assertion,
Althusser argues that “all ideology hails or interpellates concrete individuals as concrete
subjects” (173). The major thrust of all these quotes is that individuals don’t have
independent existence and they are hailed or confined within a fixed slot by an ideology
and they don’t exist as free individuals in their own right.
Conclusion
In No One Writes to the Colonel Marquez tells the pathetic story of the retired
colonel of the Colombian army during the post-civil war time.The colonel and his sick
wife represent the voiceless common people of the time. During the civil civil war the
colonel enjoyed power to dominate the rebels but he did in the name of prevailing
system and order.He was just a part of the system and following its order. Even after the
political change the colonel is a victim of the system which state mechanism to
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interpellate individuals like him. The state does not care about fulfilling the rightful
demands of the colonel. The ISA has hegemonized the individual as a part of the state
policy. The retired colonel is regarded as the enemy of the new regime which shows the
power of the state in hailing the individuals with the help of its ideological mechanism.
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Abstract:
This research work deals with Adrianne Rich’s “Aunt Jennifer’s Tigers” and
“Diving into the Wreck” from feminist perspective. Feminism deals with undoing the
historical injustice made over female and setting a new subjectivity of the female in the
society. By means of art work the female persona likes to be bold and chivalric like the
tiger figure in “Aunt Jennifer’s Tigers” which is against grain of patriarchy. Similarly
in “Diving into the Wreck” the audacious female narrator ventures to dive into the
wreck to expose the gender injustice imposed by myth (history) thereby explores her
new role in the society where earlier she was nameless. This is how both of the poems
delve into creating a new position of the female by asserting their voice and caliber and
defying the myth.
Keywords: patriarchy, myth, subjectivity hegemony, normativity
Adrienne Rich (1929-2012) is a radical feminist poet, critic and thinker who has
distinguished herself as a poet of ideas among contemporary women writers of the
United States. She resurfaces the issue of female subjectivity in her poetry. In addition
she strives for freedom from patriarchal dominance.Emboldened by Yeatsian writings
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she also ‘mixes politics with art.’ In so doing, she challenges the established norms of
the society in terms of gender and sex disparity and occupies her independent position.
By and large, she questions on the patriarchal normativity that shapes the subjectivity of
the female.This study examines Adrienne Rich’s “Diving into the Wreck” (1973) and
“Aunt Jennifer’s Tigers” (1951) from the lens of feminist criticism where I would
explore the struggle of the narrator to assert her position by berating the traditional
patriarchal norms. To her patriarchal hegemony has created imbalance of power
between sexes and it zapped the female into a relegated nonexistence position. In these
poems she likes to fight against the patriarchal normativity and ensures her ‘self’ made
identity. It leads her to attack the myth related to the power of male that keeps the
female under the canopy.
Having given a perusal of the myth used by patriarchy to rule over the other,
Rich ensures to excavate the wreck it has piled over the female since the advent of
human civilization.The injustice over female in the myth sparks on her to delve into it
and expose the wreckages of the male to show the lower subjectivity of the female.
With the androgynous narrator in the poem “I”, Rich moves beyond the limits of gender
and sexes to give room to form female subjectivity. The narrative persona in the poem
starts to explore and express her feminine identity and sexuality by figuratively “diving”
into a wreck and exploring an underwater world. The persona escapes to nature, because
she finds affinityboth in nature and women who are exploited by dominant destructive
forces of patriarchal myth.
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The narrator is a lonely scuba diver to dig out the myth full of misogynist
culture. It is known that myth is a classical narrative that carries the religious,
philosophical, moral, and political values of a culture. To make it more sensible and
plausible, gods and supernatural characters are used. To mythologist Joseph Campbell,
as summed up by Kirszner and Mandell, myths contain truths that link people together
whether they live today or lived in the past (765). Many myths from western and eastern
worlds like Greek, Christian, and Hindu expound the phenomenathat humanbeings care
about. For instance, Orpheus’s arrival at Hade to bring back his wifeEurydice reveals
the longing for unprecedented power and vested desire of male to outwit death and own
the female. Mostly the mythical stories highlight the power of male characters and
denounce the female. Hercules, Prometheus, Adam, Sisyphus, and many others have
been glorified whereas Pandora, Echo, and Eve are stereotyped as bad.Feminism makes
a bird’s eye view on human civilization from its beginning and flays the imbalance of
power between the sexes. Largely, feminists denounce the perspective of the males to
looking down the female. The book of Genesis blames Eve for the loss of paradise and
explains female has been made out of the ribs of the male, hence she is a parasite.
Shakespeare in Hamletdenounces female as: “Frailty thy name is woman” (1:2,
146).Hinting at the second wedding of his mother, Hamlet accuses her as the lady full of
weakness. Likewise Alexander Pope asserts: “Most women have no character at all”
(qtd. in Dobie 103).This is an outright bullying of male over female because the male
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has the sovereignty. Aforementioned quotes mirror the culture of regarding the female
as inferior creature whose social position is secondary and relegated.
Bizarre fact is that the dominance of one sex over the other has been accepted
for long due to the mythic discourse that created the ‘regime of truth’ which the female
has to abide by.The narrators of Rich in both of the poems question over the subjugated
position of the female and their subjectivization. As a result, like the determined
feminist, the androgynous narrator of “Diving into the Wreck”shedsmuch light on the
'disparity' that exists between the male and female members of the human species. It has
been found that behind the empirical notions regarding differences a number of
fallacious impressions and beliefs exist which may be traced back in history. All the socalled authorities who are invariably men seem to have raised their voice with an end to
silencing women and relegating them to subjugated positions. Rousseau inscribes
misogynisticcovert view on women. He “dedicates woman to husband and to maternity
and declared that she was made just for the purpose of yielding to man and to put up
with his injustice”(qtd. in Saccarelli 488). Likewise, Horace Walpole bitterly remarks
female as: “hyena in petticoats” (qtd. in Dobbie 104). His remark points out the mean
animalization of female; hence, non-human is in the gaze of male.
In this way, religion and politics have always catered to the interests of the
dominant masculine group to perpetuate the notion of feminine subjugation. No matter
to which religion a woman may belong, she is denied opportunities for growth and the
development of her selfhood and is excluded from many spheres of life. In the Christian
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ethics woman was always the temptress and in the interests of society it was considered
best to curtail her opportunities. W.E.H. Lecky's History of European Morals bears
testimony to this:
Woman was represented as the door of hell, as the mother of all human ills. She
should be ashamed at the very thought that she is a woman. She should live in
continual penance, on account of the curses she has brought upon the world. She
should be ashamed of her dress, for it is the memorial of her fall. She should be
especially ashamed of her beauty, for it is the most potent instrument of the
daemon. . . . Women were even forbidden by a provincial Council, in the sixth
century, on account of their impurity, to receive the Eucharist into their naked
hands. Their essentially subordinate position was continually maintained. (35)
Here, Russell sums up the whole European misogynist civilization genealogically while
reading Lecky’s polemical book that decries the gender based injustice in western
culture.
Provided that Rich’s narrator finds the most compelling evidence of
discrimination made over female is remapped by Simon de Beauvoir in The Second Sex.
To her, woman lacks her history and is always ‘secondary or nonexistent’ thereby the
male enjoys the immanence of power.She brings the graphic history of gender disparity.
In Christian churches women's freedom of speech is curtailed. This is in keeping with
the dictum of St. Paul who exhorts woman to keep silent in churches, for, as he insists
"they are not permitted to speak; but they are to be submissive, as the law also says"
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(Cor. 14 :34). Likewise, Thomas Aquinas defines woman as "a misbegotten male" and
the Catholic law which decrees that women are "unfit matter" for ordination still reflects
this view. Allegedly, Muslim women enjoy very little freedom of movement and are
even forbidden to enter mosques. Some sects still insist on women wearing purdahs
when they appear before strangers or move out of their homes.
First thing to remember is that female has been thoroughly relegated in western
and eastern civilizations in the past. The Sanskrit slokaalso mirrors the ‘under erasure’
the position of the female by glorifying the status of the male:
“अमं म रं ना

ना

मू लमनौषधम् ।अयो ः पु षोना

योजक

दु लभः ॥ (Literal

meaning is; there is no letter that is not a mantra (panacea), no plant that has no
medicinal quality, there is no unworthy male but what lacks is an 'enabler, or a
coordinator). Further, dismaying fact is that Hindu texts bring instances of polygamy
system that justify the slave like position of the female.
Moreover, Judaism which delegates quasi-priestly authority to the male parent
curses the man who teaches his daughter the Torah. According to Sir Henry Maine, in
the Roman patriarchal family, the eldest male parent is absolutely supreme in his
household. His dominion extends to life and death and is as unqualified over his
children and their houses as over his slaves (qtd. in Millett 46). His is the concern on
the top position of male in family stratification who can hold the life and death of the
rest of the members.
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Repeatedly Beauvoir records that, during the Revolution, women in France
enjoyed more freedom than women of other countries. But unfortunately for the French
woman, her status was decided and her lot fixed for a century during the dictatorship of
Napolean and this had the effect of postponing her emancipation. Radical differences
between male and female were 'recognized' and woman was declared "made for the
family." Femininity was considered as a kind of "prolonged infancy" (The Second Sex
142). The words of Balzac may be taken to be representative of the attitude of the antifeminist middle class of France during the nineteenth century: “The destiny of woman
and her sole glory are to make beat the hearts of men ... She is a chattel and properly
speaking only a subsidiary to man." He exhorts husbands to keep a firm reign, deny
their wives education and keep them as unattractive as possible. According to him, the
married woman is "a slave whom one must be able to set on a throne.”(qtd. in Titus 3).
The wife must be yielded to in trifles, given first place, relieved of painful tasks and
cares but should be kept away from responsibility.This unjust depiction of woman is
due to the male supremacy.
With this in mind, Beauvoir narrates how this proved to be disastrous for the
middle class woman: “Most bourgeois women accepted this gilded confinement and the
few who complained were unheard ... The middle class woman clung to her chains,
because she clung to the privileges of her class. Freed from the male, she would have to
work for a living; she felt no solidarity with working women . . .” (The Second Sex 142).
Here she shows the dismay of the female that is lack of female bondage to outwit the
male bondage over them.Exactly the androgynous narrator feel alike in “Diving into the
Wreck”:
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I am having to do this
notlike with his
assiduous team
aborded the sun flooded scooner
but here alone (8-12).
Kate Millet’s Sexual Politics (1970) undercuts the repressive stereotyping of women by
delving into the differences of biological and cultural identities. Her focus lies on the
power held by male both in domestic and public domains. The Female Eunuch (1970)
by Germaine Greer attempts to liberate female from mental slavery that goes with the
‘regime of truth’ set by patriarchy. Finally all attempts in feminist movement were made
to undo the stereotyping misogynistic portrayal of the female that dominates her and
gives the subsidiary position.
At this backdrop Adrianne Rich emerges in American literature with a new
insight of groping the social position of the female.According to P. Williams in “Four
poets on patriarchy: Levertov, Sexton, Rich, Plath”: “Modern American poetry is
generally characterized by tones of personal expression and confession” (117). Hinting
to her personal marital discord and linking herself with the social issues of 1960s and
1970s, Rich has raised more often or more resoundingly women’s rights, Williams
adds: “from the call for greater justice and equality for women in American society to
the protest against the patriarchal traditions that have oppressed women from the
recorded history” (117), questioning the male-centered society of misdirection.The
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debate on male authority versus the right of a female to control her own life and to be
free of male domination is the everlasting theme in feminist literature that Rich
encapsulates in her poems.Lacey Okonski analysis of the poem, “Diving into the
Wreck,” by Adrienne Rich, describes a scuba diver going down to explore a wrecked
ship. Although the poem describes the diverse, specific actions, it also invites an
allegorical interpretation in which the investigation of a wrecked ship symbolically
represents one person’s look back at a past failed romantic relationship.
By the same token, Xi Zhang reads it from Rich’s personal traumatic note;
Rich’s marriage collapsed a few years before she wrote “Diving into the Wreck.” Sadly,
her ex-husband also committed suicide not long after that. So one could hardly ignore
all these sufferings Rich was experiencing when she wrote the poem. The title "Diving
into the Wreck" suggests a lot of things. The sad scene of “the wreck” and the
horrifying dead bodies remind the reader of any experience where one plunges into a
disaster, where things change suddenly for the worse, or in other words, any human
suffering like a divorce or a death in the family, which Rich herself had encountered.
The feeling of “loneliness” is also emphasized three times as “but here alone” (12),
“there is no one to tell me when the ocean will begin” (33) and “I have to learn alone to
turn my body without force in the deep element” (41-43), giving a sense of chocking
melancholy. Moreover, the significant symbol “book of myths” (1) refers to any lies,
made-up stories, or statements recorded or passed down in a male-dominated culture, or
in other words, “his story” rather than “her story”. By the last few lines “a book of
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myths in which our names do not appear” (92-94).This outrageous remark is against the
glorification of males that kept the female always under their umbrella whereby the
identity of the female is ‘under erasure.’ Rich shows her disappointment on the
oppressionof female in history that silenced the voices of women whereas most men
have been glamorized or portrayed to be what history is all about.
In “Diving into the Wreck” quest of a different nature is found where the scuba
diver goes down into water: “I came to explore the wreck . . . to see the damage that was
done /and the treasures that prevail” (52-56). This voyage into the sea is of multilayered.
The narrator explores inward and outward both. In both domains she finds herself as
alienated and helpless.Rather she finds the “drowned face sleeps with open eyes/ whose
breast still bears the stress” (78-79) which figuratively is the nonexistent identity of the
female being absorbed in family caring and household chores. On the other hand, it is
the nude exposure of ‘his (story)’ that pressurized the female to follow the ‘regime of
truth’ despite the trauma female bore in their bosom.
As Ostriker suggests, it can be the poet's personal past, her subconscious or the
ethnic consciousness. It is her "element," her identity, which she does not have to
combat. As she strokes the beam of her lamp slowly along, she finds herself facing
"something more permanent / than fish or weed / the thing I came for" which is nothing
other than the wreck the thing itself (59-63). By now Rich has reached the maturity of
outlook which emboldens her to be assertive. After awaken from the gender injustice
she demands the change in gender perception along with new outlook. Modern female
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are smart enough to cope with both of the role of male and female like the mutability of
the sex of “mermaid and merman.” That’s why equipped with tools the androgynous
narrator dives into the unfathomable depth of sea; metaphorically the immense domain
of history, to trace out her subjectivity by which she can uncover her “drowned face”
(64) and engrave the female identity with relentless toil where their position has been
ignored;“our names do not appear” (94). Her epic journey into the alien world is full of
risk and suffocating yet by means of her dauntless attempts she ignores “my flippers
cripple me” (29) the difficulties enroute to her destination.
Similarly in “Aunt Jennifer’s Tigers” Rich attempts to escape into the world of
freedom by means of creativity. The embroidery the narrator is knitting is impeded by
“uncle’s wedding band” (7)yet the narrator is determined to overcome “with ordeals”
(10) to reach to her destined freedom like the “the tigersprance across a screen”(1).
Further the narrator takes the veil of dauntless persona like the tapestry tigers: “They
donot fear the men beneath the trees;/ they pace in sleek chivalric certainty” (3-4) to
show her personal courage to undo the tyranny of the men that has been engraved in the
history as gender violence. The docile and domestic life contrasts with the artistic
embroidery of the tiger which is so powerful that it outwits the domestic boundary set
for the women. The needle work tiger is the innovation of the female that symbolically
represents what the female wants in life; freedom and fearlessness. On the other hand
the society governed by patriarchy still likes to perpetuate the classical model to
dominate the female. The knitting though is the performative traditional job of female,
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here the female virago narrator appropriates it to expose her inner wish; to be dauntless
and free like the tiger.This is how the hidden motive the female narrator resurfaces
through her tapestry.
To sum up, social engineers opine that identity is formed by the
culture.Undoubtedly, culture is fluid. Hence the female subjectivity and identity the
myth has castrated also must alter as per the passage of time which is the urge of the
poet.Rich’sstrikingly demands to undo the traditional ‘cultural mind-set’ that
undermines the females and their status. In both of the poems, to destroy the myth, that
rectified the male’s ‘regime of truth’ that valorizes male myth which is filled with
patriarchal mechanism. Through her scuba diving and tiger figure, Rich reasserts her
subjectivity denied by ‘his (story).’ Like Nora in Ibsen’s Doll’s House, the narrators are
on the path of creating new identity. Thus they strive for freedom by means of creative
journey to confirm their independent subjectivity by denying the hegemony fortified by
myth.
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l;l4r/0f >]i7sf k|f/lDes r/0fsf sljtfdf k|s[lt lrq0f
8f= km0fLGb|/fh lg/f}nf
kb\dsGof ax'd'vL SofDk;, afuahf/
lqe'jg ljZjljBfno
n]v;f/

k|:t't zf]wn]vdf l;l4r/0f >]i7åf/f lnlvt k|f/lDes r/0fsf sljtfdf
:jR5GbtfjfbL k|s[ltlrq0fsf ljljw ¿k kfOg] lgisif{ lgsflnPsf] 5 . oxfF sljtf;DaGwL
;}4flGts ljZn]if0ffTds ljlwsf] cjnDag u/L :jR5Gbtfjfbn] cfTd;ft\ u/]sf]
k|s[ltlrq0f;DaGwL dfGotfnfO{ cfwf/ dfgL ljifosf] ljZn]if0f ul/Psf] 5 . >]i7sf k|f/lDes
r/0fsf sljtfdf ;/n, zfGt / l:gUw k|s[ltk|of]usf] ax'ntf /x]sf] d"n lgisif{ k|:t't
ul/Psf] 5 . ljz]iftM k|s[ltsf] dfgjLs/0fsf ;fy} k|s[ltdf kfOg] ;ª\3if{zLn kIfnfO{ ;d]t
phfu/ ul/Psf] / k|s[lthut\sf km"n, e|d/, k'tnL, sf]OnL, lxdfn, jiff{ cflbn] u/]sf] dfgjLo
lqmofsnfknfO{ ;d]t cf/f]lkt ul/Psf] 5 . o:t} k|s[lt x/avt ;ª3if{zLn /x]sfn] To;df
qmflGtsf/Lkgsf] cfef; kfOg] s'/fnfO{ klg k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 . o;} u/L ;'v, zflGt,
;DkGgtf, ;f}Gbo{ h:tf s'/fsf ;fy} lbJotf, cd/tf Pjd\ ldqefj klg k|sl[ tdf kfOg] pNn]v
ul/Psf] 5 . :jR5GbtfjfbL slj l;l4r/0f >]i7n] k|s[ltdf ljZjfTdfsf] cfef; kfOg] /
k|s[ltnfO{ ;Eotfsf] ;|f]tsf ¿kdf klg pNn]v u/]sf 5g\ egL k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 . sljaf6
k|s[ltlrq0f ug]{ qmddf cfkm"leqsf] k|s[ltk|ltsf] ;f}Gbo{ j[lQnfO{ ;xh ;+j]bgfsf k|jfxdf
efjut ;3gtf / cg'e"ltsf] tLj|tfsf ;fy cfkm"nfO{ ;dflxt ub}{ k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 . ;/n,
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;xh Pjd\ nflnTodo / ;'s'df/ kbfjnLx¿ tyf ljleGg k|fs[lts efj laDax¿sf
dfWodaf6 hLjghut\sf oyfy{tf, qm"/tf, s7f]/tf, jf:tljstf, lg/fzf, knfog h:tf kIfnfO{
phfu/ ug{df o; r/0fsf sljtf s]lGb|t /x]sf 5g\ egL lgisif{ klg lgsflnPsf]
5 . ctM o; r/0fsf sljtfx¿df k|s[ltsf] ;"Id / uDeL/ lg/LIf0f ul/Psf] 5 / >]i7åf/f
o; r/0fsf sljtfdf :jR5GbtfjfbL tyf 5fofjfbL k|s[ltbz{gnfO{ cfTd;ft\ u/L sljtf
l;h{gf u/]sf] s'/f pNn]v ul/Psf] 5 . o;/L o; r/0fsf sljtfdf k|s[ltsf ljljw ¿kx¿
k|of]u ul/Psf / of] slj l;l4r/0f >]i7sf] dxTTjk"0f{ k|flKt ePsf] lgisif{ klg lgsflnPsf]
5.
zAbs'~hL M lg/fzf, k|s[ltbz{g, dfgjLs/0f, ljZjfTdf, ;f}Gbo{, ;+j]bgf .
!=

ljifo kl/ro
/f0ffsfnLg PstGqLo zf;gsf] r/d cj:yfdf k"jL{ g]kfnsf] cf]vn9'ª\ufdf !(^( df

hGdL g]kfnL / g]kfn efiffdf ;dfg ¿kdf snd rnfPsf l;l4r/0f >]i7 slj, syfsf/,
gf6ssf/, lgaGwsf/, ;dLIfssf ¿kdf kl/lrt /x]sf kfOG5g\ . :jR5GbtfjfbL sfJowf/fsf
k|jt{s tyf pGgfos >]i7 kGw|÷;f]x| jif{sf] pd]/b]lv sfJo l;h{gfdf cfhLjg ;+nUg /x]sf
b]lvG5g\ . gAa]sf] bzsk"j{ g]kfnL ;flxTodf zf:qLotfjfbL wf/fsf] k|efjsf/L ¿kdf cl3
al9/x]sf] lyof] eg] To;kl5 :jR5GbtfjfbL sfJowf/fsf] k|f/De ePsf] kfOG5 . cfw'lgs
lzIffsf] lj:tf/, ef/tLo :jtGqtf ;ª\u|fd / To;n] g]kfnL hgdfg;df kf/]sf] k|efj tyf
g]kfnleq} ePsf /fhgLlts, ;flxlTos cflb cfGbf]ngsf] k|efj:j¿k g]kfnL sljtfdf
:jR5GbtfjfbL sfJowf/fsf] k|f/De ePsf] b]lvG5 . ljz]iftM pGgfO;f}F ztfAbLdf hd{gL, k|mfG;
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tyf a]nfoth:tf b]zx¿af6 ljsl;t ePsf] :jR5GbtfjfbL ;flxlTos n]vgsf k|j[lQx¿nfO{
aª\ufnL ;flxTosf /jLGb|gfy 7fs'/ tyf lxGbL ;flxTosf kGt, k|;fb / lg/fnfn] ef/tLo
;+:s/0fdf ¿kfGtl/t ul/;s]kl5 g]kfnL ;flxTodf k|ltefx¿df dxfslj nIdLk|;fb b]jsf]6f !(^^–@)!^_ / l;l4r/0f >]i7 -!(^(–@)$(_ b]vf kb{5g\ . sJohut\df oL b'O{
JolQmTjx¿sf] pbo;Fu} g]kfnL sljtf ;flxTo :jR5GbtfjfbL k|j[lQaf6 k|efljt x'g k'u]sf]
kfOG5 . zf:qLotfjfbsf lj/f]wdf b]vfk/]sf] :jR5Gbtfjfbn] efjgf, sNkgf, k|]d, cfbz{,
;xh tyf :jtM:k"mt{ cleJolSt, b]zk|]d, k|s[ltk|]d cflb dfGotfnfO{ cFufn]sf] kfOG5 . oxL
:jR5GbtfjfbL sfJodfGotfleq kg]{ k|s[ltlrq0fnfO{ l;l4r/0f >]i7sf k|f/lDes sljtfdf s]
s:tf] ¿kdf k|of]u ePsf] 5 eGg] o; zf]wsf] ;d:of xf] eg] k|f/lDes r/0fsf sljtfdf
k|o'St k||s[ltsf cg]s kIfx¿sf] cg'zLng ug'{ o; zf]wsfo{sf] p2]Zo xf] . zf]wsfo{sf]
p2]Zocg'¿k l;l4r/0f >]i7n] sfJoofqfsf] k|f/lDes r/0fdf k|o'St k|s[ltsf ljljw ¿knfO{
:jR5GbtfjfbL ;}4flGts dfGotfsf cfwf/df ljZn]if0f ul/Psfn] of] cWoog cf}lrTok"0f{ 5 .
k|s[ltlrq0f :jR5Gbtfjfbsf] d"ne"t tTTj dflgG5 . To;}n] o;df p7fOPsf k|fl1s ;d:ofsf]
;dfwfgsf nflu sljtfofqfsf] k|f/lDes r/0fsf sljtfsf] ;ª\lIfKt ¿kdf rrf{sf ;fy}
:jR5GbtfjfbL clenIf0fsf cfwf/df l;l4r/0f >]i7sf k|f/lDes r/0f sljtfsf]] ljZn]if0f
ug'{ g} o; zf]wsfo{sf] ;Ldf xf] .
@=

cWoog ljlw
k|:t't cWoogdf ;flxTosf] ;aeGbf h]7f] ljwfsf ¿kdf :yflkt sljtf ljwfn]

;}4flGts dfGotf / ljwfut klxrfg;d]t :yflkt ul/;s]sf ;Gbe{df l;l4r/0f >]i7sf
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k|f/lDes r/0fsf sljtfdf :jR5Gbtfjfbn] cfTd;ft\ u/]sf k|s[ltlrq0f;DaGwL dfGotfnfO{
cfwf/ dfgL ljZn]if0f ubf{ \ d"ntM :jR5Gbtfjfbsf d"ne"t dfGotfnfO{ ;}4flGts 9fFrf dfg]/
zf]Wo ;d:ofsf] k|fl1s lgisif{ lgsflnPsf] 5 . o; s|ddf k':tsfnoaf6 l;l4r/0f >]i7sf
k|f/lDes r/0fsf sljtfnfO{ k|fylds ;fdu|Lsf ¿kdf pkof]u ub}{ k|fKt ;fdu|Lsf] ljZn]if0fsf
nflu :jR5GbtfjfbL ;}4flGts dfGotfsf cfwf/df sljtfx¿sf] ljZn]if0f / d"Nofª\sg
ul/Psf] 5 . ;fy} ljZn]if0f / d"Nofª\sgsf ;Gbe{df oyf:yfgdf ljj/0ffTds jf j0f{gfTds /
p2]Zok"0f{ 5gf]6 ljlw tyf u'0ffTds 9fFrfsf] ;d]t pkof]u ul/Psf] 5 .
#=

sljtf ljZn]if0fsf] k|f¿k
nofTds efiffsf dfWodaf6 hLjjghut\sf] ;f}Gbo{k"0f{ Pjd\ snfTds cleJolSt g}

sljtf xf] . o;sf cg]s ¿k -n3'td, n3' dWod / a[xt\_ x'G5g\ . n3' cyf{t\ k'm6s/
sljtfsf ¿kdf cToGt nf]slk|o dflgPsf] o; ¿ksf] ;+/rgfdf sljtfs} tTTjx¿sf]
cfjZostf kb{5 . o;sf ;fy} sljx¿n] cg]s dfGotf cFufnL sljtfsf] l;h{gf u/]sf]
kfOG5 . oLdWo] :jR5Gbtfjfbsf cfwf/df sfJol;h{gf ul/g] Pp6f dxTTjk"0f{ dfGotf xf] .
ljoifoj:t', efjljwfg, noljwfg, ljDak|tLs, efiffz}nL cflb sljtfsf cfwf/e"t tTTj x'g\
eg] sNkgf, ;+j]bgf, cg'e"lt, efjsf] ;3gtf cflb klg sljtfsf pks/0f dflgG5g\ . log}
sljtf ljwfn] cfTd;ft\ u/]sf dfGotfx¿ cFufnL slj l;l4r/0f >]i7n] sljtf l;h{gf u/]sf]
kfOG5 tfklg o; n]vdf :jR5GbtfjfbL k|s[ltbz{g;DaGwL ;}4flGts dfGotfnfO{ kof{wf/sf
¿kdf :jLsf/ u/L >]i7sf sljtfsf] ljZn]if0f ul/Psf] 5 .
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:jR5GbtfjfbL dfGotfsf ;Gbe{x¿
Zff:qLotfjfbL z}nLlzNksf ljk/Lt ;xh Pjd\ :j:k"mt{ ¿kdf ;flxTo l;h{gf ul/g]

sd{nfO{ :jR5Gbtfjfb elgG5 . :jtM:k"mt{ cleJolStsf ;fy} sfNklgstf, ;xh cleJolStsf]
k|antf, sfJoTdstf, cg'e"ltsf] ;xhtf, b]zk|]d, k|s[ltk|]d, ctLtk|lt df]x cflb
:jR5Gbtfjfbsf k|d'v ljz]iftf x'g\ . ;fdfGotof sljtfdf sljn] efj jf ljrf/sf] ;Dk|]if0f
snfTds ¿kdf u/]sf] x'G5 . :jR5GbtfjfbL sljx¿ ;dfhut j:t'tf / jf:tljstfeGbf
cfTdk/s cleJolStdf hf]8 lbg] u5{g\ . logLx¿ k|s[ltnfO{ ljifoj:t' k|:tltsf] k|d'v cfwf/
dfGb5g\ .
dfgjhLjg k|s[ltsf] ;'Gb/ pkxf/ xf] . k|s[ltsf cg]s kIf ljBdfg 5g\ . k|s[ltsf]
;'Gb/ pkhsf ¿kdf /x]sf] dfgjhLjgsf] pTklŒf;Fu} oL b'O{ lqr dfgjsf] lr/Gtg ;DaGw
:yflkt ePsf] dflgG5 . dfgjdf c¿ hLjwf/Lx¿sf t'ngfdf ;xh lh¡ff;f j[lŒf tyf
;f}Gbo{fg'e"ltsf] ljz]iftf /x]sf] kfOG5 . To;sf/0f k|s[lt cfkm\gf] /x:ok"0f{ lqmofJofkf/ tyf
/d0fLo ¿k j}ljWosf sf/0f cgflbsfnb]lv g} dfgjsf lglDt /fufTds j[lŒfsf] d"n cfwf/
aGb} cfPsf] 5 . k|s[ltleqsf /x:odo kIfx¿sf af/]df lh¡ff;' aGb} cfPsf] dfgjn] ToxfF y'k|}
s'/fx¿ kfPsf] 5 . k|s[ltsf ue{df dfgjn] ljljwtfo'St tyf k|ltlbg lr/ gjLg nfUg]
dgf]x/ ¿k k|fKt u/]sf] / ToxfF ;f}Gbo{fg'e"ltsf] efjgf ljsf; u/]/ p;n] cfkm\gf]
hLjgrqmnfO{ snfTds agfPsf] b]lvG5 . r]tgfo'St k|f0fLsf ¿kdf lrlgPsf] dfgjn]
k|fs[lts ;+;f/df kfOg] dgf]x/ ¿knfO{ snfTds / ;f}Gbo{k"0f{ cleJolStsf dfWodaf6
hLjgdf cfgGbsf] ;~rf/ u/fpg ;s]sf] kfOG5 . o;k|sf/ dfgj;Fu lr/Gtg jf lr/ g"tg
;DaGw /fVg] of] k|s[lt dfgjljsf;sf] d"n k|]/ssf ¿kdf /x]sf] kfOG5 . sfnfGt/df jf:t',
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g[To , ;ª\uLt, lrq tyf

sfJosnfx¿sf] pb\ud Pjd\ ljsf; oxL /x:odoL / /d0fLo

k|s[lts} sf/0f ePsf] dflgPsf] 5 -l;+x, !(^%M k[= *^_ . j:t'tM snf–;flxTodf k|s[ltnfO{
;f}Gbo{;[li6 / cg]s k|of]hgsf nflu klg pko'St :yfg lbPsf] b]lvG5 -hf]zL, @)%#M k[=!)_
eGg] egfO o; ;Gbe{df a9L cf}lrTok"0f{ / ;fGble{s /x]sf] s'/f :ki6 x'G5 . ljz]iftM
:jR5GbtfjfbL sljx¿n] k|s[ltnfO{ cgGt ;f}Gbo{sf] e08f/ dfg]sf x'gfn] pgLx¿n] cfk\mgf
;"Id OlGb|o u|fx\o r]tgf tyf ;+j]bgzLn efjgfsf cfwf/df k|s[ltsf ¿k, uGw, :kz{, /; /
Wjlg h:tf P]lGb|s cg'e"lthGo ;f}GbonfO{ sfJofTds :j¿k k|bfg u/]sf x'G5g\ -ef/åfh,
;g\ !(**M k[= @)&_ . j8{:jy{n] lbJo ls|ofJofkf/ ;DkGg k|s[ltsf] 9's9'sL 5fDg ;Sg]
zlSt sljdf /x]sf] x'G5 eGb} sljn] k|s[ltsf] o;} 9's9'sLnfO{ cfk\mgf] cg'e"ltåf/f dfgjLo
cfTdfl;t ;Da4 ul/lbG5 -zdf{, ;g\ !(()M k[= $)_ eg]sf 5g\ . snfsf/n] k|s[ltnfO{
jf:tljs k|s[lteGbf klg ;'Gb/ ¿kdf kf7s;fd' k|:t't ub{5 -rf}w/L / u'Ktf, ;g\ !((#M k[=
@*$_ eGg] ljrf/ cl3 ;f/]sf 5g\ . k|:t't zf]w l;l4r/0f >]i7sf k|f/lDes r/0fsf sljtfdf
:jR5GbtfjfbL k|s[ltlrq0fsf s] s:tf ¿k k|o'St 5g\ eGg] cWoogdf s]lGb|t 5 .
%=

l;l4r/0f >]i7sf k|f/lDes r/0fsf sljtfsf] cGtj{:t''
slj l;l4r/0f >]i7sf] sljtfofqfnfO{ ljåfg\x¿af6 cg]s lx;fan] rrf{ kl/rrf{

ul/Psf]] kfOG5 . logn] !(*$ b]lv cfk\mgf] sfJoofqfsf] yfngL u/]sf x'g\ -sf]O/fnf, @)#&M
k[= &@ . ;'?b]lv tLj|tfsf ;fy cfk\mgf] l;h{gfsd{nfO{ cl3 a9fPsf >]i7 /f0ffx¿sf]
sf]kefhgsf] l;sf/ eP . kmntM !((& df logL ks|fp k/L s7f]/ h]nhLjg latfpg afWo
eP . logn] h]n kg'{k"j{ n]vs
] f sljtfx¿nfO{ w]/} ljåfg\x¿n] k|f/lDes r/0fsf egL :jLsf/
u/]sf x'gfn] o;} cjlwdf k|sflzt sljtfnfO{ o; zf]wdf ljZn]if0f ul/Psf] 5 . logsf To;
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cjlwsf sljtfx¿ kmf6\6k'm6\6 ¿kdf …zf/bfÚ, …pboÚ, …g]a'nfÚ cflb kqklqsfx¿df k|sflzt
eP klg ;j{k|yd ;ª\slnt ¿kdf @)@! ;fndf sf]lknf zLif{ssf gfdaf6 k|sflzt ePsf]
kfOG5 . o;df !(*$ b]lv !((& ;Dd n]lvPsf clwsf+z k\m6s/ sljtfx¿ ;ª\slnt /x]sf
5g\ . logsf] g]kfnL eiffdf n]lvPsf] k|yd k':tsfsf/sf ¿kdf k|sflzt s[lt sf]lknf eP
klg g]jf/L eiffdf n]lvPsf ;L:jfF -@))&_ / km":jfF -!)!&_ h:tf sljtf;ª\u|xx¿ k|sflzt
eO;s]sf b]lvG5g\ . cf}krfl/s ¿kdf !(() df …e"sDk kLl8tf]4f/s C0f–;+:yf’ sljtf
sljtf lnP/ pbfP klg slj l;l4r/0f >]i7n] !(*$ ;fnb]lv g} cfÇgf] sfJoofqf k|f/De
u/]sf] kfOG5 -lg/f}nf, @)&!M k[= !@*_ . To;}n] !(*$ b]lv !((& ;fn;Dd n]lvPsf
sljtfx¿sf] ;Fufnf]sf ¿kdf sf]lknf b]vfk5{ . o; ;ª\u|xdf hDdf rf};7\7Lcf]6f sljtfx¿
;ª\slnt /x]sf 5g\ . oLdWo] 5lAa;cf]6f sljtfx¿ !((! k"j{sf /x]sf 5g\ / afFsL
aofln;cf]6f sljtfx¿ logn] To;kl5 l;h{gf u/]sf b]lvG5 .
o; r/0fsf …sf]lknf’, …h'g]nL /ftdf lgem{/’, …;fFemdf lxdfnosf] b[Zo’, …k|ftM sfnLg
ls/0f’, …cf]vn9'Íf’, …kqf]Q/’, …h"gsL/L’, …;kgfdf b]v]F ltgnfO{’, …jif{f’, …tf/s bn’, …bLk’,
…;'Gb/Lhn’, …lxdfn’, …jif{f’, …k'tnL’, …lzlz/sf] lr;f] atf;’ …cfZjf;g’, …gsfnLdf’, …c1fft
r/L’, …wf]lagL r/L’, …uf]df’, …;'s]sf] v]fnf’, …;GWof’, …e|d/k|lt’, …j;Gt’, …k'tnL’, …u'nfa’,
…lgem{/’, …sf]lsn’ h:tf sljtfx¿df k|s[ltnfO{ d'Vo ljifoj:t' agfP/ k|:t't u/]sf] kfOG5 .
…sf]lknf’ sljtfdf k|s[ltnfO{ dfgjLs/0f ub}{ sljn] sf]lknfsf dfWodaf6 ;+;f/df ;'jf;sf]
wf/ axfpg], ;f}Gbo{sf] ;f/ vGofpg] / 9sdSs km'Nb} ckf/ cfgGb vGofpg] ljrf/ k|:t't
u/]sf] kfOG5 . o:t} …h'g]nL /ftdf lgem{/’ sljtfdf em/gfsf] ;f}Gbo{ufg ub}{ h'g]nL /ftdf
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em/gfsf] b[Zon] sljsf dgdf kf/]sf] cfNxfbsf/L l:yltsf] rrf{ ul/Psf] 5 eg] …;fFemdf
lxdfnosf] b[Zo’ sljtfdf ;"of{:tsf ;dosf] dgf]x/ b[ZonfO{ cg]s b[i6fGtsf dfWodaf6
k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 . o; sljtfdf k|s[ltnfO{ ;'Gb/,cv08 / cljgfzL ¿kdf j0f{g ub}{
k|s[ltnfO{ k9\g / ToxfF w]/} s'/f k|fKt ug{ ;lsg] /x:ojfbL ljrf/ k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 . …k|ftM
sfnLg ls/0f’ zLif{ssf] sljtfdf ;"o{sf] ls/0fn] wtL{nfO{ 9kSs} 9fs]kl5sf] pTkGg l:yltnfO{{
k|s[ltsf] cnf}lss, zfGt / ;'sfnsf] ;'vb Pjd\ ;'Gb/ ¿k b]Vg kfOg] s'/f atfPsf] 5\ . o:t}
…cf]vn9'ª\uf’ zLif{ssf] sljtfdf cfkm\gf] hGd:ynk|ltsf] d'Uwsf/L ;'vdol:yltsf] ;'Gb/
cleJolSt kfOG5 eg] …kqf]Q/’ / …h"gsL/L’ h:tf sljtfdf k|s[ltdf kfOg] /ft, lbg, km"n,
cGwsf/, rGb|, gbL, afu cflbsf] rrf{ ub}{ ;f+;fl/s hl6ntfsf aLrdf afFRg' k/]sf] kL8f /
To;sf] cGTosf nflu cfx\jfg ul/Psf] 5 . o;}u/L …;kgfdf b]v]F ltgnfO{’ sljtfdf emndn
d'xf/ / dw'/ :j/ ePsL ;'/k'/sL /fgLnfO{ k|s[ltsf x/]s If0fdf b]Vg kfpFbf cToGt v';L
ePsf] ljrf/ k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 . o:t} …kfun’ sljtfdf ;f+;fl/s b'Mv / ;Gtfkaf6 ljx\jn
ag]sf sljn] k|s[ltsf] kfunkg / ljx\jntfdf cfkm" klg ;dflxt x'g vf]h]sf] kfOG5 eg]
…jiff{’ sljtfdf jiff{sf] dgf]xf/L b[Zo k|:t't ug'{sf ;fy} x/]s s[ifsnfO{ bª\u kfg]{, ;'vdo
hLjg k|bfg u/L If0fIf0f lah'nL afnL ;+;f/df pHofnf] 5g{]{ / ;'l/nf] ufgf ufpFb} ceo /
;'vsf ;fy :jtGq ¿kdf o;a]nf vf]nf klg ultdfg\ eO/x]sf] ljrf/ k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 .
o;} u/L …tf/sbn’ sljtfdf /ftsf] ;dodf k|sfz 5/L cfsfz / wtL{nfO{ pHofnf] kfg]{
tf/fu0fsf] d'Qms07n] k|z+;f ul/Psf] 5 eg] ;f}Gbo{, k|]d, ljb|f]x, lzIff / ;Eotfsf] ;|f]tsf
¿kdf …bLk’, …;'Gb/Lhn’ tyf …lxdfn’ h:tf sljtfdf k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 . …ji.f{’ gfds csf]{
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sljtfdf k|s[ltsf] dfgjLs/0f ub}{ jiff{n] cfkm"nfO{ wtL{ l;Fufg]{ / ;f}Gbo{sf pkfifsx¿nfO{
;f}Gbo{sf] :jfbsf] j}ejdf em'nfpg] clg ;+;f/df 3f]/ qmflGt u/L zflGt Nofpg] ljrf/ JoSt
ul/Psf] 5 . …k'tnL’ gfds sljtfdf slj k'tnLsf] gt{g b]v]/ df]lxt x'Fb} logL …t]/f] gt{g
slt dgdf]xg’ eGb} k|Zg u5{g\ / t'?Gt} :jKgdo ;+;f/df d'Uw xF'b} cfkm\gf] hLjg/ysf]
rkntf / :km"lt{nfO{ k'tnL;Fu Psfsf/ ePsf] kfpF5g\ . k|s[ltsf] ;'Gb/ ;xr/ k'tnLdf
kl/jlt{t eO;s]kl5 sljn] cfkm\gf] hLjg ;fy{s ePsf] cg'e"lt u/]sf] kfOG5 eg]
…lzlz/sf] lr;f] atf;’ sljtfdf k|s[ltsf] dfgjLs/0f ub}{ lzlz/ Ct'n] lgDTofPsf]
p/f7nfUbf] cj:yfnfO{ ;dfKt kfg]{ ;fdYo{ k|s[ltd} /x]sf] s'/f k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 . o;}u/L
…cfZjf;g’ sljtfdf k|s[ltsf] sfvdf uP/ ctLtsf kL8f ;dfKt u/L ;'Gb/, ;'vdo / k|]dk"0f{
hLjg k|fKt ug{ ;lsg] s'/f atfOPsf] 5 . …jgsfnLdf’ / …c1ft r/L’ h:tf sljtfdf ;f}Gbo{
/ To;n] hLjgnfO{ ;'Gb/ Pjd\ /;do agfPsf] efj k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 . …wf]lagL r/L’
sljtfdf k|s[ltdf ckf/ ;'Gb/tf, ;'v, zflGt / ;DkGgtf kfOg] x'gfn] slj To;}df ;dflxt
x'g] rfxgf jf lk/ tyf afwf la;fpg] uLt ufpg cfx\jfg ul/Psf] 5 eg] …uf]df’ sljtfdf
;f+;fl/s tfkaf6 d'Qm x'g k|fs[lts ;'Gb/tfn] el/k"0f{ 7fpFdf dfq k|fKt ug{ ;lsg] s'/f
pNn]v ul/Psf] 5 . …;'s]sf] vf]nf’ sljtfdf k|s[ltdf cfOnfu]sf] p/f7nfUbf] cj:yf eP klg
s'g}a]nf To;n] k"0f{tf kfpg] ljZjf; k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 eg] …;GWof’ sljtfdf k|s[ltsf]
dfgjLs/0f ub}{ ;GWofsfnLg k|fs[lts ;'Gb/tfsf ;fy} dfgjhLjgsf] Ifl0fstf dfq xf]Og,
k|s[ltdf klg Ifl0fstf, ljgfz / ;Gtfk kfOg] ljrf/ k|:t't ul/Psf] 5\ . o:t} …e|d/k|lt’
sljtfdf e|d/nfO{ ;Daf]wg ub}{ p;sf] k|]ddo hLjgk|lt lh1f;f / ;Dk"0f{ s'/f gSsn ug]{
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jL/ hfb'jfnsf ¿kdf lrq0f ul/Psf] 5 . …j;Gt’ sljtfdf j;Gt Ct'sf] k|fs[lts ;f}Gbo{sf]
dlxdfufgsf ;fy} gL/; dfgjhLjgdf pdª\u / pT;fx NofOlbg] ljrf/ JoSt ul/Psf] 5 .
…k'tnL’ sljtfdf k|s[ltsf] dfgjLs/0f ub}{ k'tnL /ljsf] b"t, km"nsf] sf]lknf hfFRg] hfFrsL
ePsf] / p;nfO{ k|fs[lts ultljlwdf /dfpg] k|f0fLsf ¿kdf rrf{ ul/Psf] 5 eg] …pkjgdf’
gfds sljtfdf lg/fzf / kL8fn] tKt ePsf] dgdf pkjgaf6 lgl:sPsf] ;'jf;n] hLjgbfoL
k|]/0ff k|bfg u/]sf] s'/f pNn]v ul/Psf] 5 . o:t} …u'nfa’ sljtfdf u'nfasf] ;f}Gbo{ / To;n]
k|]dsf] pRr efj hufPs]f s'/f k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 . …lgem{/’ / …sf]lsn’ h:tf sljtfdf klg
k|fs[lts ;f}Gbo{sf] ufogsf ;fy} cfkm"leq /x]sf] ;GtfknfO{ b"/ ug{ k|s[ltnfO{ cfx\jfg
ul/Psf] 5 .
o;/L r/0fsf clwsf+z sljtf k|s[ltk/s /x]sf 5g\ / cGo ljifoj:t' k|of]u ePsf
sljtfx¿df klg k|s[ltsf] k|z:t pkof]u ul/Psf] 5 . d"ntM slj o; r/0fsf slhtfdf
k|s[ltufoss} ¿kdf b]vf k5{g\ / cGo ljifoj:t' k|s[ltk|of]usf t'ngfdf uf}0fh:t} ag]sf
5g\ .
^=

l;l4r/0f >]i7sf k|f/lDes sljtfdf k|s[ltsf ljljw ¿k
l;l4r/0f >]i7sf k|f/lDes r/0fsf sljtfdf r/fx¿sf] af]nL, k'tnL, ¿vx¿,

kmnkm"nx¿, kft, em/gf, 9'ª\uf, vf]nf, s'~h, au/, /lj, zzL, tf/f, d]3, lbg, /ft, ;fFem,
laxfg, lxdfn, jiff{, ljleGg Ct'x¿, jgkfvf, vf]nf–gfnf cflb k|s[ltdf kfOg] w]/} kIfnfO
;d]l6Psf] kfOG5 . sljsf] hGd k|s[ltsf] ;'/Do sfv cf]vn9'ª\ufdf ePsf] / pgn]
sljtfofqfsf] k|f/De klg k|s[lts} dgf]/d j0f{gaf6 u/]sf] kfOG5 . o; r/0fsf clwsf+z
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sljtfx¿ k|s[ltk/s /x] klg …sf]lknf’, …;GWof’, …e|d/k|lt’, …kfun’, …;fFemdf lxdfnosf] b[Zo’,
…;'Gb/Lhn’, …k'tnL’, …wf]lagL r/L’, …u'nfa’, …jif{f’, …lzlz/sf] lr;f] atf;’, …cf]vn9'ª\uf’,
…;GWof, …lxdfn’, …;'s]sf] vfnf’ cflb sljtf k|s[ltlrq0fsf b[li6n] k|ltlglwd"ns /x]sf 5g\ .
k|s[ltsf ljljw ¿ksf] ljZn]if0f ubf{ sf]lknf -@)@!_ sljtf;ª\u|xdf k|sflzt sljtfnfO{
d'Vo cfwf/ dflgPsf] 5 . ctM >]i7sf k|f/lDws r/0fsf sljtfdf kfOg] k|s[lt;DaGwL ljljw
¿ksf] lgDgfg';f/sf pkzLif{sx¿df pNn]v ul/Psf] 5M
^=!

k|s[ltsf] dfgjLs/0f
slj l;l4r/0f >]i7n] …sf]lknf’ sljtf;ª\u|xdf ;ª\slnt k|s[ltk/s sljtfx¿df

k|s[ltsf] dfgjLs/0f u/L k|:t't u/]sf 5g\ . …sf]lknf’ …jiff{’,…jgsfnLdf’, …kfun’, ;'b/Lhn’,
…lxdfn’, …lzlz/sf] lr;f] atf;’, …;GWof’ …e|d/k|lt’ …k'tnL’ h:tf sljtfx¿df k|s[ltsf]
dfgjLs/0f ul/Psf] 5 . k|s[lts} ;'s'df/ tyf ;'Gb/ zLif{ssf] gfdaf6 k|sflzt of] s[lt
d"ntM k|s[ltk/s /x]sf] :ki6 x'G5 . ;'jf;sf] wf/ axfpg] clg ;f}Gbo{sf] ;f/ / ckf/ cfgGb
vGofpg] sf]lknfsf] egfO lgs} x[bo:kzL{ /x]sf] 5 . o;df sf]lknfn] cfkm\gf] ¿k, hjfgL /
;f}Gbo{sf] aofg u/]sf] kfOG5 . slj eG5g\ M

;'jf;sf] wf/ axfpg]5',
;f}Gbo{sf] ;f/ vgfpg]5',
km"Ng]5', v'Ng]5' d 9SsdSs,
ckf/ cfgGb vGofpg]5' .
-sf]lknfM k[==!_
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sljn] k|s[ltnfO{ r]tgzLn / ;'vb'Mv kf]Vg] cgGo ldqsf ¿kdf k|:t't u/]sf 5g\ . pgsf]
k|s[lt st} cfbz{ / g}ltstfsf] lzIff lbg] / st} sljsf] ljof]udf lj/xsf uLt uffpg kl5
kb}{g . of}jgfj:yfdf ;f}Gbo{k|lt df]lxt x'g] / dUgd:t eO{ hLjg latfpg] dfgjLo k|j[lQ
k|s[ltdf b]lvg] s'/fnfO{ slj o;/L k|:t't ub{5g \M

/;k"0f{ lkO{ of}jg Kofnf ,
dQ eO{ ;a vf]nfgfnf
;fu/l;t ;dtf dfUg egL
If0fIf0f a9\5g\ gfrLufO{
-jiff{ M k[= !@_
k|fs[lts ;f}Gbo{df n6\7 eO{ cfkm"nfO{ k|s[lts} cleGg cª\u ;Demg] slj >]i7n] ;'Gb/Lhnsf]
snsn u/L lgl:sg] cfjfhnfO{ k|ltefzfnL :j/nx/L lgsfNg ;Sg] dfgjLo Ifdtfsf ¿kdf
k|:t't u/]sf 5g\ . ;Eotf / ;+:s[ltsf] d'xfg dflgPsf] lxdfnnfO{ dfgjLo r]tgfo'St k|f0fLsf
¿kdf k|:t't ub}{ ;To / k|]dsf] kf7 l;sfpg] tŒjsf ¿kdf lnPsf 5g\ . km"n tyf au}Frfdf
gfRg] k'tnLsf] g[Todf sljnfO{ cnf}lss ;f}Gbo{sf] cg'ej x'G5 / pgL ;f}Gbo{df n6\l7O{
r~rnf agL gfr]sL aflnsfsf ¿kdf k|s[ltnfO{ lnG5g\ .logL k|s[ltdf clj/n ufog / /f]bg
;'lgg] clg k|ltkn g[To / kl/jt{gsf] cfef; kfOg] of] s:tf] l;h{gf xf] egL cfZro{ k|s6
ub}{ pgL eG5g\M

clj/n ufog clj/n /f]bg ,
k|ltkn knkn lgt Ps udg,
If0f If0f gt{g /] kl/jt{g,
hLjge/ of] s]sf] kl/jt{g,
-jgsfnLdf M k[= #^_
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slj dfgjhLjgdf h:t} k|s[ltdf klg cfkt\ljkt\ cfOnfUg] s'/f] ub{5g\ . ;GWofsfnLg
;dodf lbgsf] k|r08 ;"o{sf] k|sfzdf ljkt\ cfOnfu]sf] :jLsf/ ub}{ dfgjhLjgdf ;'vb'Mvsf]
;xof]uL ag]/ afFRg' kg]{ / 3dG8 ug'{ gx'g] o:tf] cleJolSt lbG5g \M

s:tf] lyof] cl3 k|tfk sxfF uof] Tof] <
>L ;"o{df ca k¥of] s;/L ljkt\ of] <
gftf 3lgi7 ;'vb'Mvljif] 5 x]/,
t:dft\ 3d08 lsg x"F d ;'vL eg]/ .
-;GWofM k[=^^_
sljsf ljrf/df e|d/ km'n]sf km"n;Fu k]|d ug{ l;kfn' x'G5 . To:tf] k]|d ug]{ dGq s:tf] 5
dnfO{ klg l;sfpg egL ldqsf ¿kdf e|d/nfO{ ;Daf]wg ub}{ ;+;f/df :jfy{tf eP em}F sf]dn
km"nsf kqdf kbf{ ;d]t e|d/ k]|ddf dUg eO{ r'krfk a;]/ k]|dsf] b[i6fGt k|:t't ub{5 eGg]
ljrf/ slj o;/L JoSt ub{5g\ M

hut x'g t xf] of] :jfy{tfsf] la5\of}gf,
t/ klg sd 5}gg\ k|]d aflni7 gfgf,
sdn km"nx¿sf kqdfxfF k/]sf
hn;/L a'em k|]d :jfy{b]lvg\ cnu\sf .
-e|d/k|ltM k[= ^*_
k'tnLnfO{ slj rsrs] afns / ;"o{n] k7fPsf] b"tsf ¿kdf lrq0f ub{5g\ . km"n tyf
sf]lknf ;a}sf] k/LIf0f ug]{ t'R5 k|f0fL eP klg slj em}F cfkm" klg sfn latfpg] u5'{ egL
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k'tnLn] l:jsf/]sf] 5 . lbgx'F km"nsf y'FufnfO{ uP/ ;"o{sf s'/f ;'gfpg] / km"n tyf kmnnfO{
k|]dsf ;fy r':g] cfkm\gf] afgL ePsf] s'/f k'tnL JoSt u5{ . ;"o{sf] s?0ff cfkm"dfly /x]sf] /
Tof] s'/f dflg;nfO{ yfxf 5 egL k'tnLn] l:jsf/]sf] kfOG5 . ;"o{s} s?0ffsf sf/0f sln lrq
zlzsf] eoª\s/ ;fd|fHodf klg afFRg ;kmn ePsf] efj o;/L JoSt ul/Psf] 5 M

zlzsf] eoª\s/ /fHodf
d n'sL /xG5' snLdxfF,
/lj k"j{af6 hn]kl5
clg 3Db5" d hut\dxfF .
-k'tnL M k[=*#_
^=@

;ª\3if{zLn k|s[lt
k|s[lthut\df kfOg] ;ª\3if{zLntfnfO{ …kfun’, …;'b/Lhn’, …jiff{’ h:tf sljtfx¿df

k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 . sljsf ljrf/df k|s[lthut\df k|ltkn ;ª\3if{zLntf b]lvG5 . k|s[ltn]
cfkm\gf] kfOn}lkR5]sf] 7Ss/nfO{ la;]{/ gjgj l;h{gf ub}{ / hLjgnfO{ l;h{gzLn tyf dw'do
kfb}{ cufl8 al9/x]sf] x'G5 . k|s[ltdf em/gf k|ltkn 7Ss/ vfFb} cufl8 a9]sf] s'/f slj o;/L
JoSt ub{5g\ M

kTy/x¿;Fu clGtd r'Dag,
s;/L clGtd of] k|yd ldng ¤
kunf a'l‰bgF t]/f] rfn.
5d5d ahg] g"k'/ ef/ .
-kfunM Mk[= !%_
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em/gfsf] o; lsl;dsf] ultljlw / ;ª\3if{zLntfnfO{ b]v]/ slj klg cfkm" kfun agL
kl5nfUg vf]Hbf hLjg k6Ss} ldNg g;Sg] kfpF5g\ . pgL k|s[lt / dfgjhLjgdf o;/L :ki6
leGgtf /x]sf] kQf nufpF5g\ M

kl5 nfUbf klg t]/f] nodf
kunL d]/f] kfun dgdf
If0f–If0f p7\b5 s;/L s;/L
oL clgolGqt ljrf/ ed/L .
cflv/ d t x'F ;Eo hut\s}
3'Db5' jg jg t/ x'F 3/s}
/f]bg NofpF5 lga{n dgn]
ufcf}F kunL, ljÅjn non] .
-kfunM k[=M !^_
;Eotf Pjd\ hLjgultsf sf/0f dfgjhLjg / k|s[lt lans'n leGg b]lvG5g\ / oL ;Fu;Fu} lxF8\g ;Dej b]lvFb}g . jf:tjdf k|s[ltsf] nIo g} l;h{gzLntf /
ultzLntf xf] . To;sf/0f s'g} klg 9'ª\uf, d'9f, cfFwL, x'/L, atf; cflb s]xL s'/fn] klg k|fs[lts hLjgdf Jojwfg Nofpg ;Sb}g . ;ª\3if{zLntf g} k|s[ltsf] hLjg xf] /
oxL lzIff k|s[ltn] dfgjnfO{ k|ltkmn lbO/x]sf] x'G5 . o;nfO{ dfgjn] u|x0f ug{ ;s] jf g;s] klg cfÇgf] wd{ k"/f ul//x]sf] x'G5 eGg] s'/fnfO{ slj o;/L :ki6 kf5{g\ M

æa9, a9 If0f k|ltIf0f a9
;'v ;fu/lt/ lgt a9,
;'v, ;'v, ;a ;'vdo u/,
;'v;ª lnO bu'/, bu'/
snsn, 5n5n, vnvn . Æ
-;'Gb/LhnM k[= @!_
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sljsf ljrf/df sl7g jf ;ª\3if{zLntf eP klg k|s[ltsf] zAbsf]zdf sl7g jf ;ª\3if{zLntf eGg] zAb st} kfOGg . h:tf];'s} sl7gfO jf cK7\of/f]kg kf/ u/L cl3
a9\b} hfg' k|s[ltsf] lgodleq kb{5 .

…sl7g cxf], hLjg lul/’ eGg] cleJolQm ;'g]/ ;'Gb/Lhn sljnfO{ o;/L ;DemfpFl5g\ M
ægeg sl7g hLjg lul/Æ
æ;'v xf]Og ;a b'Mv b'MvÆ
æof] s]sf] sf]xfxn
hudf sltsf] xnrn
d uPF ca 3/ ;fu/
lxd jgsf] km'n km]lgn
g n]pm, nf} nnnn
snsn, 5n5n vnvnÆ
-;'Gb/LhnMMk[= @@_
sljsf ljrf/df k|s[lt cfÇgf] xs lxtsf] ;'/Iff ug{ ;w}F ;r]t b]lvG5 . cfÇgf] clwsf/ vf]Hg
vf]nfn] ;d]t ;ª\3if{ ub}{ cl3 al9/x]sf] x'G5 . u|Lidn] ;'sfP klg jiff{n] kfgL el/lbPkl5 pQm
vf]nf cfÇgf] ;dfgtfsf] clwsf/ dfUg ;d'b|;Dd r'Na'nfpFb} / pn{b} hfg] u5{ . :jtGqtf /
;dfgtfsf] vf]hLdf ;ª\3if{/t slj k|s[ltdf klg To:t} ;dfgtfsf] vf]hL eO/xsf]] kfpF5g\ /
cfÇgf] clwsf/, Gofo / ;dfgtfsf] nflu n8\g] / vf]hL ug]{ pd]/ of}jg sfn xf] eGg] ljrf/
JoQm ub{5g\ M

/;k"0f{ lkO{ of}jg Kofnf
dQ eO{ ;a vf]nf gfnf
;fu/l;t ;dtf dfUg egL
If0f If0f a9\b5g\ gfrL ufO{ .
-jiff{M k[=!#_
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sljsf cg';f/ k|s[lt ;w}F Gofosf nflu k|oTgzLn /x]sf] kfOG5 . h"gsL/Lh:tf] ;fgf] hLj
klg cfÇgf] l6dl6d] k|sfz r"s 3f]K6\ofPsf] h:tf] cGwsf/ lrg{ nflu/x]sf] x'G5 . o:t} cGofo,
cTofrf/ Pjd\ c;dfgtfh:tf ;dfhsf lj;Ílt / ljs[lt x6fpg k|s[lt ;w}F tTk/ b]lvG5 .
jiff{ cfÇgf] k|r08 x'ª\sf/ lnP/ ;w}F cl3 al9/x]s} x'G5 .jiff{n] cfÇgf] p2]ZonfO{ o;/L k|:t't
u/]sf] 5 M

cGofo¿k x'l/ 3fd w'nf] k|r08
;f/f d kfb{5' ¤ oxfF ca v08 v08
of] e" u/La o;df plt j:t' s] 5
5f]8\bLg /Do gu/L d tyflk h] 5
;f}Gbo{sf] –z'e – pkf;s j[GbnfO{
;f}Gbo{–:jfb–ej– j}ejn] em'nfO{ .
x'+sf5'{ v"a l/;n] hunfO{ xfFsL
df:b} ;a} cz'e j:t' s'g} g/fvL
-jiff{ k[=@%_
lzlz/sf] lr;f] atf;df klg slj qmflGtsf] 5fof k|ltlalDat ePsf] kfpF5g\ . ljhgdf xfxfsf
x'g', vf]nf gfnf ;'Sg', lzlz/sf] lr;f] ;fd|fHo rNg' klg kl/jt{gsf] ;"rgf xf] eGg] sljnfO{
nfUb5 . lzlz/nfO{ gfz ug{ dw'Ct' cjZo cfOk'U5 eGg] sljnfO{ ljZjf; 5 . h:t} M
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of] dw' Ct'sf] xf] cfef;,
km]l/ x'g]5 gofF ljsf;,
axg]5 oxf] xf; ljsf;
kms{ lzlz/sf] lr;f] atf; .
-lzlz/sf] lr;f] atf;M k[=#!_
slj k|s[ltsf] pdª\udf klg cfÇgf] qmflGtsf] efjgf k|:t't ub{5g\ . pgL lxdfnnfO{ cfÇgf]
jf0fL lbP/ ljZj ysf{pg rfxG5g \M

af]lnb] d]/f] lkof/f] x] lxdfn,
ljZj ysf]{;\, r"0f{ xf];\, jf:tf g/fv,
gfl;g] of] ljZjsf] luGtL 5 s] / ¤
pRrtfsf], :jR5tfsf] ;|f]t 5f8 .
-lxdfnM k[=@#_
^=#

;'v, zflGt / ;DkGgtfsf ¿kdf k|s[lt
;'v, zflGt / ;DkGgtfsf] ;'Gb/ cleJolSt …wf]lagL r/L’ gfds sljtfdf kfOG5 .

slj k|s[ltdf ckf/ ;'v / zflGt kfpF5g\ . k|fs[lts /Íd~rdf k/Dk/df k|]d / ;xof]usf]
efjgf 5 . oxL k|]d / ;xof]un] ubf{ k|s[ltdf b]lvg] ljkGgtf klg clt Ifl0fs x'G5 . cfk;L
;xof]usf sf/0f k|s[ltdf cgGt ;DkGgtf /x]sf] 5 . k|s[ltsf] of] ckf/ ;DkGgtf / zflGtdf
slj :jod\ ;xefuL x'g rfxG5g\ / cfÇgf] b'Mv k|s[ltsf] zflGt;'wf lnP/ Psl5gsf nflu eP
klg la;{g rfxG5g\ . slj l;l4r/0f >]i7 cfÇgf] ylst / b'Mlvt hLjgdf ;'wf/; a;f{pg]
k|s[lt;Fu ;dflxt x'g vf]Hb} eG5g\ M
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PsafhL km]l/ ufpm
uLt o;} wf]lagL,
of] ;'s]sf] k|f0f d]/f]
nf} /;fpm wf]lagL,
:j/ ;'/Lnf] v"a dL7f]
;'Gg b]pm wf]lagL,
5'g gb]pm kL/ aNbf]
km]l/ ufpm wf]lagL .
-wf]lagL r/LM $)_
k|s[ltsf] ;flGgWoaf6 sljn] kL/ t s]jn dfgjhLjgdf dfq /x]5, k|s[ltdf slxNo} b'Mv /
;Gtfk gx'g] /x]5 eGg] yfxf kfPsf] b]lvG5 . of] 1fg sljnfO{ k|s[lts} ;lGgstfaf6 k|fKt
ePsf] xf] / ;f] s'/f pgL k|s[ltaf6 k|fKt ePsf] xf] egL ;xif{ o;/L l:jsf5{g\ M

wf]lagL hfg]F a'em] nf}
wGo ltd|f] x[b\tn
ljZjsf] Tof] /ª\uLrª\uL
bfu nfUg] xf]Og,
sfusf] sfnf] s]zåf/f
df]l8Psf] 5fltdf
3':g g} ;Sb}g s}n]
kL/ afwf j]bgf .
-wf]lagL r/LM k[=$!_
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^=$

lbJotf / cd/tfsf ¿kdf k|s[lt
…kfun’ / …;'s]sf] vf]nf’ h:tf sljtfx¿df k|s[ltnfO{ lbJotf / cd/tfsf ¿kdf

k|:t't u/]sf 5g\ . sljsf cg';f/ k|s[ltdf lbJotf / cd/tf 5 t/ o;sf ;b:odf eg]
If0fe'ª\u'/tf ljBdfg 5 . lglZrt ¿kdf cfhsf] k|s[ltsf] ;'Gb/ km"n ef]ln uP/ cf]OnfpF5
clg em5{ . cfhsf] k|r08 u|LidnfO{ jiff{n] ;dfKt ul/lbG5 t/ oxL Ifl0fstfdf lbJotf k|fKt
ug]{ k|s[ltsf] wf]sf] x'G5 eGg] sljnfO{ k"0f{ ljZjf; 5 . h:t} M

7Ls xf] olx 5 hLjg–;f/,
af]S5 sf] Ifl0fsdf cleef/ .
jf;gf dw'/, ;'Gb/ ¿k,
pRr efj z'e k|]d lnP/,
s'~hdf o;l/ km'Ng' 5 wGo ¤
hGd–;f/ olx x] km'n /Tg ¤
-u'nfaM k[= *(_
;f+;fl/s j:t'x¿ jf:tljs x'g\ .tL s'g} a]nf gfz x'G5g\ / s'g} a]nf k|s6 x'G5g\ . To:t}
vf]nf s'g} a]nf cfkm" ;'s]/ ;a} k|s[lthut\nfO{ xfxfsf/ agfpF5 tfklg Ps lbg cfgGb cfpg]
/ a'lemg;Sg' /x:o b]vfkg]{ ljrf/ slj o;/L JoSt u5{g\ M

;+;f/sf hlt s'/f t/ :jKg x}g,
ltd|f] s'g} lbg k/Gt' x'g]5 r}g,
xf]nf oxfF a'lem g;Sg' s'g} /x:o,
ltd|f] ;kmf ;'lbg lkm5{ cem} cjZo .
-;'s]sf] vf]nfM k[=%@_
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ldqefjsf ¿kdf k|s[lt
slj l;l4r/0f >]i7 k|s[ltdf k|uf9 ldqefj kfpF5g\ . …cf]vn9'Íf’ sljtfdf slj

k|s[ltsf] clt lgs6 k'Ub5g\, k|s[lt;Fusf] lj5f]8sf] cfkm" dfq xf]Og, :jod\ k|s[lt klg b'Mvn]
ljx\jn eP/ cfkm}FnfO{ vf]lh/x]sf] cg'ej slj u5{g\ . k|s[ltsf] ;flGgWodf dflg; dfq ;'vL
x'g] xf]Og, k|s[ltsf] xif{sf] ;Ldf/]vf /xGg / To:t} lj5f]8n] klg clt b'MvL u/fpg] sfo{ u5{ .
j;Gt' Ct' sf]OnL r/L kbf{jfn / ;'Gb/ j[If vf]kLdf a;]/ k|s[lt / sljsf] lj5f]8sf] lj/x
uLt lj/xs} dL7f] efsf ufO/x]sf] x'G5 M

kbf{jfn ;'Gb/ kNnljt
j[If vf]lkdf sfnf] sf]lsn
pgsf] of] ljof]u lk|o sljsf]
slt d[b' lj/x uLt /Rbf] xf] .
-cf]vn9'ÍfM k[=&_
slj cfkm"nfO{ kfun 7fGb} k|s[ltdf klg kfunkg e]6\6fpF5g\ . To:tf] kfun k|s[lt;Fu ldqn]
em}F ldnL Ps} :j/ / Ps} nodf uLt ufpg slj k|s[ltnfO{ cfu|x u5{g\ M

d t kfun x"F tF klg t kunL
kfun kunL b'O{ ;fy ldnL
Ps} :j/df, Ps} nodf
ufcf}F jgsf] of] clegodf .
-kfunM k[=!%_
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^=^

ljZjfTdfsf ¿kdf k|s[lt
slj l;l4r/0f >]i7 k|s[ltaf6} ljZjfTdfsf] kl/ro kfpF5g\ . k|s[ltsf] cv08 tyf

;Ifo r]tgfsf] k|sfzgaf6 clek|]l/t eP/ g} pQm k/dtŒjsf] cfef; kfOG5, k|s[ltsf] ToxL
;'Gb/, cv08 / cljgfzL ¿k b]v]/ k|s[ltsf] /x:odo efjdf ulxl/Fb} k|s[ltdf ldlxg ;f}Gbo{
b]v]kl5 To:tf] /rgf ug{ dxfg\ :j¿ksf] slj sNkgf u5{g\ / ljZj g} pQm ;[li6stf{sf]
;ª\uLt e"ld xf] eGg] pgL lgisif{df k'Ub} eG5g\ M

;f}Gbo{sf] d;L lnP/ ljzfntfdf
n]vL/x]5 ljlwn] /;k"0f{ ufgf .
-;fFemdf lxdfnosf] b[ZoM k[=$_

&=

k|fs[lts laDa
slj l;l4r/0f >]i7sf] sfJoofqfsf] k|f/lDes r/0fsf sljtfdf o'jf;'ne ;xh

;+j]bgfsf k|jfxsf ;fy} efjut ;3gtf / cg'e"ltsf] tLj|tf k|fKt ug{ ;lsG5 . logn] o;
o; r/0fsf sljtfdf ;/n, ;xh Pjd \nflnTodo / ;'s'df/ kbfjnLsf] k|of]u u/]sf 5g\ .
of] n]v k|f/lDes r/0fsf sljtfx¿dWo] k|s[lt k|of]u ePsf sljtfx¿sf] dfq cWoogdf
s]lGb|t ePsfn] oxfF k|ltlglwd"ns sljtfx¿sf] efiffz}nLut ljlzi6tfnfO{ pNn]v ul/Psf]
5 . zf:qLo, jfl0f{s / uBnodf ;+/lrt o; r/0fsf k|s[ltk/s sljtfdf ljleGg If]qaf6
;/n Pjd\ ;xh laDax¿ l6k]/ efjnfO{ ;+j]bgzLn / tLj| agfpg] sfd ul/Psf] 5 . /ftL
h"g r'x]/ zLt aGg', sf]lknfn] ;+;f/nfO{ ;hfpg' -sf]lknf_, dflg;nfO{ lgem{/n] ;/; tyf
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zflGt ;'wf/; lkofpg' -lgem{/_, lxdfnnfO{ cfsfzn] ;'ljzfn efnsf ¿kdf lrlqt ug'{ ;fFemdf lxdfnosf] b[Zo_, sf]OnLn] sljsf] lj/xdf d[b' uLt /Rg' -cf]vn9'ª\uf_, jiff{nfO{ hg–
dg xg]{ / ;'v–zflGt 5g]{ cfgGbbfoL j:t'sf ¿kdf lrq0f ug'{ -jiff{ _,;'Gb/Lhnsf] snsn
WjlgnfO{ ljlwsf] k|ltefsf] :j/ egL k|z+;f ug'{ -;'Gb/Lhn_, j;Gt Ct'df r~rn sf]lsnn]
dg xg'{ -j;Gt_, h:tf k|s[ltk/s laDax¿ k|z:t dfqfdf k|of]u ul/Psf 5g\ . k|s[ltsf
ljljw ¿k clg ;fdflhs, /fhgLlts c;ª\ultk|lt Joª\Uo –ljb|f]x k|:t't ug]{ qmddf / /fi6«
Pjd\ /fli6«otfsf] uf}/jufg Pjd\ lg/fzf, knfog h:tf s'/fx¿nfO{ k|:t't ug]{ ;Gbe{df klg
sljn] k|s[ltaf6 ljleGg laDax¿ l6k]/ efjnfO{ ;3g / tLj| kfg]{ sf]l;; u/]sf 5g\ .
k|s[ltaf6 l6lkPsf cg'k|f;Lo zAbx¿s]f ;'Gb/ ;+of]hgsf sf/0f klg k|s[ltk/s cleJolSt
a9L ;+jb] gzLn / tLj| ag]sf] kfOG5 . ;'dw'/ tT;d, tb\ej / em/f{ g]kfnL zAbx¿sf] afx'No
/x]sf sf/0f k|s[ltk/s sljtfx¿ cem a9L dfld{s ag]sf 5g\ . k|s[ltnfO{ st} cfnDag,st}
p2Lkg, st} ;fVo tyf jfT;No, ;'v, ;DkGgtf / lbJotfsf ¿kdf klg k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 .
vf; u/L k|s[ltk/s cg'k|f;Lo zAb ;+of]hgn] ubf{ sljtfdf ;f}Gbo{ ;[li6 pTkGg ePsf
sf/0f o;df ;ª\slnt sljtfx¿ ;xh,;+j]Bo / dfld{s ag]sf 5g\ . k|s[ltk/s cg'k|f;Lo
zAb ;+of]hgn] ;f}Gbo{ ;[li6 pTkGg ePsf] s'/f tnsf s]xL pbfx/0fx¿af6 :ki6 x'G5 M

;'jf;sf] wf/ axfpg]5',
;f}Gbo{sf] ;f/ vgfpg]5' .
-sf]lknfM k[=!_
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;f}Gbo{sf] dl; lnP/ ljzfntfdf,
n]vL/x]5 ljlwn] /;k"0f{ ufgf .
;fFemdf lxdfnosf] b[Zo M $
ltd|} ;'Gb/ xl/ofnLdf,
ltd|} ;'Gb/ jIf:yndf .
-cf]vn9'ª\ufM k[=^_
dL7' r/fsf] gf}nf] ufgf,
:j0f{ ls/0fsf] :jR5 la5\of}gf .
-kfunM k[=!%_
:j/df ;'v :j/ hLjg,
u/ snsn :j/ ;'Gb/ .
-;'Gb/LhnM k[=@!_
t]/f] gt{g slt dgdf]xg,
k'tnL, ;fy{s t]/f] hLjg .
-k'tnLM k[=@^_
:j/df ;'v,
:j/ hLjg,
u/ sNsn
:j/ ;'Gb/ ¤
-lgem{/M k[=()_
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lgisif{
sfJo;fwgfsf] k|f/lDes cj:yfsf ¿kdf /x]sf slj l;l4r/0f >]i7sf sljtfdf

k|s[ltsf ljljw ¿ksf] k|of]u ul/Psf] kfOG5 . k|foM oxfF ;/n, zfGt / l:gUw k|s[ltk|of]usf]
ax'ntf /x]sf] 5 . vf; u/L k|s[ltk/s sljtfx¿df k|s[ltsf] dfgjLs/0fsf ;fy} k|s[ltdf
kfOg] ;ª\3if{zLn kIfnfO{ ;d]t phfu/ u/]sf] kfOG5 . k|s[ltdf kfOg] km"n, e|d/, k'tnL,
sf]OnL, lxdfn, jiff{ cflbn] u/]sf] dfgjLo lqmofsnfknfO{ Psflt/ ;xh / :jfefljstfsf
;fy k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 eg] csf{lt/ k|s[lt x/avt ;ª3if{zLn /x]sfn] To;df
qmflGtsf/Lkgsf] cfef; kfOg] s'/fsf] ;ª\s]t klg ul/Psf] 5 . o:t} ;'v,
zflGt,;DkGgtf,;f}Gbo{ h:tf s'/fsf ;fy} lbJotf,cd/tf Pjd\ ldqefj klg k|s[ltdf kfOg]
pNn]v ul/Psf] 5 .logL :jR5GbtfjfbL slj ePsf] x'gfn] o;df k|s[ltdf ljZjfTdfsf] cfef;
kfOg] s'/fsf ;fy} k|s[ltnfO{ ;Eotfsf] ;|f]tsf ¿kdf klg pNn]v ul/Psf] kfOG5 . sljn]
k|s[ltsf] lrq0f ug]{ qmddf cfkm"leqsf] k|s[ltk|ltsf] ;f}Gbo{ j[lQnfO{ ;xh ;+j]bgfsf k|jfxdf
efjut ;3gtf / cg'e"ltsf] tLj|tfsf ;fy cfkm"nfO{ ;dflxt ub}{ k|:t't u/]sf] kfOG5 .
;/n,;xh Pjd\ nflnTodo / ;'s'df/ kbfjnLx¿ tyf ljleGg efj laDax¿sf dfWodaf6
hLjghut\sf oyfy{tf, qm"/tf, s7f]/tf, jf:tljstf, lg/fzf, knfog h:tf s'/fx¿nfO{ klg
cfTd;ft\ u/]sf] kfOG5 . o;/L o; sljtf;ª\u|xcGtu{tsf sljtfx¿df k|s[ltsf] hlt klg
k|of]u ul/Psf] 5, ltgdf logn] k|s[ltsf] ;"Id / uDeL/ lg/LIf0f ug]{ sf]l;; u/]sf] eg] cjZo
b]lvG5 . o;/L k|f/lDes r/0fsf k|s[ltsk/s sljtfdf slj l;l4r/0f >]i7n] k|s[ltsf
ljljw ¿ksf] k|of]u u/]sf 5g\ eGg] s'/f :ki6 x'G5 . k|s[ltj0f{gs} qmddf klg logL
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;fdflhs, cfly{s / dfgjLo ;+j]bgfdf ;d]t s]lGb|t ePsfn] logsf] k|s[ltj0f{g
ck]Iffs[t kl/isf/ / kl/dfh{gsf ;fy cfpg ;s]sf 5}gg\ . oBlk slj l;l4r/0f >]i7 o;
r/0fsf sljtfdf :jR5GbtfjfbL tyf 5fofjfbL k|s[ltbz{gnfO{ cfTd;ft\ u/]sf] kfOG5 .
;Gbe{;"rL
cof{n, e}/j -@)#)_= g]kfnL sfJodf k|s[lt, sf7df8f}FM g]=/f=k|=k|= .
sf]O/fnf, zDe'k|;fb -@)#&_= æl;l4r/0f >]i7sf] hLjgL, JolQmTj / s[ltTjsf] ljj]rgfÆ,
-ck|sflzt zf]wk|aGw_ lq=lj=g]kfnL s]Gb|Lo ljefu .
rf}w/L, ;Tob]j / u'Ktf, zflGt:j¿k -;g\ !((#_= ef/tLo tyf kfZrfTo sfJozf:q sf

;ª\lIfKt ljj]rg= lbNnLM czf]s k|sfzg .
hf]zL, s'df/axfb'/ -@)%#_= b]jsf]6f sljtfs[ltdf k|s[lt= sf7df8f}FM ;/:jtL k|sfzg .
lg/f}nf, km0fLGb|/fh -@)&!_= æl;l4r/0f >]i7sf k'm6s/ sljtfdf :jR5GbtfjfbÆ= ck|sflzt
ljBfjfl/lw zf]wk|aGw= sf8df8f}M lq= lj= .
k|;fO{+, u0f]zaxfb'/ -@)$*_= g]kfnL ;flxTodf :jR5GbtfjbL sfJowf/f= sf7dff8f}FM g]=/f=k|=k|=.
ef/åfh, d}lynLk|;fb -;g\ !(**_= kfZofTo sfJozf:q s] l;4fGt= rl08u9M xl/of0ff ;flxTo
csfbdL .
zdf{, ufuL{ -;g\ !(()_= æg]kfnL :jR5GbtfjfbL sljtfdf k|s[ltk|of]uÆ= ck|sflzt
ljBfjfl/lw zf]wk|aGw= jf/f0f;LM sfzL lxGb" ljZjljBfno .
>]i7, l;l4r/0f - @)@!_= sf]lknf= nlntk'/M ;femf k|sfzg .
l;+x, lzjs/0f -;g\ !(^%_= :jR5Gbtfjfb Pjd\ 5fofjfb sf t'ngfTds cWoog= jf/f0f;LM
gf/fo0f k|sfzg dlGb/ .
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dfofn' x'Dnf lgofqfs[ltdf kof{j/0f
x]daxfb'/ e08f/L
;}lgs cfjf;Lo dxfljBfno ;Nnf3f/L, eQmk'/

k|:t't n]vdf bfdf]b/ k'8f;}gL …lszf]/Ú åf/f lnlvt dfofn' x'Dnf lgofqfs[ltdf cleJoSt
kof{j/0fLo r]tgf ;kmn ¿kdf k|of]u ul/Psf] lgisif{ lgsflnPsf] 5 . lgofqfsf/n] x'Dnfsf
ljljw ;Gbe{x¿ hf]8]/ lgofqf tof/ kf/]sf 5g\ . cfly{s, ;fdflhs tyf ;+:s[lts ;Gbe{nfO{
5fd]/ lgofqfsf] z}nL /rgf ug]{ qmddf pgn] To; Onfsfsf] kof{j/0fnfO{ s[ltdf ljz]if :yfg
lbPsf 5g\ . k'8f;}gLn] lgofqfdf p7fg u/]sf] kof{j/0fLo r]tgfnfO{ k|:t't cWoogdf
ljZn]if0f tyf d"Nofª\sg ul/Psf] 5 . x'Dnfsf] k|s[ltsf dfWodaf6 k|s[ltsf] ckl/xfo{tfdfly
ax; u/L n]vsn] k|s[ltnfO{ dfgjLo :jefjdf lgofn]sf 5g\ . dfgj / k|s[ltsf aLrsf]
;DaGw lrgfP/ pgn] k|s[ltsf] ljgfzdf plq/x]sf] dfgj;dfhnfO{ k|s[ltsf] d"Noaf]w u/fPsf
5g\ . k|s[ltsf] cjnf]sg tyf ;+/If0fdf cu|;/ k'8f;}gLsf] ;r]t k|:t'ltnfO{ o; cWoogdf
kof{j/0fLo cWoogsf ;}4flGts w/ftndf /x]/ lgoflnPsf] 5 . x'Dnfdf ljsl;t k|of{j/0fLo
/fhgLlts ;+:s[ltnfO{ ljZn]if0f ub}{ k'8f;}gLsf] n]vgL cl3 ;/]sf] 5 . x'Dnfsf] k|fs[lts
;f}Gbo{ / o;sf] cl:tTj;Fu hf]l8Psf] k|ZgnfO{ r]tgfsf txdf /x]/ dfofn' x'Dnf lgofqfs[ltn]
dfgj;dfhdf ;r]tgfsf] ;Gb]z k|jflxt ug{ ;kmn ePsf] lgisif{ k|:t't cWoogn] ;fj{hlgs
u/]sf] 5 .
zAbs'~hLM sfJozf:qLo, r]tgf, kof{j/0f, ef}lts, ;+:s[lt .
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!=

k[i7e"ld
lgofqfsf/ bfdf]b/ k'8f;}gL …lszf]/Ú -@)!#_ g]kfnL ;flxTodf sljtf / lgofqf

kmfF6sf lqmofzLn ;|i6f x'g\ . pgn] g]kfnL ;flxTodf sljtf ljwfaf6 k|j]z u/L lgofqfdf
;kmntf k|fKt u/]sf 5g\ . ofqfsf k|]ldn t/ª\ux¿ -@)^%_, gd]l6Psf lrqx¿ -@)&)_,

dfofn' x'Dnf -@)&!_, l;dfgfsf /ª\u M l;dfgfsf t/ª\u -@)&@_ / kvf{nleqsf] /fhwfgL
-@)&#_ pgsf xfn;Dd k|sflzt lgofqfs[ltx¿ x'g\ . cfwf bh{g sljtf;ª\u|x k|sflzt
ul/;s]sf lgofqfsf/ k'8f;}gLsf] ?lrIf]q eg] lgofqf g} xf] eGg] s'/f pgsf lgofqfs[ltx¿n]
k|fKt u/]sf] qmlds ;kmntfn] k|:6ØfPsf] 5 . lgofqfsf] z}nL ;dfpg] qmddf k'8f;}gLn]

dfofn' x'Dnf lgofqfs[lt tof/ kf/]sf 5g\ . k|s[ltsf glhsdf k'uL k|s[ltnfO{ ljljw
b[li6sf]0fn] lgofnL pgn] lgaGwsf] ;+/rgf tof/ kf/]sf] b]lvG5 . pgsf] o; s[ltnfO{ lnP/
s[ltn] ;d]6]sf] kof{j/0fnfO{ r]tgfsf txdf cjnf]sg ug{ k|:t't cWoog cl3 ;/]sf] 5 .
k|s[lt;Fu /x]sf] dfgjLo ;DaGwsf] cj:yfsf] lg/LIf0faf6 kof{j/0fLo ;+:s[lt tyf kof{j/0fLo
/fhgLltsf] cj:yf d"Nofª\sg ug{ ;lsG5 . k|s[lt / dflg;sf aLrsf] ;DaGw cjnf]sgaf6
dflg;df /x]sf] kof{j/0fLo r]tgfsf] :t/ dfkg x'g] ePsfn] o; cWoogdf k'8f;}gLs[t k|:t't
lgofqfs[ltnfO{ k[i7e"lddf /fv]/ k|s[lt;Fu dflg;sf] ;DaGw cjnf]sg tyf d"Nofª\sg u/L
kof{j/0fLo /fhgLlts ;+:s[ltsf] ljZn]if0f ul/Psf] 5 . o;nfO{ kof{j/0fLo cWoogsf
;}4flGts k[i7fwf/df ljsl;t ;dfnf]rgfsf] z}nLsf ¿kdf lng ;lsG5 .
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;d:ofsyg

dfofn' x'Dnf lgofqfs[ltdf lrlqt kof{j/0fLo r]tgf g} o; cWoogsf] ;d:of xf]
h;nfO{ lgDgfg';f/ k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 M
dfofn' x'Dnf lgofqfs[ltn] kof{j/0fLo r]tgfnfO{ s]–s;/L ;d]6]sf] 5 <
#=

p2]Zo
kof{j/0fLo cWoogsf] ;}4flGts w/ftndf /x]/ dfofn' x'Dnf lgofqfs[ltn] ;d]6]sf]

kof{j/0fnfO{ r]tgfsf txdf lg¿k0f ug'{ g} o; cWoogsf] p2]Zo xf], h;nfO{ lgDgfg';f/
k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 M
dfofn' x'Dnf lgofqfs[ltdf kof{j/0fLo r]tgf lg¿k0f ug'{ .
$=

;Ldfª\sg
k|:t't cWoogdf bfdf]b/ k'8f;}gLsf cGo lgofqfs[ltsf lgofqfx¿ ;dfj]z ePsf

5}gg\ . o; cWoogdf pgsf] dfofn' x'Dnf lgofqfs[ltdf /x]sf lgofqfx¿nfO{ kof{j/0fLo
cWoogsf ;}4flGts w/ftndf /x]/ tL lgofqfx¿n] lrq0f u/]sf] kof{j/0fLo r]tgfsf] kIf
cjnf]sg ul/Psf] 5 . lgofqfdf k|s[lt / dflg;sf aLrsf] ;DaGw s]nfP/ kof{j/0fsf]
/fhg}lts tyf ;f+:s[lts cj:yf ljZn]if0fdf ;Lldt x'g' g} o; cWoogsf] ;Ldf xf] .
%=

cWoogljlw
o; cWoognfO{ k"0f{tf lbg lgDgfg';f/sf] cWoogljlw cjnDag ul/Psf] 5 M
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%=!=

;fdu|L;ª\sngsf] ljlw
o; cWoogdf lgaGwsf/ bfdf]b/ k'8f;}gL …lszf]/Ú sf] lgofqfs[lt dfofn' x'DnfnfO{

k|fylds ;fdu|Lsf ¿kdf k|of]u ul/Psf] 5 . kof{j/0fLo cWoogsf] ;}4flGts w/ftndf /x]/
tof/ kfl/Psf zf]wk|aGw, cg';Gwfgd"ns u|Gy, n]v/rgf, s[lt;dLIff tyf l6Kk0fLx¿sf ;fy}
k'8f;}gLs[t cGo lgofqfs[lt / pgsf cGo s[ltdfly ePsf zf]wx¿nfO{ låtLos ;fdu|Lsf
¿kdf k|of]u ul/Psf] 5 . o:tf ;fdu|Lx¿ ;ª\sngsf] dfWod k':tsfnonfO{ agfOPsf] 5 .
%=@=

lgofqfljZn]if0fsf] ljlw
k|:t't cWoogdf kof{j/0fLo cWoogsf] ;}4flGts w/ftndf /x]/ o;cl3sf

cWoogx¿df ljsl;t s[ltljZn]if0fsf] cfwf/nfO{ g} d'Vo cfwf/ agfOPsf] 5 . o; cWoogdf
lgudgfTds ljlwsf] k|of]u u/L lgofqfdf ;d]l6Psf] kof{j/0fLo r]tgfsf] cj:yf d"Nofª\sg
ul/Psf] 5 . o;sf ;fy} o; cWoogn] lgofqfljZn]if0fsf nflu ljZn]if0ffTds k4lt;d]t
cg';/0f u/]sf] 5 .
^=

kof{j/0fLo cWoogsf] ;}4flGts kof{wf/
jftfj/0f / hLjgsf] cGt;{DaGwnfO{ kof{j/0fLo cWoogn] x]b{5 . hLj tyf jg:klt

k|s[ltk|bQ ljifo x'g\ . hLj jg:kltsf] cf>odf afFr]sf] x'G5 . jg:kltx¿sf] /Ifs / eIfs
b'j} ¿kdf xfdL hLjnfO{ lng ;Sb5f}F . cfˆgf nflu ckl/xfo{ xf] eg] To;nfO{ arfpg'k5{ .
…lsg arfpg'k5{ <Ú egL p7\g] k|Zgsf] plrt ;dfwfg vf]HgnfO{ r]tgfsf] pRrtd txsf]
ck]Iff ul/G5 . k|0fLx¿df r]tgfsf] of] txdf dfgj dfq /x]sf] 5 . o:tf] r]tgf dfgjnfO{
dfq k|fKt 5, cGo k|f0fLnfO{ 5}g . To;}n] kof{j/0fLo cWoogdf k|s[lt;Fu ;a}eGbf w]/} dflg;
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g} hf]l8G5 . kof{j/0fLo r]tgfn] k|s[lt;DaGwL dflg;sf] r]tgfsf] JoVof ug]{ x'Fbf s[ltdf
o:tf] r]tgfsf] vf]hL g} ;flxTodf kof{j/0fLo r]tgfsf] cWoogsf] cfwf/ xf] -9sfn %#_ .
kof{j/0fLo cWoognfO{ k|:6\ofpg] qmddf ;f+:s[lts cWoog / g]kfnL ;flxTo s[ltdf /fh]Gb|
;'j]bLn] o;f] eg]sf 5g\ M
kof{j/0fLo ;dfnf]rgf lrGtgn] hLjg / k|s[ltsf aLrsf] ;DaGwnfO{ lg¿k0f ub{5 .
o;n] hLjg / k|s[ltaLrsf] cg's"ng / k|lts"ngsf cfwf/df k|s[lt / hLjgsf d"Nosf]
lg¿k0f ub{5 . o;n] k|s[ltsf ef}lts tTTj / ;f];Fusf] k|fs[lts ;DaGwsf] ;fk]lIft cWoog
ub{5 . ===o;n] kl/j]zsf ;du| kIfnfO{ ;flxTosf] clgjfo{ ;Tosf ¿kdf u|x0f ub{5 . ===o;
;dfnf]rgfsf] k|f¿k ;g\ !(^) / ;g\ !(&) sf] b'O{ bzsdf cfljef{j ePsf] xf] . cd]l/sL
kof{j/0f lrGts lnof] dfS;{ gfds JolQmn] n]v]sf] b d]l;g Og b uf8{]g M 6]Sgf]nf]hL PG8 lb

Kof:6f]/n cfOl8on Og cd]l/sf -;g\ !(^$_ s[ltnfO{ kof{j/0fLo ;dfnf]rgfsf] ;Í]tk|fKt
k|yd s[lt dflgPsf] 5 -!#*_ .
kof{j/0fLo cWoogn] k|s[lt;Fu dflg;nfO{ k|s[ltsf] ckl/xfo{tfsf txdf hf]8]/ x]5{ .
;flxlTos s[ltdf ;d]l6Psf] kof{j/0fsf] ef}lts pkl:yltsf ;fy} r]tgfsf txdf s[ltn] p7fg
u/]sf] kof{j/0fnfO{ o;n] cjnf]sg tyf ljZn]if0f u5{ . jt{dfg ;dodf dfgjLo
cfjZostfn] ubf{ ;flxTodf kof{j/0fLo ;dfnf]rgfsf] hGd ePsf] xf] lsgeg] o;n] ;flxlTos
s[ltdf lj1fgsf] ef}lts oyfy{, dfgjtfjfbL lrGtg / k|of]ufTds cfsfª\Iff s;/L k|ltljlDat
ePsf] 5 egL d"Nofª\sg ub{5 -P6d *_ . kof{j/0fLo cWoognfO{ yk k|:6\ofg] qmddf
uf]ljGb/fh e§/fO{n] pQ/cfw'lgs ljdz{df o;f] eg]sf 5g\ M
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dflg;n] u/]sf] cGw k|ult / p;sf] ljj]sxLg pkef]ulnK;fn] e"d08n g} lalu|g
yfn]sf] 5 . o;} sf/0fn] ljut b'O{ bzsb]lv ljZjel/ jftfj/0fLo n]vg -Osf]/fOl6ª_
rln/x]sf] 5 . o:tf] n]vgnfO{ ;dfnf]rgf ug]{ gofF ;dfnf]rgf k4lt Osf]lqml6l;hd
-kl/j[QLo ;dfnf]rgf_ klg x'ls{/x]sf] 5 . Osf]nf]hL -kof{j/0f_ nfO{ Wofgdf /fv]/ n]lvPsf
;flxlTos s[ltsf] ;dfnf]rgf ug'{ g} o;sf] nIo xf] . t;y{, Pp6f jftfj/0fljb\sf b[li6n]
ul/Psf] ;flxlTos Pj+ ;f+:s[lts ;dfnf]rgf g} kl/j[QLo ;dfnf]rgf -Osf]lqml6l;hd_ xf]
-@))_ .
…Osf]lqml6l;hdÚ zAbsf] klxnf] k|of]u cd]l/sfsf cWo]tf ljlnod ?s6{n] ;g\ !(^&
df k|sflzt ln6/]r/ ofG8 Osf]nf]hL M ofg PS;k]l/d]G6 Og Osf]lqml6l;hd zLif{ssf] n]vdf
u/]sf x'g\ . pgn] pSt n]vdf hLjd08ndf ;flxTosf] :yfgaf/] dxŒjk"0f{ k|Zgx¿ p7fpFb}
pbf/tf Pj+ kof{j/0fLo ljj]ssf lx;fan] jfN6 lXj6dg, ljlnod kmsg/, x]g/L 8]le8 yf]/f]
cflb n]vsk|lt ;dk{0fsf] efj cleJoSt u/]sf 5g\ -P6d #!#_ . kof{j/0fLo cWoogn]
;flxTosf dfWodaf6 kof{j/0f ;+/If0fsf] cleofg cl3 a9\g'kg{] dfGotf /fv]sf] 5 .
kof{j/0fLo ;dfnf]rgf :jR5Gbtfjfb;Fu glhs b]lvG5 t/ o;n] ljz]if p2]Zo;lxt
k|s[ltnfO{ s[ltdf ptfg{] dfGotf cl3 ;fb{5 . :jR5Gbtfjfbsf] s]Gb|s n]vs / kof{j/0fLo
;dfnf]rgfsf] s]Gb|s ljZjk|s[lt ePsf] x'Fbf oL b'O{aLr tflŒjs ¿kdf g} cGt/ kfOG5 .
k/Dk/fut ;dfnf]rgfdf …s] M ;f/Ú / …s;/L M ¿kÚ n] dfq dxŒj kfO/x]sf] l:yltdf
kof{j/0fLo ;dfnf]rgfn] …sxfF M :yfgÚ nfO{ s]Gb|df Nofpg] sfd u/]sf] 5 -P6d #@)_ .
kof{j/0fLo cWoogn] s[ltljZn]if0fsf ;Gbe{df s[ltn] b]vfPsf] j}1flgs vf]hsf] ;Defjgf,
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dfgjLo cg'e"ltx¿sf] kof{j/0fLo ;Gbe{df ljZn]if0f, jftfj/0fk|ltsf] g}ltstf, ef}lts
jftfj/0fsf] ;flxlTos pkl:ylt sfJozf:qLo cWoog, kof{j/0fd}qL eflifs k|of]usf] cj:yf
cflb kIfnfO{ lgofNg] k|oTg ub{5 . s[ltljZn]ifsx¿n] kof{j/0fLo ;dfnf]rgf, kof{j/0fLo
cWoog, kof{j/0fLo r]tgf, Osf] lqml6l;hd cflb zAbfjnL k|of]u u/L o;nfO{ cYof{pg] u/]sf]
kfOG5 .
&=

kof{j/0fLo r]tgfsf txdf dfofn' x'Dnf lgofqfs[ltdf kof{j/0fsf] cj:yf
kof{j/0fLo cWoogn] k|s[lt / hLjgnfO{ hf]8]/ x]b{5 . xfjf, kfgL, df6f], jg:klt cflb

k|fs[lts ljifo x'g\ . hLj klg k|fs[lts ljifo g} xf] tyflk hLjrflxF plNnlvt k|fs[lts kIfdfly
cfl>t x'G5 . r]tgfsf lx;fan] x]g]{ xf] eg] dflg;nfO{ oL ;a}af6 cnu /fv]/ cWoog ug'{kg]{
x'G5 . dflg;afx]s cGo ;a} k|fs[lts ljifonfO{ kof{j/0fsf 36s dfg]/ dflg;;Fu ltgLx¿sf]
;DaGwsf ;fy} ltgLx¿sf] ;+/If0f / eIf0fdf b]lvg] dflg;sf s[Tox¿nfO{ kof{j/0fLo cWoogn]
glhsaf6 lgofN5 . s[ltdf k|s[ltsf] k/Dk/fut vf]hLsf dfWodaf6 kof{j/0fLo cWoogsf]
ceLi6 k"/f x'g ;Sb}g . s[ltdf b]vf kg]{ kof{j/0fnfO{ dfgjLo r]tgfsf txdf lg¿k0f gu/L
kof{j/0fLo cWoogsf] cf}lrTo k'li6 ug{ ;lsGg . k|s[ltnfO{ s]Gb|df /fvL dfgjLo r]tgfsf]
cjnf]sg ug]{ Jofjxfl/s k|of; g} kof{j/0fLo cWoogsf] d'Vo dfGotf xf] . o; dfGotf;Fu
hf]l8Fb} k|:t't cWoognfO{ lgDg pkzLif{sx¿df lj:tf/ ul/Psf] 5 .
&=!=

k|s[lt / dflg;sf aLrsf] ;DaGw
dflg;sf] hLjg k|s[ltsf sf/0fn] ;Dej ePsf] xf] . k|:t't lgofqfs[ltdf o; tYonfO{

lgofqfsf/n] /fd|/L b]vfP/ o;sf] k'li6sf] k|of;;d]t u/]sf 5g\ . lgofqfn] b]vfPsf] k|s[lt /
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dflg;sf aLrsf] cGt/;DaGwnfO{ o; cWoogdf vf]Hg] k|oTg ul/Psf] 5 . x'Dnfsf] ofqfdf
lgl:sPsf lgofqfsf/ g]kfnu~hdf s]xL lbg /f]lsG5g\ . ToxfF, x'Dnfsf] p8fgdf
hfgklxrfgafx]ssf dflg;nfO{ ;fd]n ug]{ ls gug]{ eGg] ljifodf 7"nf] /fhgLlt x'G5 . To;}sf
df/df k/]sf lgofqfsf/df cg'e"ltsf cnu–cnu kf6fx¿ hf]l8g k'U5g\ . To;} qmddf
;ª\slnt cg'e"ltn] kl/j]zsf] kof{j/0fLo kl/b[Zo lgofqfdf o;/L k'msfPsf] 5 M
6f9f–6f9f x]5'{ . kmfF6df wfg ao]nL v]ln/x]5 . aLraLrdf cfFk, u'ndf]x/ / l;;f}Fsf
xfFufx¿ 5xf/L 5fl8/x]5g\ . czf]s j[If, vh'/ / af]6nkDksf j[Ifx¿n] /fFemf /fFlsPsf] 5,
xl/ofnL ;f}Gbo{df . …ebf}/] 3fddf xl/ofnL geP s] x'GYof] xf]nfÚ dgdg} ;f]r]F d}n] . xf]6nsf]
sf]7fsf] hfnLbf/ ‰ofnaf6 aflx/ b]v]F, ;n{Ss ;'s]sf] l;;f}sf] ?v, hxfF kft 5}g . dl;gf
xfFufx¿ dlSsP/ eml/;s]sf 5g\ . ToxfF r/f a:b}gg\ . ls/fkm6\ofª\u|f pSnb}gg\ . dfG5]x¿
¿v 9fNg] s'/f ul//x]5g\ . xf], ToxL x'GYof] lhGbuLdf klg /ª\u geP, xl/ofnL geP -!$_ .
oxfF, lgofqfsf/n] wfgaf/L, kmnkm"nsf af]6x¿, ebf}/] xl/ofnL / ;a}nfO{ ;"o{sf]
pHofnf] tyf tfksf] cfjZostfsf] j0f{g u/L dfgjnfO{ k|s[lt;Fu hf]8]/ x]/]sf 5g\ . oL ;a}
dflg;sf nflu ckl/xfo{ /x]sf] tYo af]w u/fPsf 5g\ . ;'s]sf] ?vnfO{ r/fx¿n] 5f]8]sf]
ljifo hf]8]/ pgn] k|s[lt / hLjgsf] ;DaGw klg cYof{Psf 5g\ .
lgofqfsf/ x'Dnfsf] ;b/d'sfd ;Ldsf]6df /x]sf] ljdfg:yndf plqP/ ToxfFsf]
k|s[ltnfO{ x]b{5g\ . pgn] ToxfF o:tf] k|fs[lts b[Zo lgofNg kfPsf 5g\ M æhtf;'s} em/e'm§
:ofp, kf6fdf lrgf], sfu'gL, n§] e'mn]/ kx]Fnf], sn]hL / /ftf] /ªsf] /ldtf, kfvfdf ltt]kmfk/ /
ld7]kmfk/sf u'nfaL bfgf, k/ st}af6 cfO/xg] b]p8fsf] efsf . kf6fdf p8\g} nfu]sf
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KjfFvh:tf kx]Fnf ;"o{d'vL k"mnx¿sf] ;/udL{ . df6fn] 9fs]sf 5fgfdf 9sdSs kmq]msf
;okqLsf] ;f]nf]8f]nf]Æ -@$_ . dflg;sf] ;lqmo ;xeflutfdf xnSs x'ls{Psf t/sf/L, cGg /
k"mnsf af]6x¿, h;nfO{ cfˆg} lghL k|of]hgsf :jfy{n] eP klg dflg;n] x'sf{Psf] 5 .
dflg;;Fu lgs6:y oxL k|fs[lts cj:yfsf] j0f{g k|:t't k|;Ën] cl3 ;f/]sf] 5, h;df dflg;
/ k|s[ltnfO{ hf]8]/ x]l/Psf] 5 . dflg;sf nflu k|s[lt slt / lsg ckl/xfo{ 5 < eGg] k|Zgsf]
;xL hafkmsf ¿kdf klg pb\w[tf+znfO{ lng ;lsG5 .
x'Dnfsf] rlr{t tLy{:yn vfk'{gfy hfFbf lgofqfsf/n] af6fdf gNnf ufpF e]6\b5g\ .
ToxfF pgn] b]v]sf] k|fs[lts b[ZofjnLdf dflg; / k|s[ltsf aLrsf] cGof]Gofl>t ;DaGwnfO{
lgofqfn] Hofb} ;'Gb/ 9Ën] l6k]sf] 5 M
kfl/kl6 dfp / rNnfx¿ 5l/al/ ePe}Fm gNnf ufpF 6fFl;/x]5 le/d} . s0ff{nL gbLsf]
xfjfn] a]:;/L atfpFbf]/x]5 gNnf ufpFsf bz 3/x¿nfO{ . ufpFjl/kl/ ds} kmln/x]sf lyP,
sf]bf] e'mln/x]sf lyP, /ftfDo n§]sf] nx/ lyof], aLraLrdf ;"o{d'vL k'mln/x]sf lyP . ufpFdf
dfG5]sf] eg] 5fofF;Dd b]lvPg . k/k/ tLgrf/ uf]7fnfx¿ uLt ufpFb} y] . pgLx¿sf]
cfjfh;Fu} s0ff{nL ;';fO/Xof] . ;fFRr} ;'Gb/ lyof] gNnf . gNnf lxdfnL kl/j]zsf] ufpFh:tf]
b]lvPg . sf]bf]ds} e'mn]sf] tgx'Fsf] ledfbjl/kl/ jf sfe|]sf] k"mnaf/L 8fF8fufpFlt/sf]
ememNsf] lbO/Xof] gNnfn] -$)_ .
oxfF lgofqfsf/n], s[lifk/Dk/fsf dfemdf x'ls{Psf] ;'Gb/ ufpF gNnfsf] lrq0f hLjGt
ptf/]sf 5g\ . o;n] k|s[ltdf cfl>t dfgjnfO{ k|s[lt;Fu hf]8]/ k|:t't u/]sf] 5 . vfk'{gfy
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dlGb/sf cfFugdf k'u]sf lgofqfsf/n] ToxfFaf6 x'Dnfsf] csf{] ;f}Gbo{ cg'e"t ub{5g\ . k|fs[lts
kl/b[Zosf] lrq0fdf o;/L au]sf 5g\ pgsf zAbx¿ M
lgnf] cfsfz, ;]tf lxdfnx¿ / xl/of kxf8x¿ x'Fb} cf]ln{Psf] 5 vfk'{gfydf . htftt}
xl/ofnL k}mln/x]5 . k/k/ 8fF8fx¿df ufO{j:t'x¿ rl//x]5g\ . w]/} ;do cfFvf 3'dfPkl5 dfq
st}st} 5fofFh:t} b]lvG5g\ dfG5]x¿ . cgj/t d"R5{gf lgsfln/x]5g\ s0ff{nL /
bf]Hofdx¿n] . r/fx¿ v]ln/x]5g\ vf]nfx¿;Fu h'xf/L . cw{d'lbt ¿kdf x]g{] / lrDng] ub{} 5g\
afbn 5f]8]/ 3fdsf cfFvfx¿n] . lgjf{Ë k|s[ltsf] clGjltdf leq}b]lv kmlqmPsf] 5' d . pBfd
cfgGb jlif{/x]5 xfjf;Fu} . vfk'{gfy k|fs[lts au}Frf ag]/ Ao'Flem/x]5 . dl;gf k"mnx¿sf]
/ËLla/ËLn] dxs 5l//x]5g\ cgGt;Dd . kmut Tof] :jfb lng] dfG5]x¿sf] sdL 5 ToxfF .
ToxfFsf hn, hldg, cfsfz / hLjhGt'n] sljtf n]vfO/x] dnfO{ -$(_ .
dgf]/d k|s[ltsf k|efjn] n]vsdf lgM;[t ;'Gb/ dgf]efjgf, gbLlsgf/df ljsl;t
u|fdL0f ;f}Gbo{, k|s[ltsf sfvdf :jR5Gb ljr/0f ul//x]sf ufO{ tyf cGo hgfj/x¿sf]
lqmofsnfk cflbnfO{ ;'Gb/ k|:t'ltsf dfWodaf6 ljZn]if0f u/]/ k|:t't k|;Ën] hLjg /
k|s[ltsf] cGt/;DaGw 5n{Ë kf/]sf] 5 .
;/sf/L sfo{ ;Dkfbgsf nflu x'Dnf k'u]sf lgofqfsf/ x'Dnfsf] ;b/d'sfd ;Ldsf]6sf]
a;fO cjlwe/ ;do / :jf:Yon] ;fy lbP;Dd k|ftMe|d0fdf lg:sG5g\ . ToxfFsf] x'dfg]
vf]nf;Dd pgsf] ofqf /xg] ub{5 . To;} l;nl;nfdf kof{j/0fLo b[Zox¿ klg a6'lng
5f]8\b}gg\ . pgn] a6'lnPsf ltg} cg'e"ltx¿nfO{ lgofqfsf] ljifo agfO{ z}nLsf] ;f}Gbo{
lgdf{0fdf o;/L vr{ u/]sf 5g\ M
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laxfg} af6fdf vRr/ / uwfsf tfFtL e]l6G5g\ . jl/kl/ kxf8df ?lbnf] k'mln/x]5 .
gfd} yfxf gkfPsf sof}F k"mnx¿ 9sdSs 5g\ . x'dfg] vf]nf tg{]lalQs} 8fn]r'ssf xl/of
?vx¿n] 9sdSs 9fs]sf . w]/}n] atfP, …8fn]r's cToGt :jf:Yojw{s 5, cToGt kf]l;nf] 5,
;fFRr} eGg] xf] eg] of/rfu'Ge'sf] /;eGbf klg 5 u'0fsf/L .Ú af6fel/ n6/Dd 8fn]r's k'mn]sf
5g\ . emG8} lgnsfF8fsf u]8fh:tf nfUg] 8fn]r's kfs]kl5 /ftf x'G5g\ 3F3f?sf bfgfh:tf . d
x/]s lbg x'dfg] vf]nfdf xft rf]k]/ lz/ l;~rg u5'{ / b'O{rf/ u]8f 8fn]r's rkfpF5' .
8fF8fel/ 3F3f? kfs]/ /ftfDo 5, k"mnx¿sf] h'n'; 5 htf;'s} -*@_ .
pb\w[tf+zn] k|s[lt s;sf nflu < eGg] k|Zgsf] hafkm lgdf{0f u/]sf] 5 . ax'u'0fL
jg:kltb]lv lnP/ b}lgs ef]hgsf nflu ;d]t k|of]u x'g] ;Dk"0f{ cGg tyf kmnk"mn cflb lbP/
w/tLsf k|f0fLnfO{ k|s[ltn] arfPsf] 5 . oxL tYo xfdL oxfF klg ;'/lIft /x]sf] kfpg ;S5f}F .
x'Dnfsf] lxdkftnfO{ lgofqfsf/n] cjnf]sg dfq u/]gg\, pgn] t To;sf] k|efjnfO{
s[ltdf ljZn]if0f klg u/]sf 5g\ . k|s[ltdf cfpg] ptf/r9fj;Fu} k|f0fLx¿ s;/L ;ª\3if{ u/]/
hf]luG5g\ eGg] ljifosf] ljZn]if0f pgn] lgofqfdf o;/L u/]sf 5g\ M
lxpF vlGg/x]5, em/Lsf] nx/f 5'l6/x]5 . kfpaf8f, nfb]af8f, ;Ldsf]6, tNnf]ufpF,
x]Nb'ª, a'/fpF;] ;a} ufpFx¿n] w'jfF cf]sln/x]5g\ . a]nfa]nfdf s'lx/f]n] ;a} s'/f k"/} 9fS5 /
s]xL b]lvFb}g . Ps} If0fdf s'lx/f] kmf6\5 . nx/x¿df ;]tfDo ;d'b| nl8a'8L v]n]h:tf] nfU5 .
cl:tcl:t sNofªs'n'ª ug{] r/fsf hdft /ftf/ft >Lgu/ jf sflnsf ufpFsf ;dy/lt/
a;fOF ;/] ls Û s;}sf] s]xL rxnkxn 5}g . 3f]n{] sfux¿ eg] ef]6]s's'/ e's]e}Fm lxpF k|no;Fu
wfjf af]Nb} a:tLa:tL rxfl//x]5g\ -($_ .
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k|s[ltdf cfpg] kl/jt{g / To;sf] hLjgdf b]lvg] ;sf/fTds tyf gsf/fTds b'j}
k|efjnfO{ oxfF b]vfOPsf] 5 . k|s[ltsf sfvdf k|s[lt;Fu} cfl>t eP/ hLjg s;/L au]sf] 5,
eGg] oyfy{nfO{ klg o; k|;Ën] /fd|/L a'emfPsf] 5 . lxdjiff{s} k|;Ë k'msfP/ lgofqfsf/n]
o;n] x'Dnfsf] hghLjgnfO{ kf/]sf] k|efjsf] ljZn]if0f / d"NofÍg u/]sf 5g\ M
Po/kf]6{sf] k"jL{ s'gfdf e'mdf / emf]kfx¿ rl//x]5g\ . lxdfnel/ lxpFn] 9fs]sf] kfFr5
dlxgfcl3b]lv . lxdfnsf vs{ / kf6gsf r/gx¿df r/fpg 5f]l8Psf emf]kf, e'mdf, 3f]8f,
vRr/ / ubfx¿nfO{ ufpFn]x¿n] 3/a:tLlt/ NofPsfn] PSsfl; ;Ldsf]6 j:t'efpdo
alg/x]5 . j:t'efpsf] l;lnªldlnª 5, 8\jfF–8\jfF / 8'F–8'F 5 . 8fF8fsfF8f, kf6f, vf]N;f, psfnf],
cf]/fnf] htf;'s} j:t'efp ;NanfO/x]5g\ . lxpFdf leHb} lxpFdfly rNdnfpg] j:t'efp lxpFnfO{
lhTb} hjfgL k|:t't ul//x]5g\ . …lr;f]tftf] t axfgf dfq xf], cj/f]w xf]OgÚ oxL a'lemFb} 5
j:t'efpsf a'?s–a'?saf6 -(&_ .
oxfF, lxdkft k|s[ltdf cfPsf] kl/jt{g xf] . k|fs[lts kl/jt{gnfO{ hLjx¿ cfTd;ft\
ub{5g\ . lgofqfsf/ o;}sf] Jofjxfl/s pbfx/0f o; Onfsfdf e]§fpFb5g\ . k|s[lt / hLjgsf
aLrsf] ;DaGw, k|f0fLx¿n] k|s[ltdf cfPsf] kl/jt{gnfO{ u/]sf] :jJoj:yfkgaf6 ;lhn} a'‰g
;lsG5 . x'dfg] vf]nf t/]kl5 lgofqfsf/sf] ofqf a'/fpF;] ufpF x'Fb} /lNnª lxdfntkm{ cl3
a9]sf] 5 . To; ofqfdf pgL hLjg / k|s[ltsf] ;DaGw o:tf] b]V5g\ M
k~rd'vL lxdfnsf] cf;kf;af6 ;]tf] ;k{ xfdkmfn]em}F cf]ln{/x]5 x]Nb'ª gbL . x]Nb'ªn]
cfkm" vf]Frdf s'ns'nfP/ kxf8nfO{ b'O{ ˆofsdf afF8]sf] 5 . a'/fpF;] / x]Nb'ªsf] kfl/kl6
chª\usf] kxf8 plePsf] 5 . kxf8sf] dWoefudf t]x| 3/ dfq 6fFl;Psf] nfªb's ufpF 5 .
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df]8af6 x]Nb'ª vf]nf, kxf8x¿, lxdfnx¿, /fgLjgdf /x]sf] /0f;'/ u'Ndsf lrl6Ss k/]sf
3/x¿, cflbcGTo / tndfly tyf a]F;Ldf alu/x]sL s0ff{nL ;a} cfFvfsf 5]j}df cfpFy] -!)^_ .
dfgjhLjg k|s[ltsf sfvdf s;/L afFr]sf] 5, eGg] ljifonfO{ o; k|;ª\un] /fd|/L
lr/kmf/ u/]/ a'emfPsf] 5 . dflg;nfO{ k|s[ltsf] cf>o s;/L k|fKt ePsf] 5 < o; k|Zgsf]
lrQa'‰bf] hafkm o; k|;ª\uaf6 ldNb5 .
kof{j/0f;Fu dflg;sf] cGt/;DaGw lgofqfsf/n] ofqfsf ljljw txdf e]§fPsf 5g\ .
/lNnª lxdfntkm{sf] ofqfsf l;nl;nfdf o:tf] ;DaGw ljljw cj:yfdf k|l:6Psf 5g\ . o;}
ofqfdf x]Nb'ª vf]nf gf3]kl5 lgofqfsf/n] e]6]sf] k|s[lt / dflg;sf] ;DaGwnfO{ pgn]
lgofqfdf o;/L ptf/]sf 5g\ M æb[Zo / :kz{n] xfd|f] ysfO l6s]g . xfdL lxFl8/x]sf] kfvfel/
s'OofF;' kmn]sf lyP . w'kLsf af]6x¿ ;';fO/x]y] . k|s[lt cfˆg} tfndf d:t lyof] . xfdL a]Un}
tfndf dVv lyof}F . kfl/ b]lvg] ;Ldsf]6, x]Nb'ª / a'/fpF;]sf 3/x¿af6 aQLsf] pHofnf] pd|Fb}
lyof] . To;a]nf nfªb's ufpF 5f]l8;s]sf lyP xfd|f kfOnfx¿n]Æ -!!)_ . k|s[lt;Fu ;x;DaGw
ljsf; u/]/ dflg; hLjgsf] ofqfdf ;fd]n x'G5 . a'em] klg ga'em] klg dflg;sf] hLjg
k|s[lts} sfvdf x'ls{/x]sf] x'G5 . dflg; hlt;'s} k|s[ltsf lj?4df plqP klg k|s[lt eg] ;w}F
dflg;sf ;fyd} x'G5 / dflg;nfO{ hLjg lbP/ cl:tTjdf pEofpFb5 . x'Dnfsf] k|s[ltnfO{ k9]/
lgofqfsf/ k'8f;}gLn] o:tf] lgisif{ k6s–k6s lgsfn]sf 5g\ . plNnlvt k|;ª\un] klg oxL
lgisif{ af]n]sf] 5 .
/lNnªs} ofqfsf qmddf lgofqfsf/ tf]kf{ ufpFnfO{ l5nf]n]/ cl3 a9\b5g\ . To;
ofqfdf e]l6Psf] kof{j/0fLo lrqnfO{ lgofqfdf o;/L ptfl/Psf] 5 M æa:tLsf jl/kl/ kmf§km'§
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af/Lx¿ 5g\ . kfs]sf] kmfk/n] /ftfDo b]lvFb} 5g\ af/Lsf kf6fx¿ . le/fnf kxf8x¿df
eL/h:t} kf6fx¿ 5g\ . dfG5]x¿ kmfk/ yGSofpg tyf rf}F/L, e]8f / 3f]8fx¿ r/fpgd} d:t
5g\ . vf]nfx¿ ;';fO/x]5g\ . k/k/ af/Ldf sfd ug]{ v]tfnfx¿n] ufPsf uLtsf] Wjlg
vf]nf;Fu} ldn]/ alu/x]5Æ -!@%_ . oxfF, a:tLdf lalt/x]sf] dflg;sf] hLjgnfO{ b]vfOPsf] 5 .
…k|s[lt 5, To;}n] dflg;sf] hLjg klg 5Ú o; cleJolStnfO{ pb\w[tf+zn] rl/tfy{ u/]sf] 5 .

dfofn' x'Dnf lgofqfs[ltn] ;d]6]sf] ofqf lgofqfsf/sf] x'Dnfsf] ofqf xf] . x'Dnfleq
klg pgn] cGo pkofqfx¿ to u/]sf 5g\ . ltg}dWo] /lNnª lxdfntkm{sf] ofqf ;a}eGbf nfdf]
/ dxŒjk"0f{ pkofqf xf] . o; ofqfdf pgn] k|s[lt / hLjgsf] ;DaGwnfO{ Hofb} glhsaf6
lgofNg] cj;/ kfPsf 5g\ . /lNnªofqf lg/Gt/ al9/xFbf e]l6Psf] lnd6fª ufpFsf cf;kf;df
k|s[lt;Fu dflg;sf] hLjg s;/L ;xofqf ub}{ 5 < o; k|Zgsf] hafkm pgn] /fd|/L vf]Hg]
cj;/ kfPsf 5g\ . lgofqfsf/sf] cg'e"lt lgofqfdf ld7f;sf] gd'gf ag]/ k|s6 ePsf] 5 M
68\sf/f] 3fd rlDs/x]5, t/ 3fdsf] t]hnfO{ x/fPsf] 5 lxpFsf] xfjfn] . If0fIf0fdf
kTof}n kxf8 ag]/ km}lnG5 s'lx/f], kxf8sf z[ª\vnfx¿df . If0fd} s'lx/f] x/fPkl5 ;'lsnf],
;kmf / ;'Gb/ ag]/ ;NanfpF5g\ ufpFx¿ . xfjfsf] emf]Ssf;Fu} ufpg yfN5g\ lxdfnx¿n],
ufpF5g\ s'lx/f] / afbnsf em'Nsfx¿n], ;';]ln/xG5g\ r§fgdflysf gnwf/fx¿n] . lnd6fª
ufpF 5f]8]kl5 e]l6Psf] 5 kmfk/ af/L . af/L k"/} /ª\luPsf] 5 kmfk/] /ª\un] -!$%_ .
3fd, xfjf, kfgL, df6f] cflbsf cf>odf jg:kltx¿ x'ls{G5g\ clg ToxL jg:kltsf cf>odf
dfgj / cGo hLjx¿ x'ls{G5g\ . 3fd, kfgL, xfjfsf] ckl/xfo{tf ;d:t k|f0fLx¿nfO{ 5 .
k|:t't k|;ª\un] o; ljifodf ljdz{ u/]sf] a'lemG5 .
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lnd6fªs} ;]/f]km]/f] l5rf]n]/ cl3 al9/xFbf lgofqfsf/ o:tf] kof{j/0fLo kl/b[Zodf
clNemG5g\ M æxfdL lxFl8/x]sf]eGbf k"j{kl6sf] 8fF8fdf 5tL; j6f gfp/x¿ 3fd tfKb} b]lvP .
7f8f] eL/df 5l/P/ rl//x]sf tL e]8fx¿sf] rNdnfx6 c;fWo} cfgGbbfos b]lvof] . clnslt
;Gt'ng lalu|of] eg] ltgLx¿ v'd'{l/P/ kftfn k'Ug] 8/ lyof] . ltgLx¿df s'g} 8/ lyPg .
Pp6f lglikmqmL lhGbuLdf /dfO/x]sf] efg x'GYof] ltgLx¿nfO{ b]VbfÆ -!$&_ . oxfF, k|s[ltdf
hf]l8Psf] hLjgsf] ;'Gb/ tl:a/nfO{ lgofqfsf/n] ptf/]sf 5g\ .
/lNnª k'Ug cfwf 306f afFsL 5 egL af6fdf e]l6Psf :yfgLo bf]h]{ nfdf
lgofqfsf/sf] 6f]nLnfO{ atfpF5g\ . pgL sf7df8f}Fsf] ;x/L kl/j]z / cj:yf;Fu u|fdL0f
kl/j]zsf] t'ngfTds b[li6sf]0f /fVb5g\ . bf]h]{ nfdfsf] ljZn]if0ffTds af]nLnfO{ lgofqfsf/n]
o;/L p7fPsf 5g\ M
vfgfdf ljif / cf}ifwL xfn]/ /f]ufP eGg] ;'G5' . oxfF t a9L vfg' klg 5}g . /f]ufpg'
klg 5}g . oL 9'ª\Uofg, a'6Øfg / a'Rsfx¿ g} ;fyL 5g\ . oL rf}F/L / e]8fx¿ g}
;Nnfx;fptLsf ;fyL 5g\ . lr;f]d} hGDof], lr;f] g} cf]9\of], lr;f] g} cf]5\ofof] . log} lxdfn
h'n';, log} lxdfn hfqf, log} lxdfn d]nf, log} lxdfn kj{, log} lxdfn v]tLkftL, log} lxdfn
g]tf, log} lxdfn hgtf . oxfF s;}n] s;}nfO{ k5fg{' 5}g, s;}n] s;}nfO{ prfNg' 5}g . hf]
lxdfn;Fu s'd hf]/]/ lxdfneGbf clUnP/ lxF8\g ;Sof] pm ;"o{ aGof] . hf] lxdfnsf] lj?4df
axlsof] pm vf]nfsf] afn'jfe}Fm 9Nof] . k|s[lt;Fu ldt]/L nufpg ;Sg]nfO{ s'g} b]jtfsf]
cfjZostf kb}{g -!$(_ .
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n]vsåf/f p7fOPsf] k|:t't bf]h]{ nfdfsf] cfjfh, ;LdfGt cfjfhsf] pbfx/0f xf] .
o;df /fHosf] a]jf:tfsf k|lt rsf{] cfqmf]z kf]lvPsf] 5 . kof{j/0f k|b"if0fsf] ljifonfO{
rf;f]sf ;fy x]l/Psf] 5 . …u|fdL0f hghLjgdf kof{j/0f ;+/If0fsf] r]tgf s;/L ;'/lIft 5 <Ú
o; ljifonfO{ klg o; cfjfhn] ;':ki6 JofVof u/]sf] 5 . o;nfO{ u|fdL0f kof{j/0fLo
r]tgfsf] pQd gd'gfsf ¿kdf lng ;lsG5 .
x'Dnf a;fOsf] cflv/L r/0fdf n]vsdf x'Dnfk|lt ljz]if b[li6sf]0f ag]sf] kfOG5 . pgL
s[ltdf ;d]l6Psf lgofqfel/ ;r]tgfsf] cfjfh af]s]/ k|z:t} plqPsf 5g\ . pgsf] lxdfnL
;Eotfk|ltsf] ;r]t b[li6sf]0f o;/L k|s6 ePsf] 5 M ælxdfndf lxF8\g kfpg' dfG5]x¿n] ;f]Rg]
:ju{df ljr/0f ug{ kfpg' g} xf] . tfKn]h'ªb]lv bfr{'nf;Dd k}mlnPsf xfd|f lxdfnx¿df
c;ª\Vo s}nfzx¿ 5g\, c;ª\Vo dfg;/f]j/x¿ 5g\ / 5g\ c;ª\Vo lxdgbL, lxdlznf,
lxdfu/, lxdfgL, lxdtfn / lxdu'kmfx¿Æ -!*(_ . oxfF lgofqfsf/n], xfd|f] kof{j/0fLo
cj:yfdf e]l6Psf] ko{6sLo zlSt / ;f+:s[lts df}lnstfsf] kl/rrf{ u/]sf 5g\ . o;nfO{
kof{j/0flrGtgsf] ;sf/fTds cjwf/0ffsf ¿kdf lng ;lsG5, h;n] hLjg / k|s[ltnfO{
;DaGwsf] ckl/xfo{tfsf txdf hf]8]/ x]b{5 .
xfd|f] zlQmsf] kl/rrf{sf cGo txx¿df klg lgofqfsf/ v/f] plqPsf 5g\ . pgsf]
a'emfO 5 M æxfd|} x'Dnfsf] k[i7df /x]sf] s}nfz kj{tsf] Ps ;o bz lsnf]ld6/ cw{Jof;sf]
uf]nfOleq Pl;ofsf 7"nf gbLx¿ l;Gw', ofn{'ª, ;fª\kf], cyjf a|Xdk'q, s0ff{nL tyf ;tnhsf
d'xfgx¿ 5g\ . ef/tLo pkdxfåLksf s/f]8f}F afl;Gbfsf] hLjg wfg]sf 5g\ ltgLx¿n]Æ
-!()_ . Psflt/ kfgL xfd|f] zlQm xf], csf{lt/ kfgLdf cfl>t hLjx¿sf] hLjgsf] lg/Gt/tf
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klg xfd|f] kof{j/0fdf k|fKt 7"nf] ;DklQ xf] . oxfF, gbLlsgf/df ljsl;t dfgj;Eotf tyf
gbLdf cfl>t dfgjhLjgnfO{ klg x]g{ ;lsG5 . lgofqfsf/n] g]kfnL e"lddf /x]sf] kof{j/0fLo
;f}Gbo{sf] ;|f]t klg vf]h]sf 5g\ . hLjgsf] cfwf/ k|s[lt g} xf] eGg] kof{j/0fLo cWoogsf]
cfbz{nfO{ klg o; k|;Ën] ;k|df0f k|:6 kf/]sf] 5 .
cGttM lgofqfsf/ x'Dnf e|d0fsf] p2]Zo k"0f{ u/L kmls{G5g\ . kmls{+b} ubf{ xjfO{dfu{df
klg cg'e"ltx¿ hlGd/xG5g\ . cfszaf6 ;'v{]t pkTosf b]lvG5 . pgnfO{ ;'v{]tsf] ;'Gb/
k|s[ltn] emg\–emg\ glhs k'¥ofpFb5 . o:tf] cg'e"ltnfO{ pgn] lgofqfsf] lzNkdf o;/L
;hfPsf 5g\ M æ;'v{]tsf] xl/tL b]Vbf hLjg ;w}F af:gfbf/ nfU5 dnfO{ . sfFq]mljxf/df k'u]/
d}n] sof}Fk6s zflGtsf] cflbd /x:o vf]tNg] k|of; u/]sf] 5' . aflaof] rf}/df a;]/ sof}F /ft
;'v]{tLx¿;Fu uLtsf u]8fx¿df afFRg'sf] dhf pTvgg u/]sf] 5'Æ -@!(_ . dflg; k|s[ltsf]
;'Gb/ pkxf/ xf] . pm k|s[ltaf6 slxNo} 6f9f 5}g / /xg klg ;Sb}g . dflg; k|s[ltsf sfvdf
;w}F /dfO/xg] k|f0fL xf] . k|s[ltsf] cg'kl:yltdf p;sf] cl:tTjsf] ;dflKt lglZrt 5 .
plNnlvt k|;Ëdf o;}sf] Jofks kl/rrf{ b]lvG5 . oxfF, k|s[lt / dfgjnfO{ Ps};fy /fv]/
lgofqfsf/n] uDeL/ cjnf]sg u/L logLx¿sf] cGt/;DaGw klg /fd|/L s]nfPsf 5g\ .
&=@=

sfJozf:qLo cWoog
k|s[lt hLjg;Fu x/]s txdf hf]l8G5 . k|s[ltnfO{ s]Gb|df /fv]/ r]tgwdL{ dflg;n]

cfˆgf cg]s l;h{gfdf r]tgfsf] lj:tf/ u/]sf] kfOG5 . dflg;sf] o:tf] r]tgf ;sf/fTds tyf
gsf/fTds b'j} lbzfdf bf}l8g] ub{5 . ;fdflhs, /fhg}lts, cfly{s kl/j[Qdf dflg;n]
k|s[ltnfO{ hf]8]/ ljdz{ ug{] u/]sf] 5 . oL ;du| kIfx¿sf] ;sf/fTds tyf gsf/fTds
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k|efjsf] d"NofÍg kof{j/0fLo cWoogn] ub{5 . kof{j/0fLo cWoogn] cWoogsf] o:tf]
kl/kf6LnfO{ sfJozf:qLo cWoog eg]sf] 5 .
s[ltdf cleJoQm n}lËstf, hflt, /fhgLlt cflb j}rfl/stfsf] ;ÍygnfO{ sfJozf:qLo
cWoogn] x]b{5 . o;f] ubf{ k|fl1stfnfO{ gf3]/ ;d;fdlos hgtfsf] cjwf/0ff, cfd;~rf/,
;fdflhs ;+:s[lt, /fhg}lts Joj:yf, jftfj/0fLo cfGbf]ng, ;/sf/L ;+:yfx¿, Jofjxfl/s
;d:of cflbdf ljdz{ x'g ;s] To;n] ;dfnf]rgfnfO{ ;kmntflt/ n}hfG5 -P6d #@&_ .
sfJozf:qLo cWoogn] kof{j/0fLo cWoogsf] Jofjxfl/s ;Gbe{df ;zSt pkl:ylt hgfpFb}
dxŒjk"0f{ e"ldsf lgjf{x ub{5 .
x'Dnf e|d0fdf /x]sf lgofqfsf/ d'n'sdf ljBdfg cfGtl/s åGåsf] tl:a/ b]Vb5g\ .
åGåsf sf/0fn] x'Dnfdf ;/sf/L sd{rf/Lx¿ ;b/d'sfddf hDdf ePsf 5g\ . jg;+/Ifs
sd{rf/Lx¿ klg ToxLF hDdf ePsf 5g\ . ;fFemsf] ;do 5 . ;a} txsf sd{rf/Lx¿ ToxfF
k|l;4 ;fx'gLsf] xf]6ndf sf]lrP/ /S;Ldf e'mlDdg k'Ub5g\ . pgLx¿ Pscsf{nfO{ rsf{]
bf]iff/f]k0f ub{5g\ . :yfgLo Ps sd{rf/L jgljefusf sd{rf/Lx¿sf] kf]n vf]Ng yfNb5g\ .
lgofqfsf/n] ltgLx¿aLr ePsf] jfbljjfbsf] z}nLnfO{ lgofqfsf] z}nLdf o;/L ld;fPsf 5g\ M
æof/rfu'Ge', kfFrcf}Fn], s'6sL, kbdrfn, h6fd;L, gL/h:tf h8La'6Lx¿n] 5kSs 9flsPsf]
x'Dnf . jif{]gL Jofkf/Lx¿n] s/f]8f}Fsf] h8La'6L cf];fb{5g\ tnlt/ / ltAatlt/ . pgLx¿;Fu
ldn]/ ltdLx¿ g} t:s/ u5f}{ h8La'6Lsf] t/ jif{e/df /fh:j b]vfpF5f} kGw|aL; xhf/Æ
-@)$_ . oxfF lgofqfsf/n] cfqmf]lzt sd{rf/Lsf] af]nLnfO{ 6kSs} l6k]sf 5g\ . pgn], ;/sf/L
;+oGqx¿ g} k|nf]egdf km;]/ k|s[lt ljgfzdf s;/L cu|;/ ag]sf 5g\ eGg] tYonfO{ ;k|df0f
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k]; u/]sf 5g\ . xfd|f] k|fs[lts ;DklQsf] b'¿kof]usf] :ki6 ljj/0f oxfF cfPsf] 5 . /fhg}lts
;d:ofn] kof{j/0fLo ;DaGwsf ljifox¿df ;d:of lj:tf/ u/]sf] tYout ts{ pb\w[tf+zn] k];
u/]sf] 5 .
x'DnfnfO{ 5f]8]kl5 lgofqfsf/df x'Dnfsf] k|fs[lts ;f}Gbo{ ;+/If0fsf ljifodf lrGtf
ylkPsf] 5 . lgofqfsf/ x'Dnfsf] k|fs[lts :j¿knfO{ pxL ¿kdf ;bfsfn arfO/fVg' xfd|f]
k/d st{Jo xf] eGg] lgisif{df k'u]sf 5g\ . pgsf] of] wf/0ff lgofqfdf o;/L cleJoQm ePsf]
5M
k|s[ltaf6 k|s[lt rn]sf] x]g{ rfxGy]F d . k|s[ltaf6 k|s[lt gdf;]sf] x]g{ rfxGy]F d .
ltd|f] dfof lxpFh:t} ;]tf] xf];\, ljgfbfu / ljgf:jfy{sf] . dfG5]x¿ dfG5]h:t} xf]pmg\ . hLj /
jg:kltx¿ h:tf] x'g'kg{] To:t} xf]pmg\ . xfjf, kfgL, df6f], 3fd, cfuf], cfsfz ;a} ;a}
:j¿kd} xf]pmg\ . c¿–c¿ t la6'lnO;s] ;a}lt/ . ltdL eg] lgVv/ . ltdL dfq e]6"F, oxL
clek|fo lyof] ltdLlt/ cl3 a9\bf -@@!_ .
cJoj:yfsf sf/0fn] lglDtg] /fhg}lts cj:yf k|s[lt ljgfzsf] sf/0f aGg ;Sg]
;DefJo vt/gfs kl/l:yltk|lt lgofqfsf/n] oxfF ;r]tgfsf] a'nGb cfjfh p7fPsf 5g\ .
/fhg}lts :jfy{k"lt{sf nflu Oltxf;b]lv g} xfdLsxfF k|s[lt ljgfzsf kl/36gfx¿ pTkGg
gePsf xf]Ogg\ / o:tf] k]ml/ klg gxf]nf eGg ;lsGg eGb} n]vsn] oxfF ;a}nfO{ ;r]t aGg'kg{]
;Gb]z lbPsf 5g\ .
e]8f r/fpg] lgxF'df wfdL;Fu emu8f k/]sfn] wfdLn] d:6f] b]jtfsf ;xfotfn] ;f/f
kl/jf/, 3/af/L, e]8f, rf}F/Lnufotsf ;a} gi6 u/fOlbg] wDsL lbPkl5 k|d'v lhNnf
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clwsf/Lsf sfo{sIfdf pkl:yt eO{ cfˆgf] u'gf;f] kf]Vb} u/]sf Ps kLl8t ls;fgnfO{
lgofqfsf/ b]Vb5g\ . pgn] To; lbg ;ª\sng u/]sf] ToxfFsf] kl/b[ZonfO{ lgofqfdf o;/L
ptf/]sf 5g\ M
9f]sfaf6 Pp6f dfG5] rf/ xftv'§f 6]Sb} lelqof] . dfG5] sd hgfa/ a9L b]lvFb}Yof]
pm . p;n] d'vdf 3fF; Roflk/x]Yof] / lk7\o'Fdf a8]dfgsf] 9'ª\uf] af]ls/x]Yof] . p;sf cfªdf
e]8fsf] e'Tnfh:tf] sk8f / ;'?jfn lyP . tL b'j} olt 6flnPsf lyP ls vf; sk8f s'g xf]
lrGg} d'l:sn kYof{] . cGbfhL ;Q/L jif{sf] nfu]sf] lyof] pm dnfO{ . jf:tljs pd]/ rfnL;
atfof] p;n] . p;n] hGd]b]lv g} gg'xfPsf] h:tf] b]lvGYof], z/L/df hd]sf kmf]xf]/sf 6f6f
b]Vbf . skfn klg hLjge/ sf6]sf] h:tf] nfUb}gYof] . n§f k/]sf] skfn x'/Lkl5sf]
l;?kfvf]h:tf] b]lvGYof] . clgb|fsf wAafx¿n] r';]sf] h:tf] b]lvGYof] p;sf] cg'xf/ -!((_ .
o; k|;ª\udf ljjfbsf s]Gb|df k|s[ltnfO{ b]Vg ;lsG5 . k|fs[lts ljifonfO{ ;fdflhs
Jojxf/;Fu hf]8]/ x]l/Psf] k|:t't k|;Ën] dflg;sf ljljw Jofjxfl/s ljifo / cj:yfnfO{
kof{j/0f;fk]If JofVof u/]sf] 5 . ;fy}, nlNnlvt k|;ª\un] k|s[lt / hLjgsf] cGt/;DaGwleq
k|sl6t Jofjxfl/s dd{nfO{ ljZn]if0f ug]{ k|of; klg u/]sf] 5 .
/lNnªsf] ofqfaf6 kmls{+b} ubf{ lgofqfsf/nfO{ :yfgLo e]8f uf]7fnfx¿n] e]8f rf]/Lsf]
ljjfb 6'ª\UofOlbg cfu|x ub{5g\ . pgL o; ljjflbt ljifoaf6 klG5g vf]Hb5g\ tyflk
pgLx¿sf] cg'goljgosf cl3 pgsf] s]xL hf]8 rNb}g . cGttM lgofqfsf/ afNosfndf cfˆg}
kfl/jfl/s kl/j]zdf 3l6t 36gfsf] :d/0f u/L k|fs[lts Gofosf] l;4fGt 5gf]6 ub{5g\ .
pgsf] o; k|of;n] ;d:of ;dfwfg x'G5 . kLl8t ls;fgn] Gofo kfpF5g\ . ;d:of ;dfwfgsf
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r/0fdf k|j]z ug'{cl3 cfGtl/s ljrf/dGygaf6 lgl:sPsf] ;dfwfg / 36gfsf] Jofjxfl/s
lgisif{ lgsfNg'cl3 cfk}Fmleq rls{Psf] j}rfl/s åGånfO{ pgn] cleJolQmsf txdf o;/L
ptf/]sf 5g\ M
kz'sf] klg cfˆg} ;+;f/ x'G5 . p;n] klg cfˆgf] / csf{sf] lrG5 . ;fgf] 5Fbf
g'jfsf]6sf] nRofªdfly tfdfª bfOn] nu]sf] xfd|f] /ft'ufO{ afx|f}F /ftdf cfˆg} uf]7
lhtk'/k]mbLdf kms{]/ afF afF u/]sf] cl:t h:tf] nfU5 dnfO{ . e]8f e]8fl;t, afv|f afv|fl;t t
k'/fgf] sxfjt xf], t/ e]8f e]8fleq klg t x'Fbf] xf] lg cfˆgf] / csf{] . sd ;] sd e]8fsf
klg t cfdf 5g\, 5f]/f5f]/L 5g\, ;Fu} rg{] ;fyL;FuftL 5g\, Tolt ePkl5 t 5'l§G5 xf]nf lg
cfcfˆgf] ;d"x -!^&_ .
pb\w[tf+zn] ;fdflhs hghLjg / Jojxf/nfO{ k|s[lt;Fu hf]8]/ x]/]sf] 5 . ;fdflhs
hghLjgsf] x/]s Jofjxfl/s kIf dfgjLo r]tgfn] lgwf{/0f ub{5 . o;nfO{ hLjgsf ¿kdf
a'‰g ;lsG5 . hLjgsf] ;DaGw k|s[lt;Fu x'G5 . oxfF, hghLljsfsf] ;jfnnfO{ k|s[lt;Fu
hf]8]/ k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 .
*=

lgisif{
kof{j/0fLo cWoogn] hLjg / k|s[ltsf] ;DaGwnfO{ cjnf]sg ub{5 . of]

s[ltljZn]if0fsf] k[ys\ / cfw'lgs cjwf/0ff xf] . o;n] k|s[lt ;+/If0fsf kIfdf s[ltnfO{
r]tgfsf txdf d"NofÍg ub{5 . k|f0fLx¿df klg r]tgf;lxtsf] dfgj hfltnfO{ k|s[ltsf]
;dfgfGt/ /fvL o;n] k|s[ltsf nflu dfgjåf/f l;lh{t ;sf/fTds tyf gsf/fTds b'j}
36gfqmdsf] cWoog ub{5 . ljZjdf cfh lbgk|ltlbg k|s[ltsf nflu a9\b} uPsf vt/fx¿sf]
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Go"gLs/0fsf nflu ;r]tgf clej[l4sf] p2]Zo;lxt kof{j/0fLo cWoogn] ;flxTo ;dfnf]rgfdf
cfˆgf] dxŒjk"0f{ pkl:ylt hgfPsf] 5 .

dfofn' x'Dnf lgofqfsf/ bfdf]b/ k'8f;}gL …lszf]/Úsf] ;'Gb/ lgofqfs[lt xf] .
lghfTdstfsf] k|r'/tfdf lgofqfsf/n] k|:t't lgofqfs[ltdf sljtfTds cleJolQm;lxtsf]
pTs[i6 z}nL k]; u/]sf 5g\ . s[ltleq sf7df8f}Faf6 g]kfnu~h x'Fb} x'Dnf;Dd clg x'Dnfsf
ljljw :ynx¿sf] e|d0f u/L cfˆgf] lhDd]jf/Ldf cfPsf] sfo{ef/nfO{ ;'Gb/ 9Ën] ;Dkfbg u/]/
lgofqfsf/ sf7df8f}F kmls{+bf;Ddsf cg'e"lt / kl/36gfx¿sf] l;nl;n]jf/ k|:t'lt b]lvG5 .
pgn] cflbcGTosf log} ;du| ultljlwsf ljj/0fx¿nfO{ lgofqfsf ¿kdf ptf/]sf 5g\ .
cfBf]kfGt k9\bf pkGof;sf] :jfb kfOg] o; lgofqfs[ltdf x'DnL hghLjg / kof{j/0fnfO{
lgofqfsf/n] hLjGt z}nL;+of]hgdf ;hfPsf 5g\ . k|s[lt / hLjgsf] ;DaGwnfO{ glhsaf6
cjnf]sg u/L o;sf] dxŒj bzf{pFb} pgn] s[ltleq k6s–k6s kof{j/0f ;+/If0fsf kIfdf
cfjfh a'nGb u/]sf 5g\ .
k|s[lt hLjgsf] cfwf/ xf] . k|sl[ tljgf hLjg csNkgLo 5 . o;sf] ;+/If0fsf nflu
x/]s ;r]t JolQm cl3 ;g{' cfhsf] cfjZostf xf] . s[ltsf] ;fdflhs pkfb]otf;Fu klg
o;nfO{ hf]8]/ x]g{ ;lsG5 . k|s[ltsf] ;f}Gbo{ j0f{g k"jL{o tyf kfZrfTo ;flxTodf
cflbsfnb]lv g} s[ltsf] ;f}Gbo{sf ¿kdf gcfPsf] xf]Og . jt{dfg o'un] klg k|s[ltnfO{
;flxTosf] cleGg ljifos} ¿kdf cfTd;ft\ u/]sf] kfOG5 . xfn cfP/ y'k|} s[ltx¿n] k|s[ltsf]
;f}Gbo{ j0f{g dfq} gu/L o;sf] ;+/If0f ug{] pkfo;lxt l;h{gf lj:tf/ u/]/ hgr]tgf
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clej[l4sf kIfdf k|z:t} sfo{ cl3 a9fPsf 5g\ . k|:t't dfofn' x'Dnf lgofqfs[ltnfO{ o;sf]
/fd|f] pbfx/0f dfGg ;lsG5 .

dfofn' x'Dnf lgofqfs[ltn] kof{j/0flrGtgnfO{ s]Gb|df /fv]sf] 5 . k|s[ltsf] ;xL
;b'kof]u u/L hLjg / k|s[lt b'j}sf] ;+/If0f ug'{kg]{ dxŒjk"0f{ dfGotf cl3 ;f/L k|s[lt;+/If0fsf]
plrt pkfo;d]t o; s[ltn] k|:t't u/]sf] 5 . o;n] ljljw ;fdflhs tyf /fhg}lts
Jojxf/sf s]Gb|df ldl;g cfOk'Ug] jftfj/0fLo ljifonfO{ s'zntfk"j{s lgofNg'sf ;fy}, ;do /
;dfhsf] lrq lvrL kof{j/0fLo ;f}Gbo{sf sfvdf v]ln/x]sf] lxd;+:s[ltnfO{ /fd|/L lrgfPsf] 5
. kof{j/0flrGtgsf] clenIf0fsf ljljwtfdf k|j]z u/L s[ltn] hghLjgsf] cj:yfnfO{
k|s[lt;Fu hf]8]/ x]/]sf] 5 . log} ljz]iftfx¿ af]s]/ cfˆgf] ef}lts cfs[lt lj:tf/ ug{ ;kmn
o; lgofqfs[ltnfO{ kof{j/0f / hLjgsf] ;DaGw ljZn]if0fdf pkl:yt g]kfnL ;flxTosf] ljz]if
s[ltsf sf]l6df pEofpg ;lsG5 . ctM kof{j/0fLo cWoogsf] ?lrIf]qdf ;d]l6Psf] k|:t't

dfofn' x'Dnf lgofqfs[lt …k|s[lt / hLjgÚ sf] cWoogaf6 l;lh{t g]kfnL ;flxTofsfznfO{ k|fKt
Ps ;kmn / ;an lgofqfs[lt xf] .
;Gbe{u|Gy;"rL
P6d, g]q= ækof{j/0fLo ;dfnf]rgfÆ= /Tg a[xt\ g]kfnL ;dfnf]rgf= ;}4flGts v08 -@)^*_ M
#!)–##@=
============== ækof{j/0fLo ;dfnf]rgf M hLjg, k|s[lt / ;flxTosf] ;ª\udÆ= dw'ks{ k"0ff{ª\s
%*% -@)&$_ M %–*=
u'?ª, ;Demgf= ælgofqf ;flxTo / gd]l6Psf lrqx¿Æ= bf]efg jif{ !& cÍ ! -@)&#_ M !–!@)=
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9sfn, /hgL sfk\mn]= ælqkf7Lsf lgaGwdf kof{j/0fLo r]tgfÆ= dw'ks{ k"0ff{ª\s %(% -@)&%_ M
%@–%^=
k'8f;}gL, bfdf]b/ …lszf]/Ú= ofqfsf k|]ldn t/Ëx¿= sf7df8f}F M df]8g{ a'S;= @)^%=
k'8f;}gL, bfdf]b/ …lszf]/Ú= gd]l6Psf lrqx¿= sf7df8f}F M /Tg k':ts e08f/= @)&)=
k'8f;}gL, bfdf]b/ …lszf]/Ú= dfofn' x'Dnf= sf7df8f}F M tGg]/L k|sfzgsf nflu ljb'/ uf}td=
@)&!=
k'8f;}gL, bfdf]b/ …lszf]/Ú= ;Ldfgfsf /Ë M ;Ldfgfsf t/Ë= sf7df8f}F M /Tg k':ts e08f/=
@)&@=
k'8f;}gL, bfdf]b/ …lszf]/Ú= kvf{nleqsf] /fhwfgL= sf7df8f}F M /Tg k':ts e08f/= @)&#=
k|wfg, k|df]b= g]kfnL lgaGwsf] Oltxf;= sf7df8f}F M /Tg k':ts e08f/= @)^^=
e§/fO{, uf]ljGb/fh= pQ/cfw'lgs ljdz{= sf7df8f}F M df]8g{ a'S;= @)^$=
/]UdL, cg'kdf= æ;Ldfgfsf /Ë M ;Ldfgfsf t/Ësf] ;f+:s[lts cWoogÆ= bf]efg jif{ !& cÍ ! @)&#_ M !()–@)@
Jof;, lgdf]{xL= ædfofn' x'Dnf M lxdfnL ;+:s[lt / lxd;f}Gbo{ lrq0fsf] ;'Gb/ gd'gfÆ= e"ldsf M
tLg–t]x|= -@)&!_=
;'j]bL, /fh]Gb|= ;|i6f–;[li6 M b|i6f–b[li6= t[tLo ;+:s= nlntk'/ M ;femf k|sfzg= @)%(=
;'j]bL, /fh]Gb|= ;f+:s[lts cWoog / g]kfnL ;flxTo= sf7df8f}F M kf7Ø;fdu|L k|sfzg= @)&#=
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Abstract
This paper aims to analyze the Newari rituals of marriage through which a
Newari girl passes. The divine marriage such as Ihi is with Suvarna kumar. Barhah
tayegu or second marriage is with sun god or Surdyah. Ihi is termed as primary
marriage and barhah tayegu is the second marriage that a girl has to pass through. It
is believed that once a Newari girl is ihi rite shoe will not suffer from the stigma of
widowhood. Ihi practices are also said to protect girls from child marriage and
widowhood since the girl is already married with bel fruit. Before Ihi a girl is
considered to be a kumari. It marks the transition of the girl from one stage to another.
The second marriage that a Newari girl passes through is barhah tayegu or marriage to
Surdyah . It is a ritual mock menarche and marriage to sun god. The basic meaning of
this ritual is living within confinement for a definite period of time. It is conducted
before actual menstruation occurs. The girl is considered to be impure during the time
of confinement and such practices are both for purification and protection from child
marriage or the stigma of widowhood.
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Keywords: Divine Marriage, Ihi, Barhah Tayegu, Marriage Ritual, Child Marriage,
Stigma, Widowhood.
Introduction
The Newars are the indigenous inhabitants of the Kathmandu Valley but they are
also spread in different parts of Nepal and India. The Newars speak Nepalbhasa, a
Tibto-Burman language with a rich ancient and modern literature going back to the
fourteenth century. Newars are known for their rich tradition of art and architecture,
ritual and culture, which is rare in Nepal’s other caste and ethnic groups. Little is known
about the origin of Newari culture and society. Many rituals and beliefs of Newars
appear to be indigenous yet they were influenced by Buddhism and Hinduism in
different periods of history. Hinduism among the Newar group was started by Malla
kings. Newars are religiously divided into Buddhist and Hindus. Today, Newars are also
found to divide into hierarchy both in Buddhist and Hindus and the whole social
structure of a Newar community is built on this caste system.
The Newars are rich in culture and religion and the best example of that are the
numerous festivals (jatras), religious rituals, worship (pujas), and ritual
observations related to person, family, kinship, and even nature worship and
homages to supernatural beings. Some of the festivals and ceremonies that are
observed by Newars include Ihi (or Bel Bibaha), ‘Bara Tayegu’ (Gufa
Rakhne), ‘Mha Puja’ (self worship), Bisket Jatra, Gunhu Punh, Yanya Punhi
(Indra Jatra), and Janku etc. One of the fascinating aspects of Newari cultural
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and traditional rituals includes divine marriages. Newar girls marry twice with
divine gods before menarche irrespective of whether they are Buddhist or
Hindus. This is a unique cultural practice of the Newars.
Objectives:
1.

To describe the divine marriage practices among the Newars

2.

To examine Ihi practice and its significance

3.

To describe the barhah tayegu as divine marriage

Research Methodology
For description and interpretation of the present topic, a documentary research
method is applied. Documentary method has different connotations in social sciences
and also relate with ethno-methodology. However, it is also used in larger context in
social sciences with both quantitative and qualitative approach. In the present project,
documentary method is used both as systematic review method of the preexisting
documented materials in conceptualizing the idea stated in the objective through the
reliable sources of evidence found in the document about the social world related to
Newars. With evidences found in the documents, an attempt will be made to categorize,
investigate and identify the core ideas related to the present topic.
Since there is no extensive information available for this particular topic, a
systematic review of primarily two sources will be examined. Both are PhD
dissertations conducted with Newars in different time period and dealt somewhat
extensively with marriage system and Lakhamari. Lakhamari, a kind of sweet, is used
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on special occasion and rituals among the Newar ethnic groups. Some related
information will also be collected as primary data from traditional Newari sweet shops
to collect the information on Lakhamari along with information from websites.
While Garfinkel’s documentary method is more related to individual’s
application of psychological process to identify patterns and order in the social world,
the present use of documentary method is concerned more with the close examination of
document as well as analysis of the content. Thus, the term documentary method is used
in generic term as widely used in social sciences. It is related to academic works.
Analysis
Marriage practices among the Newars
A Newar girl passes through three rituals of marriage. First with ihi or bel fruit
marriage, the second barhah tayegu ritual with sun-god (surdyah) and the third is to a
man. The first two are regarded as divine marriage and is believed to protect from
broken secular marriage. Divinity is a part of Newars’ religious life and some girls are
also transformed into divinity or semi-divine being when Newars select a girl as ‘living
goddess’. Kathmandu valley and the Newars live in myth and legends and each type of
marriage is linked to myth. Ihi is regarded as divine marriage and barhah tayegu is
mock-menarche. However, it is noted that not all Newars observe ihi rites and barhah
tayegu. It is said that only ju pim (pure castes) celebrate ihi not by ma ju pim like
Khadgi, Kapali, Pode, Kulu, and Halahulu because of lack of priests to officiate the
ritual.
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Divine marriage practices
Newars regard that divine marriage such as Ihi is with Suvarna Kumar and
barhah tayegu or second divine marriage is with the Sun God or surdyah. Ihi or divine
marriage is sometimes also labeled as primary marriage. The word Ihi in Sanskrit text
means marriage (Allen 1990:189) and most Newars believe Ihi as true or real marriage
rite. It is also believed that once you have ihi rite you will not suffer from stigma of
widowhood. Newari widow is called bhata madumha misa or ‘a woman without
husband’. No Newari word for widow is found and vidhava which is recently used term
in Newari is used in Hindi and Nepali. Yet some scholars state that there is
discrimination among Newars towards widows. However, Ihi practices are said to
protect Newari girls from child marriage and being widow since the girl is already
married to Bel fruit.
Ihi
Ihi is a divine marriage with divine spouse (Suvarna Kumar aka Lord Vishnu).
Prior to Ihi marriage, a Newari girl is considered Kumari or virgin goddess. Ihi is the
first divine elaborate marriage ritual of a Newar girl. It is an elaborate marriage because
it follows the orthodox Hindu marriage procedure such as kanyadan or ‘gift of a virgin’.
After Ihi Newari girls are regarded as Parvati, the consort of Lord Shiva. Ihi is mostly
done in group when the Newar girl reaches the age of 5 or 7. The Ihi marriage of Hindu
Newars has two types of explanation. Anil M. Shakya states that some Hindu Newars
state that Ihi is a marriage to Suvarna Kumar, the son of Lord Shiva, while others
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believe that, after Ihi, the Newari girl becomes divine spouse of Narayana aka Lord
Vishnu. Buddhist Newars have different explanation. Majority of the non-Newars
believe that Ihi is a marriage with bel fruit (Aegle marmelos) which Gopal Man Singh
states as erroneous. He writes that, while marriage occurs with picture of Narayan, the
bel-fruit is a necessary accompaniment, a witness but not itself an object with which a
Newar girl marries. However, Ihi as a girl’s life ritual is observed by Newar irrespective
of their religion and variation in their explanation.
Ihi: Day one ceremony
According to Gopal Singh Nepali, Ihi marriage is highly venerated as a
meticulous, sacred marriage that identifies and separates Newars from other Hindu caste
groups as having distinct cultural traditions. The marriage ceremony is usually held at
Chaitya or Ganesh temple. Since the ceremony is expensive, it is conducted en masse.
An auspicious day is selected by consulting a Joshi and relatives are invited. Preparation
is done by purifying the house, rooms, floors, etc. Family members have to go through
the purification ritual called ‘ni-si-ya-ye-gu’. The ceremony starts early in the morning
and the Newar girl observes fast until the ceremony is over. The ceremony begins with
the sacrifice of a duck or a goat to Ganesh. The Buddhist Newar’s Ihi process is slightly
different from Hindu Newar in relation to sacrificial ceremony. After animal and bird
sacrifice, ‘pitha puja’ where eight flags representing different ‘pithas’ or goddesses is
performed. Then ‘Nandi-mukh-sradha’ or offering to ancestors to appease them is
conducted. Such offering is made to three generations of both paternal and maternal
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sides. After ‘Nandi-mukh-sradh’ the girl is brought to the initiation place conducting
‘lassa-kussa’ ritual for ‘Sat-Brindika’ ritual. The girl stands before the sacred fire to
perform ‘sat-brindika’ ceremony. In ‘sat-brindika’ the girl is measured for 108 times
with a yellow thread from head to foot. After measuring, ‘thakali-kani’ is performed
with ‘pathi-lai-gu’ ritual. Then the bride is showered with rice and flowers. After
completion of this ritual, ‘thai-bhu’ ritual follows which is regarded as important part of
Ihi,
In ‘thai-bhu’ 84 kinds of food dishes are presented to the girl and she performs
ritual eating ‘pancha-grass. The Newar girl going through the Ihi rituals of ‘thai-bhu’
first puts little part of the food on a leaf for the ancestral spirits and throws some at the
‘Chhwasa’, then using each tip of right fingers, she tastes the food. With such eating,
the day’s ceremony ends.
Ihi Day two Ceremony
The next day, the girl goes through ‘nasi-ya-ye-gu’ ritual in which ‘nauni’ cleans
and prepares nails and toes of the girl. The nails are collected in a copper dish by
father’s sister. This is a purification process. The girl then goes through ‘lassa-kussa’
ritual after which she is presented new clothes and ornaments. When she is dressed, a
garland ‘sat-brindika’ is put around her neck. With this she is well prepared. Then the
ritual ceremony of applying vermillion on her foreheads occurs. This vermillion
ceremony is called ‘sincho-phaye-gu’. It is the most important and has great
significance in Hindu marriage. Then, afterwards, the girl is taken to another place for
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the ceremony of ‘phali-bajee’ in which the girl eats ‘taye’, curd, milk and fruits. When
eating process completes, next ceremony begins. This is called ‘kanya dan’. Kanya dan
in general is a process of handing a virgin girt to the groom. In Ihi, the virgin gift is
offered to lord Narayan. During this ceremony, the family members and relatives wash
the feet of the girl and offer gift to the girls. The process of washing and gifting go
through ordered form from closet to outsiders. The gift usually consists of clothes and
coins. The priest is also worshiped as the ceremony comes to the end. He is presented
with gifts and coins. Afterwards, feast is held.
Ihi is elaborated divine marriage and almost imitates all the rites of real marriage
offering that the girl now is transiting from one stage and status to another. Even if it is
regarded as mock-marriage by some anthropologists, it has a distinctive identity and
bears a cultural significance in the Newar community and is one of the best cultural
homages paid to Newar woman. Some anthropologists have mentioned that similar
marriage practices exist in some cultures; yet it bears a notable social and cultural
significance for the Newar group against pahadiya Hindus whose rituals appear to be
carbon copy of Indian Hindus. Since it is a symbolically elaborated marriage ritual with
Lord Narayan and genuine offering of virgin bride in the form of divine marriage, the
girl is regarded a part of divine world and symbolically married to divine god. Thus,
theoretically she is bestowed with power to make her own decisions in social and
cultural passage of life.
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Apart from Ihi, she again goes through second divine marriage called barhah
tayegu. A Newar girl, in this sense or theoretically, has much more independence in her
marital status especially when her secular marriage ends with the death of her husband.
Barhah Tayegu
Newari girls go through three marriage rituals, first two are regarded as divine
marriages and the third secular marriage or marriage to a man. First, as described above,
is ihi, the second with the sun god (Surdyah), and finally with human (secular
marriage). In Ihi marriage, a young Hindu Newari girl is symbolically married to
Suvarna Kumar, a form of (Lord) Vishnu Narayan. In Barhahtayegu ritual, a Newari
girl marries for the second time with sun-god or Surdyah (a form of Lord Vishnu). Both
are divine marriage to god but one is called Ihi or marriage to Suvarna Kumar and the
other is called as barhah tayegu (mock-menarche) or marriage to Surdyah. These three
marriage rituals are linked to social and cultural passage of life of the Newari girl. Here
we will examine the Barhah tayegu, a ritual of mock-menarche and marriage to sun-god
(surdyah).
Anthropologists have found that not all Newars observe and go through these
rituals which are not unusual considering the hierarchy of caste system and rigid
observation of purity and pollution these caste groups place in their daily functioning.
The ritual observation and its symbolic link to the divine also differ among Newar
Hindu and Newar Buddhist. Yet, it offers an insight that both Hindu and Buddhist
Newars observe these divine marriages and differ from Hindu parbate.
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Barhah tayegu is a Newar word meaning ‘placing the barrier’ or ‘living within a
barrier’ for some definite days as ritual (observation). It is a confinement inside a room
before actual menarche starts and it is one of the major life-cycle rituals of a Newari
girl. Newars consider it as second divine marriage. However, the major focus is on
confinement. Such practices are Hindu in origin, yet Newari rituals and practices are
different from Non-newari rituals. Parbatiya or especially Barmu and Khe (high caste
Brahmin and Chhetriya) also observe such rituals but the difference is that the high
caste group calls it ‘gufa basne’ (literally confinement in a cave) and practice during
actual menarche and for Hindus or Buddhist Newar it is practiced before menarche.
Thus, some anthropologists call it mock-menstruation (menarche).
The days of confinement within the room during such ritual observation varies
among the different high caste parbatiyas, Hindu Newars and Buddhist Newars. Again,
such place of confinement is determined by geographical location and its influence on
household structure. For example, in the Western part of Nepal, there is a practice of
Chhaupadi, a tradition where, in the past, menstruating or menarche girls were kept in a
room adjoining to cowshed.
It is believed that a girl, when confined in a room should not come out in the
sun, should not look at male species and so on. The menarche girl or menstruating
woman is regarded as impure during menstruating period since in Hindu religion blood
is one of the impure elements that should be avoided by Hindu male.
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When Newari girl crosses late childhood or reaches the age of 11, Barhah
tayegu ritual is conducted but it is also conducted at the age of 13 or before a girl
reaches puberty period or menarche starts. Newari girls during Barhah tayegu are kept
for 12 days in confinement in the room. At the end of the 12 days, the girl is
blindfolded, taken to the rooftop or courtyard and with ritual process shown to the sun
god. This process is called barhah pikayegu or ‘taking out of 12 days confinement’.
During the ritual process, sindur or vermilion is placed on the mid parting of the hair of
the girl which is done in marriage ceremony to symbolize as married and being the wife
of the groom. Newars believe this ritual as the second marriage to the sun god, the first
being the Ihi. Sun god is worshipped as one of the forms of Lord Vishnu. With this
ritual, the Barhah tayegu ceremony ends. Sindur rite also means that girl is now
physiologically and sexually matured to engage in reproduction. In the Barhah tayegu,
there is no male or groom and marriage is conducted with sun god. Thus, a divine
marriage, Barhah tayegu, has two important rites, one confining inside a room for 12
days as observation of being transformed from girl to woman and the second is marriage
to sun-god (surdyah)
Anthropologically important aspect of barhah tayegu is the interpretation of
meaning and practice lies in such rite. The most debated argument is related to divine
marriage (some also call it as mock-marriage and mock-menarche) to first with Lord
Vishnu and second with surdyah or sun god. I did not find the satisfying
anthropological explanation though anthropologists have their version of explanations
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from their ethnographic study. The views are different and probably the version will
change in intergenerational exploration. For example, Anil M Sakya (2000) citing Levy
(1992:666) forwarded a legend as follows: `Parvati was the daughter of Himavan, the
deity of the Himalayas. When she was to be married to Shiva, Himavan gave Nepal
(that is, the present Kathmandu Valley) to her as her dowry. One day as Parvati was
walking through the Valley she heard an old woman crying. Parvati asked her why she
was crying. "My husband is dead’ was the reply of the woman. A husband is necessary
for a woman; without a husband a woman's life is terrible. “Parvati pitied her and asked
Shiva for a boon.”Can you do something for the women of my natal home so that they
will not become widows? “Shiva answered, "Narayan and I will arrange it so that there
will no longer be any widows in Nepal.” Thus the Newars were given the Ihi ceremony.
Narayan was the groom, and Shiva the Witness (emphasis added).”
Yet the focus is female girl, rituals and practices which are about female
fertility, sexuality, social maturity, and preparedness to enter the adult world to fulfill
the social and cultural roles as well as biological goal. The variation in ritual can be
observed but it is a social and cultural recognition of the womanhood and distinctive
homage paid to women and a Newari traditional system of being a Newar group
irrespective of Hindu or Buddhist.
In Hindu culture, anything related to death, excrement (urine, sweat, spit, etc),
blood, saliva, is regarded as impure. Even the feet are not regarded as pure because they
touch the ground. All Hindus should maintain the purity in their body and behavior.
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Like body, the outside world also contains pure or impure (sacred and profane) objects
(e.g., gold is regarded pure by its inherent nature) and event and that also should be
maintained. The higher the caste level, the higher the purity level required. The
Brahmins are regarded as born with inherent purity. Similarly, a Brahmin who ritually
takes purification bath is purer than other Brahmans who don’t. In this pretext, low caste
Newars do not partake in ihi or barhah tayegu.
Conclusion
Within this cultural and religious context of purity and pollution, women who go
through menstruation cycle each month are impure and especially during menstruation
period regarded as ‘untouchable’. In the same way, a girl after menarche is not pure.
Offering impure things to god is offensive. Newari girls before menarche are considered
a replica of goddess. Thus, some who maintain purity are worshiped as pure living
goddess. Kumari is an example of living goddess. Until this stage a divine marriage to
divine god is possible. Since menarche ends the concept of goddess and purity among
the Newar girls, the marriage with divine god with impure girl due to menstruation is
not possible. To end this conflict and also to make the possibility of marriage with
divine god, a mock-menarche (barhah tayegu), or in which an act of entering the world
of sexual maturity and reproduction is symbolically created. It is symbolically
interpreted that a girl has transited to womanhood and eligible to get married with
divine god. These two divine marriages are unique Newari cultural practices. With
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menarche or menstruation cycles, a Newar girl is eligible to marriage with a Newar man
and this is secular marriage.
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Abstract
This paper attempts to examine the implication of Value added tax (VAT) and its
contribution to national total revenue. VAT is an improved and modified form of sales
tax, which is levied on value added of goods and services in the process of production
and distribution chains. Nepal launched VAT system after 1997. By analyzing the
primary data, it is concluded that billing system is one of the main parts of VAT for
successful revenue implementation. The exemption facilities provided by VAT are
satisfactory but major problems of VAT are billing, accounting, and registration. In our
country where businesses have been running in a traditional fashion, the
implementation of VAT would enforce additional burden of issuing invoices, paying and
collecting taxes and the additional responsibility of maintaining accurate accounts and
presenting it to the tax office. Descriptive statistics has been used to analyze the existing
data and correlation and linear regression have been applied to examine the
contribution of VAT to total revenue. There is a positive relationship between VAT and
total revenue during the study period.
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Introduction
Value added tax (VAT) is the latest tax system which was first introduced by
Willem Von Siemens in Germany in 1919 A.D. Thought it was applied first in France in
1954 A. D. VAT has been spreading rapidly since the 1960s and now this has become
one of the main tax systems all over the world, covering around 166 countries.
In Nepal, VAT has come into consideration to replace indirect taxes like Sales
Tax. For this purpose, a mission was established in 1993 for study, suggestion and
implementation process about VAT. Then the process of VAT started from 1995, when
the parliament passed VAT act and declared its enactment from November, 1997. Value
Added Tax is also called a goods and service tax [GST] because it is charged on goods
and services. VAT with single rate of 10% had been decided to implement with
effective from November, 1997, but due to some problem it was only implemented from
January, 1998 in Nepal. The government planned to register the potential taxpayers in
VAT from that period. The government had decided to rationalize the tax structure by
reducing the rate of income tax, sales tax and custom duties in advance.
VAT was to replace the hotel tax, the entertainment tax and the contract tax. For
this purpose, the VAT tax force prepared its work in accordance with schedule.
Meanwhile, the private sector of the business field opposed the government's policy to
adopt VAT. In March, 1998, the government and the private sector reached to an
agreement regarding the modalities of implementation VAT. Exemption of industrial
machinery and tractors, and acceptance of the bill value in import point, a committee
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set-up in order to review VAT law and establishment of permanent revenue board were
mentioned in the main agreement. A series of discussion took place before the
presentation of the FY 1998/99 budget. The demand of businessmen was increasing
considering the volatile situation of the political parties. However, the government
addressed few issues which were asked by the businessmen.
There is a global trend of tax reforms which encouraged Nepal to reform its tax
system for meeting the worldwide scenario. So the government tried to reform tax
policy and strategy. Nepal also had changed its policy and strategy to achieve more
internal resources by replacing sales tax in to Value Added Tax (VAT). It was the tax
imposed on value added by business firms on goods and services at the successive
stages of production and distribution, value is added to such production and distribution
in successive stages. Value addition to a commodity or services is simply the excess of
sale value over business purchases. By a business entity, during the successive stage of
production and distribution processes, business enterprises add value to their purchase
by processing handling them by their own machinery, building or other capital goods.
Literature Review
Government revenue is the backbone of financial strength of a country. Tax
revenue is the main source of government revenue to government of Nepal. The
revenues on the other hand come basically from two sources: tax and non-tax. Non-Tax
sources include different revenues like gifts, grants, revenues from public enterprises
(ICAN: 2008).Tax is computed and paid as prescribed in the law. If a person defrays the
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tax payment, he may be punished in the court of law. A taxpayer is not entitled to
compel the government, while paying taxes, to give something to him in return of the
amount he has paid. Taxation can be considered as a convenient method of rising
revenue which in turn is linked with the welfare of the people directly or indirectly.
Different persons have defined taxation in different ways (Bhattarai & Koirala, 2011).
Chowdhury & Lalarukh (2013) concluded VAT has a positive relationship with
gross domestic product and it’s contributing to the economic growth of the country. In
the economy of Bangladesh, where there was a presence of large informal sectors due to
its characteristics. VAT can lead to rise in welfare which can contribute to the growth of
the economy to a greater extent.
Impact of VAT revenue in major states of India was that introduction of state
level VAT was the most significant tax reform measure at state level. Utter Pradesh was
the latest state which had introduced VAT on Jan 1, 2008. The main reasons for this to
increase were better tax compliances, stronger performance measures and steps taken by
the state government to identify and plug the gap leading to revenue loss (Khan &
Shadab, 2014).
Koirala (2010) remarks that improving compliance behavior of taxpayer has
been a utopia in Nepal. The registered taxpayers are not effective and instrumental to
the tax generation. The self pricing and catch-up effect of VAT has turned out to be like
an oasis in a far-off desert. Taxpayers were barely interested in observance of law in
regards to issuing tax invoices in market prices. The government has encouraged using
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fiscal printers, electronic cash machines, to address the issues of tax invoices, but
taxpayers are adamant to such initiatives.
By reviewing the research related documents, it has been identified that tax
system depends on legal provision and tax paying capacity of people. Researchers had
conducted research on VAT in different ways. The present study deems necessary to
analyze the VAT provisions and implications and examine the contribution of VAT to
total revenue. This study will be a comprehensive source for researchers and policy
makers.
Research Questions and Objectives
This study basically focuses the theoretical implication of VAT in Nepal. The
successful implication of VAT system is hindered by different components. This study
has tried to address the following research issues: (i) What is the present position of
VAT in Nepal? (ii) What is the impact of VAT on total revenue?
The general objective of this study is to analyze the theoretical knowledge of
VAT and its implementation in Nepalese economy. The specific objective of the study
is to examine the present provision of VAT and analyze the contribution of VAT to total
revenue in Nepal.
Research Method
This study is based on both the descriptive as well as analytical method. After
collection of opinions and views and some data, this study analyzes and describes the
system. The primary data were collected from the focus group discussion from various
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sectors conducting VAT. Purposive sampling technique has been used to collect the
response from the focus group discussion with 10 tax experts, 10 tax officials, 15
taxpayers, and 15 Consumers. The secondary data were collected through books,
research journal articles, magazines, newspaper and reports. Necessary information has
been collected from Economic Surveys published by Ministry of Finance, published
documents from Nepal Rastra Bank, Inland Revenue Department, Publication of VAT
project, Budget speeches and economic survey of various fiscal years and various
Websites etc.
This study is based on descriptive and analytical methods for the presentation
and analysis of data. At the time of presentation and analysis of primary and secondary
sources data were edited and processed. Table, graph and diagram are used for the
purpose of presentation and analysis of data. To show the relationship between total
revenue and VAT, correlation and simple linear regression model has been applied.
Results and Discussion
Generally, internal sources of revenue are tax revenue and non-tax revenue. Tax
is the major source of the government revenue. It covers nearly 80 % of total revenue.
Besides this, non-tax revenue is only limited to 20 %. Tax revenue can be classified in
to two groups: one is direct tax and another is indirect tax. Average trend of these two
taxes is that indirect tax covers 75 % and direct tax covers only 25 % of total tax
revenue. VAT, custom duty, excise duty are the main sources of indirect tax. In this
section, basically VAT is analyzed in various angles. This tax had significant
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contribution to the total revenue collection. In 1997, these taxes had been replaced by
VAT. So VAT, of course, has more accountability in Nepalese tax system and revenue
generation.
Revenue Structure of Nepal
Nepalese tax revenue structure is composed of VAT, income tax, excise duty
and custom duty. The total revenue is composed of tax revenue and not tax revenue.
Table 1: Structure of Government Revenue of Nepal from 1998/99 -2019/20*. (Rs in
Crore)
Year

Tax Revenue

Non-tax Revenue

Total Revenue

VAT

1998/99

2875.29

849.84

3725.13

876.59

1999/00

3315.21

974.16

4289.37

1025.97

2000/01

3886.50

1002.88

4889.38

1238.24

2001/02

3933.06

1111.60

5044.66

1226.73

2002/03

4089.60

1364.29

5453.89

1345.97

2003/04

4817.30

1415.80

6233.10

1447.89

2004/05

5410.47

1601.80

7012.27

1888.54

2005/06

5743.04

1485.15

7228.19

2161.07

2006/07

7112.67

1658.54

8771.21

2609.56

2007/08

8515.55

2246.70

10762.25

2981.57

2008/09

11705.19

2642.26

14347.45

3970.09

2009/10

15629.49

2365.09

17994.58

5492.09

2010/11

17722.72

2114.87

19837.59

6166.36

2011/12

21172.18

3265.12

24437.30

7093.04
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2012/13

25921.49

3680.62

29602.31

8341.84

2013/14

31244.13

4417.95

35662.08

10110.46

2014/15

35595.57

4991.07

40586.64

11252.18

2015/16

42109.66

6086.50

48196.16

12241.19

2016/17

55386.65

5531.34

60917.99

16106.83

2017/18

65949.15

6722.60

72671.75

20680.98

2018/19

73860.40

8558.20

82418.60

24012.13

2019/20* 49754.40

4676.58

54430.98

16638.12

Source: Economic Survey 2010/11, 2014/15 and 2019/20.
Table-1 depicts structure of total revenue from 1998/99 to 2019/20*. VAT is one of the
major sources of government revenue. The structure of tax revenue, non-tax revenue,
total revenue and VAT, in the academic aera, is an increasing trend.
Figure-1: Structure of Government Revenue of Nepal
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Figure-1 depicts the tax revenue, non-tax revenue, VAT and total revenue from 1998/99
to 2018/19. All these variables are increasing trends.
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Growth Trend Rate of Total Revenue and VAT and VAT Ratio to Total Revenue
Government revenue comprises the financial health of the country. Tax revenue
is the major source of government revenue which covers more than 75 percent. Under
tax revenue, the contribution of VAT signifies more than 30 percent. There is
significant ratio of VAT to total revenue. The growth trend rate of total revenue and
VAT seem to be in satisfactory level. Table 2 presents the growth trend of total revenue
and VAT as well ratio of VAT to total revenue from 1998/99 to 2018/19.
Table-2: Growth Trend Rate of Total Revenue and VAT and VAT Ratio to Total
Revenue from 1998/99-2019/20.
Total

Growth

Year

Revenue

Rate (%)

1998/99

3725.13

13.10%

1999/00

4289.37

2000/01

(Rs in Crore)
Growth

VAT Ratio to Total

Rate (%)

Revenue (%)

876.59

23.07%

23.53%

15.15%

1025.97

17.04%

23.92%

4889.38

13.99%

1238.24

20.69%

25.32%

2001/02

5044.66

3.17%

1226.73

-0.93%

24.32%

2002/03

5453.89

8.11%

1345.97

9.72%

24.47%

2003/04

6233.10

14.29%

1447.89

7.57%

23.23%

2004/05

7012.27

12.50%

1888.54

30.43%

26.93%

2005/06

7228.19

3.08%

2161.07

14.43%

29.90%

2006/07

8771.21

21.35%

2609.56

20.75%

29.75%

2007/08

10762.25

22.70%

2981.57

14.26%

27.70%

2008/09

14347.45

33.31%

3970.09

33.15%

27.67%

2009/10

17994.58

25.42%

5492.09

38.34%

30.52%

2010/11

19837.59

10.24%

6166.36

12.28%

31.08%

VAT
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2011/12

24437.30

23.19%

7093.04

15.03%

29.02%

2012/13

29602.31

21.14%

8341.84

17.60%

28.18%

2013/14

35662.08

20.47%

10110.46

21.20%

28.35%

2014/15

40586.64

13.81%

11252.18

11.29%

27.72%

2015/16

48196.16

18.75%

12241.19

8.79%

25.40%

2016/17

60917.99

26.40%

16106.83

31.57%

26.44%

2017/18

72671.75

19.30%

20680.98

28.39%

28.45%

2018/19

82418.60

13.41%

24012.13

16.11%

29.13%

Source: Economic Survey (2010/11, 2014/15 and 2019/20).
Figure-2 shows that the growth trend of total revenue and VAT revenue collection and
VAT ratio to total revenue from 1998/99 to 2018/19. Most of the years, total revenue
and VAT revenue are increasing trends.
Figure-2: Growth Trend Rate of Total Revenue and VAT and Ratio of VAT to Total
Revenue
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Contribution of VAT to Total Revenue
VAT is the major source of total revenue. It contributes around 23 to 30 percent.
There has been a significant contribution of VAT to total revenue.
Table 3: Correlation between VAT and Total Revenue
Correlations

Total Revenue

Pearson Correlation

Total Revenue

Value Added Tax

1

.998**

Sig. (2-tailed)

Value Added Tax

.000

N

21

21

Pearson Correlation

.998**

1

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

21

21

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Source: Calculated by Author based on Table 2.
There is significant contribution of VAT to total revenue. It means, VAT and
total revenue are highly correlated with each other.
Results from Focus Group Discussion
In this study, focus group was conducted by using Zoom meeting with tax
experts, tax officials, tax payers and consumers. The respondents were participated for
discussion on different issues toward the implication of VAT system. Finally,
information received from the respondents was analyzed.
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Toward Structure of VAT Rate
In the focus group discussion, 55 % tax experts,48 % tax officials, 45%
taxpayers, 35 % consumers suggested for establishing two or three rates such as 5%
(for basic goods), 10 % and 15% (for luxurious goods). Though 25 % tax officials, 20 %
tax payers and 30 % consumers suggested that present VAT rate should be decreased.
Besides these, 50 % tax experts, 30 % tax officials, 21 % tax payers and 25 %
consumers support the present VAT rate. The conclusion can be drawn as to enhance
tax base, to increase VAT revenue, to establish a VAT as major source of national
revenue and to make effective VAT system, multiple rates of VAT are compulsory.
Toward Billing System of VAT
VAT is based on billing system. So issuance of proper bill is necessary for the
successful implementation of VAT. In Nepal, the billing system has been one of the
main burning problems. The result from the focus group discussion, 80 % tax experts,
85 % tax officials, 25 % tax payers, 35 % consumers advocated for the possibility of
billing system in VAT. Similarly, 15 % tax payers and 19 % consumers claimed that
billing system is not possible. Similarly, 10 % tax officials 50 % tax payers and 42 %
consumers said that billing system is costly. Lack of proper account was also the
problem of VAT effectiveness. Likewise, 55 % tax experts, 43 % tax officials, 28 % tax
payers and 35 % consumers viewed that lack of proper billing system was main problem
of VAT implementation.
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Toward VAT Administration
An effective and efficient administration is crucial for the proper implementation
of VAT. The tax administration should be strengthened significantly. The VAT is
modern and complex tax. It was reported that there have been various weaknesses in the
administration for the implementation of VAT system. The focus group discussion
showed that there are several problems in VAT administration. 20 % tax experts, 15 %
tax officials, 23 % tax payers and 27 % consumers claimed that lack of expertise is the
main problem and others reported that weak economics was the major problem of VAT
administration.
Future of VAT System
Corruption and illegal business are prevailing in the country. The business
sectors are not well organized. The vendors are illegal. The VAT is advantageous for
the revenue mobilization observing the international experiences. The result from focus
group discussion showed that 90 % tax experts, 88 % tax officials,79 % tax payers and
70 % consumers have been found optimistic about the future of VAT.
Toward Tax Evasion
Tax evasion is the great challenge to our country. Tax evasion not only loses the
revenue but also creates distortions, market imperfection, encourage illegal business,
and helps in decline of business ethics etc. The result from focus group discussion
showed that 40 % Tax experts, 45 % Tax officials,15 % Tax payers and 56 %
consumers as well 35 % in total respondents said that business enterprises are the most
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responsible for tax evasion under VAT system. From focus group discussion, it can be
concluded that tax administration and business enterprises are mainly accountable for
tax evasion. They are top ranked by most respondents for tax evasion. In fact, both of
them are responsible and can't escape by giving blame to another group. In practical
field, all of them are responsible for tax evasion.
Effective Implementation of VAT
The contribution of income tax is seemed to be very low because income level
of Nepalese people is very poor and unequal. Likewise, revenue from custom duty is not
satisfactory because of low range of collection of VAT. Nepalese industrial
development scenario is just at the primary phase to grow up that leads low revenue
collection from excise duty. In this context, broad- based VAT has great potential to
mobilize required fund for nation development. Thus, there is no doubt that effective
implementation of VAT should be GoN’s prime target. From the focus group
discussion, 28 % tax experts, 18% tax officials, 22 % tax payers and 30 % consumers
suggested that skilled and trained manpower is essential. Many of them suggested that
there should be proper billing and account system.
Effect of VAT on Investment Sector
Taxation and investment are closely related to each other. Every tax system
affects the investment sector; however, the extent of the impact depends on tax rate,
structure, coverage, given facilities, administrative procedure, etc. Generally it has
positive impact because of its unique attributes. The focus group discussion shows that
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most of the respondents find the positive impact of VAT. While others’ view was
negative and some of them think that the effect is normal. Most of tax experts, tax
officials, tax payers and consumers were found positive whereas a few respondents
were negative.
Conclusion
Value added tax is the modified sales tax on goods and service which is found as
the best tax system for collecting the internal revenue for government in Nepal. For
collecting and effective implication of VAT system, poor management and ineffective
internal resource mobilization, lack of transparency in business activities, proper
regulating mechanism and controlling mechanism for manipulation practices conclude
that many potential tax payers are still out of VAT net. There is also increasing problem
on statement; no submission of tax even though the registrants are already registered in
IRD.
By analyzing the data, it can be concluded that billing system is one of the main
parts of VAT system for successful implementation of VAT. The exemption facilities
provided by the VAT system were satisfactory; billing system, accounting system and
registration are the major problems for the implication of VAT in Nepal. There is lack
of well-managed channel of distribution due to small and family run business. Thus, the
conclusion is that the prospects of VAT entirely depend on its implementation aspect.
VAT has bright prospect in Nepal only when it can be implemented in a successful way.
Further, the successful featuring depends upon the strong, fair, capable, honesty,
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taxpayer friendly and efficient administration. Effective implementation of VAT helps
other taxes, such as income tax, import duties. So many beautiful aspects of VAT make
it popular.
To sum up, in the initial period of VAT implimentation, most of the business
community and consumers were strongly opposing it. They had developed a kind of
wrong concept regarding VAT. There have been several studies done before and after
VAT implementation. Provisions of rules and regulation have been amended to make it
tax payer friendly. In addition, the administrative procedures have also been simplified.
They have realized the relative worth of VAT among other taxes that were replaced by
VAT. It is claimed that this system of VAT has not been implemented effectively but
situation is not so bad. Reform programs are launched to solve upcoming problems.
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Abstract
Ethnic conflict is the product of a particular kind of socially, historically-shaped
condition of specific country. Unequal access to resources, feeling of exclusion and
hatred against each other on the basis of historical memories are main sources of the
conflict. On the basis of the nature of the condition and sources of the conflict, different
kinds of conflict-solving means are to be adopted. Federalism, the non-centralized form
of government and division of sovereignty, in general and multinational federalism in
particular is one among many. Since it assures self-rule and autonomy of minorities and
excluded ethnic groups, it manages ethnic conflict so as to hold the country together.
Keywords: ethnic conflict, federalism, exclusion, autonomy, inclusion
Context
The ethnic diversity is a reality of the world, today. There are only handfuls of
states which are ethnically homogenous. The world-wide prevalence of ethnic diversity
like about 6000 languages (Grimes 1988) and somewhere between 900 (Murdock,
1967) and 1600 (Levinson, 1993) major cultural groupings are its example. There are
different factors like migration, state-building process, and democratization process to
be so, in general.
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Diversity in terms of ethnicity, language, may become both a boon and a curse
for a country. It depends on how the state deals with it. It may become a boon and
beautiful like a multi-colored garland and source of attraction and prosperity if it is
accommodated and managed well but a curse, since it may become as a seed of conflict
and violence so that source of backwardness of the country, if they are not
accommodated and managed. There are many heterogenous countries facing severe
problem of ethnic conflict because of their exclusion and feeling of marginalization in
the state.
Generally, ethnic conflict is between two or more contending ethnic groups.
Actually, the source of the conflict is not ethnicity as such but may be political, social,
economic or religious. In an unaccommodated condition of the diversity in terms of
ethnicity or language becomes hostile to each another since one becomes dominant and
another dominated or one is included and another excluded (Mohammadzadeh, 2016).
Like, Canadian social life was disrupted in the late 1960 and early 1970 by the violence
of French-Canadian separatist. Mexico has experience violent uprising by indigenous
population in southern state of Chiapas and descendants of the indigenous people of
central and south and South America continue to be violently subjugate and continue to
fight back (Williams,1994). Thus, multiethnic countries must accommodate and manage
such diversity for preventing conflict and promoting peace and prosperity.
There are many kinds of institutional mechanisms to accommodate such
diversities practiced in the world to prevent and manage conflict. Ethnic autonomy,
confederation, right to self-determination, etc. are some of them. And, federalism is one,
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though not penance, perhaps, pervasively applied throughout the world in multiethnic
countries in recent decades. There are many multiethnic/national countries like
Switzerland, Canada, India adopting federal form of government and have addressed
more or less ethnic demands so as to prevent conflict though some of them are not fully
successful.
Federalism/Federation1 is one of the forms of government. The form of
government is primarily determined by social and historical conditions. And, it is a noncentralized form of government. In political perspective, federalism is as multi-tiered
government combining "self-rule" and "shared rule" (Elazar, 1987). Shared rule is for
some purposes and regional "self-rule" for others. Self and shared-rule is for purpose of
combing unity and diversity: It is, basically, based on the objective of combining unity
and diversity: i.e. of accommodating, preserving and promoting distinct identities within
a larger political union (Buhler, Hanns, Luther, Susanne, Siegner, Michael, eds. 2017).
Therefore, Livingston is right to say that Federal government is a device by which the
federal qualities of the society are articulated and protected (1956, 1-2). And, Federal
institutions are merely the instrumentalities or expressions of federal societies (ibid).
Thus, the relationships between a society, its constitution, and its political institutions
and processes are dynamic and involve continual mutual interaction (Watts, 2007).

1

Federalism and federation have different essence. Federalism ( King, 1982), considers as an ideological
disposition particularly with overtures of valance between self-rule and shared-rule (Elazar 1979)
whereas federation is an institutional arrangement where the general government incorporates its subnational units into its decision procedure on a constitutionally entrenched basis. But, here, I use them
interchangeably.
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Federal form of government is argued to be better for accommodating ethnic
diversity in multiethnic countries. But there are federalisms of different kinds in its
nature and structure. Some are national and other are multinational / ethnic on the basis
of its composition of states/ province. Symmetrical and asymmetrical on the basis of
power division among states.
Social and economic diversity as the reason for adopting federal political
institution, rather than seeing these institutions are the cause of diversity (Proudho in
Erk, 2007). But, different multiethnic countries in the world have adopted federalism of
its particular kind to address their own problems and secure prospects. It depends on the
nature and feature of the society. In this context, some countries are successful to
address their ethnic problem through this form of government whereas others are not. It
may be because whether federal institutions became expression of federal society or not
as Livingston (1956) argued.
In this context, I, in general, in this paper deal with a question: what are the
causes of ethnic conflict? And, can federalism serve as an effective instrument to
manage ethnic conflict so as to build national unity and maintaining political integration
in a multi-ethnic society? And, if yes, I, in specific, deal with another question how does
it do so? I make some arguments that federalism may accommodate ethnic diversities.
But all kinds of federalism may not accommodate diversities. For this, multinational
federalism/ federation is to be adopted. Nepal, a multi-national country, may adopt
multinational federalism to accommodate her diversities so as to prevent ethnic conflict
and enhances national unity.
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Perspectives on Federalism
The term "federalism" originates from the Latin word foedus, i.e. compact/
agreement. The term represented a political compact between groups which have come
together in an association, if it is studied historically. But understanding about it has
been changed along with the time. Broadly, there are two distinct school of thoughts to
study and understand what federalism really is. First school of thought understands
federalism as institutional arrangement and legal management of power. They
understand federalism as a useful instrument of power sharing creating the provinces
(Burgess, 2017:46). They understand it merely from a legal and political perspective.
They do not see its relationship with ethnicity and minority. But, the second is the
sociological view which understands and interprets it in relation to society and social
relationship. They study and understand federalism as a structural response and reaction
in post-conflict new era of world politics. They interpret federalism in reference with
ethnicity and minority, either. It is a form of government that reflects the federal quality
of society (Livingston, 1956).
Largely, federalism is studied and understood as a kind of particular set of
institutions established based on treaty or agreement. Definitely, federal arrangement/
federation is one of partnership, established and regulated by a covenant. But more than
that its internal relationship reflects (should reflect) the special kind of sharing that must
prevail among the partners, based on a mutual recognition of the integrity of each
partner and the attempt to foster a special unity among them (Elazar,1991: 5). It is the
combination of self-rule and shared rule. The self-rule is given to the local or state level
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whereas the shared rule is practiced in federal level. Therefore, it is not simply a
particular set of institutions but rather it is an institutionalization of particular
relationship among the participants in political life (ibid:6) since federal structure of the
state is a device by which the federal qualities of the society are articulated and
protected (Livingston 1956: 1-2). And, therefore, federal institutions are merely the
instrumentalities or expressions of federal societies (ibid). Hence, it is socio-historically
constructed and determined form of government to address the particular kind of sociohistorical condition.
Burgess (2009) takes federalism as in essence a multidimensional concept. He
argues that it is a particular kind of liberal democratic state, which is characterized both
by the formal written constitutional entrenchment and legal recognition of difference
and diversity enshrined in various forms and levels of autonomy. In his view, the
recognition of diversity and autonomy are inherent part of federalism.
What Watts (1966), explains about federalism is it is formal distribution of
legislative and executive authority, the allocation of sufficient revenues to ensure the
autonomy of each order of government, the representation of regional views in the
central legislature, a constitutional amendment procedure requiring a substantial degree
of regional consent, and an enforcement mechanism that included courts, referendums
or a special role for the upper chamber. Together he further reasonably argues that
federal systems are a function not only of constitutions, but also of governments, and
fundamentally of societies. Consequently, federalism is not only the distribution of
legislative and executive power or non-centralizing the power but, along with this, it is
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also an articulation of federal qualities of the society. Understanding federalism from
legalistic and center-periphery polity is a serious problem.
Generally, federalism/ federations come about in two ways, either through the
aggregation of independent state like that of American federation or the devolution of
power to sub-national units like that of Spain (Burris, 2001; Duchacek 1970; Weinstock,
2001). Federation through aggregation is a result of a constitutional pact between two or
mor independent political entities whereas federation through devolution comes
restructuring unitary state into federal. Urwin (1982:11) calls these processes organic
and mechanical federalism. Alfred Stepan calls these two processes as coming together
and holding together. Stepan (1999:23) adds one more category observing the limitation
of these two is putting together. According to him, coming together federation is almost
synonymous with notion of federal integration and unions. But, holding together
federation refers to those multi-ethnic federations established through a process of
democratic bargaining (ibid). Such federalism implies the primacy of maintaining the
unity of the nation. It must adopt asymmetric characteristic because, in order to hold the
county together, the center makes a special deal with one group or subunit, and this
special deal carries with it the asymmetrical distribution of power and rights with regard
to the rest of the country (He, 2017:16). Asymmetric federalism2, so that, can be
employed as a means of conflict resolution to deal with secessionism and ethnic
division (ibid). The Flemish in Belgium or Quebecois in Canada are some examples of
2

In asymmetric federalism ethnic minorities are give special rights to protect their identity like language
opposite to symmetric federalism where there is equal devolution of power to all ethnic groups.
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it. In contrast to this, putting together federations like the former Soviet Union
established through a “heavily coercive effort by a non-democratic centralizing power
to put together a multinational state” (ibid).
It is true that federalism is a result of unique historical and political
circumstances. But it emerged as an important instrument of nation/ state building after
the collapse of European colonial empires in the immediate post World War II period
(Watt 1994:2). In this respect, many post-colonial multi-ethnic countries of Asia and
Africa have adopted federalism. The role of federalism in balancing the competing and
perhaps conflicting demands for autonomy and unity in such countries as India,
Malaysia and Nigeria could not be doubted (Rothchild, 1966).
Elazar (1991:6), argues that in the 'modern and postmodern epochs federalism
has emerged as a major means of accommodating the spreading desire of people to
preserve or revive the advantages of small societies with the growing necessity for
larger combinations to employ common resources or to maintain or strengthen their
cultural distinctiveness within more extensive polities'.
Kymlicka (2005:269), argues that there is the value of federalism in
accommodating national minorities. He further says that it respects the desire of groups
to remain autonomous, and to retain their cultural distinctiveness. That’s why,
multinational countries should adopt federal system.
Federal states that comprise what are now frequently called 'internal nations'-and
whose justification of existence- is the protection, preservation and promotion of these
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nations as nations (Burgess, 2007). May be, because of this, federalism is supposed to
be an engine of prosperity (Filippov, Ordeshook, Shventova, 2004).
Thus, there are different kinds perspectives on the nature and kinds of federalism
formed through different processes in different historical epochs. The difference in kind
and process are basically pinned in history/historical condition and nature of society.
For example, the historical condition of forming American federalism is different from
the historical condition of Spain and Nepal.
Federalism: National or Multinational
Federalism can be classified on the basis of whether it has recognized the ethnic
and linguistic diversities or not. It also is related with its ideology and structures. In this
respect, there are mainly two models of federalism: national (regional/ territorial) and
multinational (non-territorial).
National or regional or territorial federalism can be characterized as the
universal protection of individual rights, the neutrality of the state with regard to
different ethnic groups, the absence of an internal boundary for ethnic groups, the
division and diffusion of power within a single national community, and region rather
than ethnicity being the basic unit of federal polity (He, 2007:10). American and
Australian federations are some examples of such type. The origin of non-territorial
federalism as a solution to persistent sub-state national and ethnic conflicts within a
single democratic state framework can be traced back to late 19th and early 20th century
(Burgess, 2007).
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Opposite to regional federalism, multinational federalism accommodates
concentrated ethnic groups; internal boundary is drawn to enable minorities to exercise
minority rights and self-determination, and achieve an ethnonational homeland (He,
2007:10). Kymlicka (2006: 64-5), argues that those countries 'in which internal
boundaries have been drawn and powers distributed in such a way as to ensure that each
national group is able to maintain itself as a distinct and self-governing society and
culture' as multinational federation. He (2007:44), further defines 'multinational
federalism' as 'creating a federal or quasi-federal sub-unit in which the minority group
form a local majority, and so can exercise meaningful form of self-government', and
where 'the group's language is typically recognized as an official state language, at least
within their federal subunit, and perhaps throughout the country as a whole'(Kymlicka
and Baogan, 2005, 23-24; Kymlicka, 2006). Canada, Spain, and Belgium can be seen as
examples of multinational federalism.
National or territorial federalism is a process of devolution of power to regional/
local level. It is symmetrical in nature. But multinational federalism emerges in
response to the assertion of substate national identities, but it also tends to reinforce and
institutionalize those identities, and to reinforce the sense of boundaries (geographical
and cultural) between groups (Kymlicka, 2007:44).
In this way of thinking, multinational federation corresponds to the state and
multinational federalism corresponds to society.
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The question of which model of federalism to be adopted is based on the nature
of the society since federalism is an institutionalization of the social nature and
character as Livingston said it is a reflection of federal quality of society. Largely,
multinational kind of federalism is adopted by multinational / multiethnic country to
address the demands of self-rule and autonomy.
Sociology of ethnic conflict and its management
Ethnic conflict has got its own certain and unique social, historical contexts.
There is not a single but numerous social and historical causes behind ethnic conflict in
different parts of the world in different time of the history. Some causes are more
prominent than the others. Like in Rwanda, one of the causes of ethnic conflict was
Tutsis were favored in terms of education and employment over the Hutus who were
neglected (Batware, 2012). And, such a conflict has got an unalike democratic way of
resolution like provision of ethnic autonomy, inclusion, self-rule, etc., either based on
the socio-historical condition of the country. Federal form of government is among
them.
Ethnic conflict is between two or more contending ethnic groups. Ethnic diverse
societies carry various degrees of conflict potential. Blagojevic (2009) argues that ethnic
emotions, rooted in historical memories of grievances, are at the core of conflict
potential. Since WW II ethnic conflicts have been facilitated by the rise in the number
of new multiethnic states, by state-building activities, increased resources for
mobilization, mass communication, diffusion of ideologies and by external
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interventions, too. Particularly, the failure to recognize an ethnic group or deny the right
of a group has often resulted in ethnic strife (Fessha, 2010).
There are different theories and approaches of ethnic conflict: primordialist,
institutional, political entrepreneurs, and competition over resources. They have
primarily focused upon intra-societal processes: split labor market (Bonacich 1976),
economic competition (Banton 1983), internal colonization (Hechter 1975), and
assimilation (Gordon 1964; Hirchman 1983). Yet such domestic processes manifestly
are strongly affected by economic and political rivalries among national states and by
many other transnational and international influences.
According to the primordialist approach, biological factors, the emotions are
responsible for ethnic conflict. Since primordial approach deals with the things as static,
biological, and natural, it explains the role of emotions and the conflict potential of
ethnicity (Blagojevic, 2009). Unlike this approach, the institutional, political
entrepreneurs and competition over resources approaches give attention on how the
interaction of institutional and political factors with ethnic emotions lead to
ethnification, ethnic intolerance, competition, and eventually – violent ethnic conflict
since ethnic conflict is not because of the biological factors but because of the
competition over resources or unequal access to resources. Thus, ethnic conflict should
be studied in multidimensional approach.
Bojana Blagojevic (2009) proposes the following multidimensional framework
for ethnic conflict.
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MAJOR
STRUCTURAL
CHANGE:
Uncertainty,
Instability,
Fear

Present Factors
 Historical memories
of grievances
 Political
entrepreneurs
 Institutional /
political system
factors facilitating
intolerance
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Outcome

COMPETITION

INTOLERANCE

VIOLENT
ETHNIC
CONFLICT

According to him, in the context of structural change which causes uncertainty,
instability, and fear there are historical memories of grievances, political entrepreneurs,
and institutional / political factors facilitating intolerance results competition intolerance
that causes violent ethnic conflict.
Actually, ethnicity results from interethnic relations, whenever two different
groups or societies come into contact and establish various modes of spatial, politicaleconomic, cultural and social relations (Tepfenhart, 2013). Essentially, discriminatory
kind of social relation among the ethnic groups may create conflict. Some (Tepfenhart,
2013, Williams, 1994, He, 2006) argue that the root causes of ethnic conflict do not
involve ethnicity but rather institutional, political, and economic factors. More than that,
ethnic is a different culture and a core for conflict is discrimination politics. The
primary factors in ethnic conflict are unequal access to resource, or competition over
resource, or state actions, or internal colonization, or economic inequalities, or social
strains and anomie- and so on (Williams, 1994). Such processes may raise antagonistic
feeling against one another among the ethnic groups. Among these factors, particular
country may have particular primary factor and other secondary for the conflict.
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There are many other causes as well of the conflict. Usually, there may be high
chance of conflict in fragile states where there is a kind of situation of anomie in
Durkheim's term. The state can be fragile because of rapid population growth in the
less-industrialized country where there is pervasive poverty and economic inequality.
But still the primary conditions for ethnic conflict are ethnic distinctiveness, geographic
concentration, interethnic inequality, "alien" state penetration (and fear of exclusion),
ethnic organization, and external support (Williams, 1994). Along many other political
centralizations, different narratives of grievances are the causes of ethnic conflict in the
case of Indonesia (Sukma, 2006). In Thailand, because of the assimilation and selective
integration process taken by the state was the root causes of ethnic conflict
(Vaddhanaphuti, 2006). Among these conditions primary and cotangential condition
may vary in different countries. Some of the conflicts are ethno-regional, either. Such
conflicts are directed against the state in efforts to gain or restore to control over a
homeland: as in Quebec, Scotland, Southern Sudan, Tamil Eelam (Sri Lanka) Kosovo
(India), etc. It may be an outcome of seeking autonomy and self-rule because of their
feeling of exclusion and exploitation of the state.
Therefore, ethnic distinctiveness and geographical concentration only are not the
causes of conflict rather the special intensive so evident in many ethnic conflicts
frequently arises from a sense of victimization (Zaslavsky 1992), arising from loss of
autonomy, loss of historically claimed territory, infringement of prior rights, or
generally, treatment thought to be unfairly discriminatory (Williams,1994). Cultural and
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economic causes are other factors of ethnic rivalry. What Esman (1990: 58-59) argues
that ethnic rivalries include participation in political decisions, cultural status, economic
opportunities. Likewise, Gurr (1993) insists that ethnic grievance is main cause of
conflict. The notion of grievance is often conflated with related concepts of
dissatisfaction or deprivation. Ethnic grievances are created by poverty and political and
economic differentials among groups, and that restricted political access and a history of
lost autonomy. Restriction on political access and loss of autonomy, it is against the
spirit of democratic principle, are in the core of other discriminatory process and
grievances. Such grievances, in a long run, create the conditions for not only rebellion
and conflict but also for separatist demand. Therefore, such grievances should be
addressed so as to hold the country together.
Since 1990s and early 2000s confirmed the 'new awakening' of identity politics,
federalism became a structural response and reaction (Burgess, 2017:45) in a new age of
post-conflict management and resolution of ethnic conflict. It is because it may provide
an opportunity of self-rule or autonomy to minorities in their own land making their
population a majority (Kymlicka, 2007:44). Also, such federalism (multi-national
federalism) assures the protection of their identity and allows groups to create 'parallel
societies', coexisting alongside the dominant society. Such federalism promotes intergroup equality so as to minimize inter-group conflict (ibid.). Such federalism is based
on the principle of ethnic autonomy and self-rule which reduces the separatist demand,
either (Ghai, 2000). Also, Baogang (2006) argues that federation is the mechanism to
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solve ethnic conflict. Countries such as Switzerland and Canada use different methods
to prevent ethnic conflict and achieve equality: democracy, such as power sharing;
greater autonomy for certain regions; and veto power for all communities (Tepfenhart,
2013).
Federalism and Demand of Self-rule in Nepal
Nepal, one of the multi-ethnic and multi-lingual countries, has got one hundred
twenty-five caste/ethnic groups, one hundred and twenty-three languages, and ten
religious' communities (Census, 2011). Though Nepal is multi-ethnic and multi-lingual
country, the nation-building process adopted encroachment and the policy of
assimilation so as to create a single national identity through national language, national
uniform, national animal, etc. Such a process not only made susceptible the identity of
different ethnic groups but also escalated their exclusion and marginalization.
Federalism in Nepal is inseparably linked to resist against political and
economic exclusion on the basis of caste, ethnicity and regional identity. The different
ethnic groups of Nepal have been demanding self-rule and autonomy for a long period
of time. For them, it is a political system of inclusive democracy. Their voices were
more vocal after democratic change in Nepal in 2046. It became lauder during the
democratic struggle of 2062-63 under the slogan of 'identity politics'. It was raised
under the broader context of restructuring of the old unitary state into new one. Since
the old 'Kathmandu-centered' unitary state, according to them, became exclusionary,
hegemonic, could not address their demand and desire of self-rule and autonomy, it
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should be changed into new inclusive democratic state (Sherchan, 2014, Tamang, 2068,
Sundar, 2008)). They demanded their democratic right of self-rule in broader of theme
of identity politics. In this context, they raised voice for federalism based on their
identity as a means to establish inclusive state.
In point of fact, voice for federalism was first raised in early 1950s along with
the advent of democracy overthrowing the century-old family oligarchy (Khanal, 2014).
It shows that it has come along with the democratization process of the country. Some
of the Tarai elite who felt excluded in the new power structure had formed a party called
Tarai Congress on the regional basis claiming to represent the Tarai region, the southern
part of Nepal bordering India, which is now popularly called a "Madhes", and
demanded for a separate province comprising that region as "autonomous Tarai state"
comprising the part of southern Nepal below the Chure hills (Devakota, 1959; Yadav,
2003). About the same time, the Limbu reform activists in the eastern hills also
demanded for "Limbuwan Autonomous Province" (Baral and Tigela Limbu, 2064 in
Khanal, 2014). Their demand was not in the form of federal state but autonomy of
Limbu nation. Likewise, some of the political parties formed after 1990 such as
Sadbhawana Party, Rashtriya Janamukti Party and raised the voice for federal state.
However, it was Janajati (ethnic nationalities) who were the most vocal in engaging the
federal state in their demand for federalism (Thapaliya, 2010). Ethnic and regional
demands were important parts of the Maoist agenda during the civil war. And, so that
state restructuring became a central component of the 2006 peace deal.
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The decade-long Moist insurgency, in the background, provided fertile ground
for federalism though they might have instrumentalized it. The interim constitution
2007, guaranteed federalism through its first amendment responding the agitation of
ethnic-regional forces particularly, Madhesh mobilization. But the different levels and
kinds of mobilizations took place and compelled the government to amend the
constitution to include federalism were immediate cause. The genuine and compelling
causes of federalism were the democratic rhetoric of participatory democracy, inclusive
state, social relationship based on equality on which the ethnic and regional
mobilization was based (Khanal, 2014, Gurung, 2012, Mabuhang, 2012, Shrestha,
2012). Provision of self-rule and autonomy may be a mechanism for political inclusion
and participation of excluded groups.
Conclusion
Federal form of government is not an end but means. It may be a means to solve
the problem like ethnic conflict appeared in the context of particular kind of sociohistorical context in particular country. As Livingston (1956) precisely argues that
federal institutions are merely the instrumentalities or expression of federal society,
multi-national federalism can manage ethnic conflict providing opportunity of self-rule,
autonomy to minorities in their own land making their population a majority and
promotes inter-group equality as Kimlicka (2007) argues so as to minimize inter-group
conflict. Such federalism (multi-national federalism) assures the protection of their
identity and allows groups to create 'parallel societies', coexisting alongside the
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dominant society. Likewise, Burgess (2009) and Watt (1966) argue that autonomy is
inherent part of federalism which may be the mechanism to manage ethnic conflict.
Provision of autonomy and self-rule reduces the separatist demand, either (Ghai, 2000).
Federalism in Nepal is inseparably linked to resist against political and
economic exclusion on the basis of caste, ethnicity and regional identity. As different
ethnic groups of Nepal who have felt to be excluded in the state, have been demanding
self-rule and autonomy for inclusion for a long period of time, federalism was supposed
to be an appropriate form of government to achieve the same. Federation based on
identity (multinational) was their aspiration for inclusive state.
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Abstract
Despite of several doubts, dawdle and confusion, Nepal has trodden quicker in
embracing federal practice. This paper synchronizes the importance of trust, network
and collaboration in elevating and sustaining the federalism. This paper primarily
accounts functional theory of federalism, which applauds for partnership, interaction
and interdependence among central provinces and local level bodies. This paper
further, argues that federalism as system should initiate the ‘holding together’
approach in the country like Nepal. Moreover, paper explains federalism as a form of
localism, which implies local practices and identities into consideration, which in
absence of social capital remains isolated. This study overall uses qualitative method as
core methodological analysis to substantiate its argument. Furthermore, interviews, key
informant interviews are also carried as per the requirement of the paper. Finally, this
study prescribes that government performance and delivery of services as important
phenomena in evaluating the functionality of federalism, which sum total the
sustainability of federalism. Also, this study asks to strengthen the majoritarian and
minoritarian relation through the use of social capital, which otherwise could backlash
the federal system.
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I.

Introduction
The freshly held elections of local, federal parliament and provinces level in

Nepal opened pathway to federalism undauntedly. Federalism as an institutional
practice is basically considered to transcend the local, regional as well as national level
ambiguities by building mechanism which could address all other disparities,
inequalities and identity crisis. As Nepal has just marked in federal practice, it’s in a
way to rekindle the existing state practices from wider spectrum, more importantly
through federal imagination. Thus, we can say it’s a new beginning for Nepal from state
rearrangement perspective. Riker (1975) defines federalism as “a political organization
in which the activities of government are divided between regional governments and a
central government in such a way that each kind of government has some activities on
which it makes final decisions”. Riker places federalism as an organizational structure
which delivers quality services efficiently. Despite of various functions to be carried by
federalism, delivery of services at effective level is crucial part of it.
On the other hand, basically, the work of Bourdieu (1986) and Coleman (1990)
had conceptualized the notion of social capital as a collective possession of individuals
connected through social ties. In the words of Bourdieu (1986: 248), ‘ Social capital is
the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to possession of a
durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance
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and recognition- or in other words, to membership in a group.’ Emphasizing the role of
network in the utilization of given resources they accommodated role played by
relationships.The overall method applied in this study is qualitative in nature. As, study
primarily discusses the importance of social capital in accessing the federalism, it
combines both the variables (federalism and social capital) into its consideration. Data
gathering included interview, key informant interviews, direct observations and
systematic data collection methods to know the information at individual, institutional
and general community levels. Key informant embraces an intense conversation
between informant and interviewer which could help to build strong rapport with
informant. Predominantly, this study takes network, connection, collaboration and
information flow as basic components of social capital, which has been later on
presented in the table to demonstrate its prominence in different federal bodies from
local to central. Similarly, social capital has also been divided into two levels, at
individual level and at institutional level. Further, trust, is additional assessed in four
basic parameters- performance, accountability, capability and administrative work. The
magnitude and tendency of social capital as well as trust were evaluated by scaling both
the terms in different levels. Social capital was scaled into four ranges – strong, very
strong, weak and very weak. Also, trust was scaled into five ranges - strong, very strong,
moderate, weak, and very weak. Validity had been maintained by consulting with
supervisor, experts and concerned persons. Extra emphasis had been given to maintain
the objective of the data and avoid data error by comparing them with different data
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collected from different sources. Likewise, reliability of the data was guaranteed by the
careful planning of the questions in the interview schedule. Correspondingly, three
wards were visited from three districts: Kathmandu (ward no.4), Lalitpur (ward no.3)
and Bhaktapur (ward no.6). Purposive sampling was used for this purpose. Additionally,
three key informants’ interviews were carried from the respective wards along with
interviews with fifteen respondents. Unlike other readings, this study looks in assessing
the implication of federalism rather than its origin or inquiry.
Thus, the aim of this paper is to underline the importance of social capital in
connecting the federalism. Further, this paper primarily focuses on the implications of
federalism in its core concern rather than discussing on what led and how federalism did
come into existence. Though, this paper underlies the theoretical arguments that direct
the establishment of federalism along with its historical context. The rest of the paper is
structured in the following ways: The first section provides general overview of the
paper. The second section describes the concept of federalism through theoretical
description. Similarly, the third section delves in assessing the federalism through the
social capital approach. Further, this section accentuates the importance of trust,
collaboration and network in explaining the federalism. The next section provides some
perspective on making the federalism work better. Finally, the last section concludes the
overall argument of this paper.
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Conceptualizing federalism through theoretical underpinnings
This section looks in addressing various approaches and notion associated with

federalism. Also, it dissects the theoretical underpinnings of federalism along with its
characteristics and criticisms. Despite appealing in its meaning and interpretation,
federalism offers an enormous arena of study which surrounds various disciplines into
its alignment. Generally, thatched and scored within the model of political organization
predominantly, this practice however, also connotes with numerous other social
sciences adherents. At the basic ground, two general schools of thoughts are commonly
heard amongst its practitioners. The first is federalization as decentralization school and
the latter is federalization as alliance school. The former school of thought argues for
set of practices in which both political and economic power is spatially decentralized in
any national territory, whereas the latter thought stands closely with league, covenant
and alliance (more precisely used in the Latin meaning of term federalism as - foedus).
However, the concept of its federalization repairs over the period of time (Gibson,
2004). In word of Elazar (1991, adopted from Gibson 2004), federal principles are
concerned with the combination of self-ruled and shared-ruled. Federalism involves the
linkage of individuals, groups, and politics in lasting but limited union. However, in 20th
century, it has been known for its flexibility which was widely seen in political systems.
Thus, such federal ideas were associated within the political organizations with various
arrangements from sovereign countries to federation and many more. Thus, federalism
can be explained as “A national polity with dual (or multiple) levels of government,
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each exercising exclusive authority over constitutionally determined policy areas, but in
which only one level of government- central government – is internationally sovereign.
(Gibson, 2004)
Historically, federalism as a practice has under passed various phases which
could weaken its own origin and appeal. Scholars like K.C Wheare continuously argue
for the failure of federalism, as the setting of war and economic crises during 1945
threaten the federal principle. Despite such arguments, the new nations which were
formed after Second World War showed federalism as means of political unity among
them.
Table 1: Accounting federalism on Theoretical ground:
Theories

Characteristics

Critics

Classical Theory of 

Chiefly concerns to define what 

This theory explains

federalism

is federalism

the

Attempts to explain federalism

federalism on legal

in juristic terms

ground.





nature

of

Too much legalistic in
nature.



The

use

of

term

‘independent’
between
government

general
and

regional government.
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The origin theory of 

Focus on circumstantial factors 

All

federalism

and forces for the establishment

not necessarily lead to

of federal system.

federal

Three categories of definitions

system.





provided by this theory.

Federal

nature

for

the

establishment

to

federal framework.

federal

political


Social

make-up

of

Does

not

of

provide

proper indices through
which federal can be

-

distinguished

b) The multiple factor theory.

-

Cannot explain about

society, which gives rise

territorial based groups.

-

political

diversities

of

system.
-

may

the desire for among

a) The sociological Theory.
-

diversities

with

non-federal society.

Looks for both sufficient 

The multiple theory

and necessary causes for

remains absent about

federalism.

the creation of federal

Emphasis

on

the

system.

combination of several
factors.
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c) The political theory
-

Explains federalism as
solution

to

political

problem.
-

Recognize

political

motive.
-

Talk

politics

as

dominant role in the
origin of federal system.
The

functional 

theory of federalism



This theory focuses on social 

Does not talk much

services as the basic function of

about

modern society.

commitment.

financial

Federal and State governments
as co-share of common goals
and objectives.
Source: (Rath, 1978)

The above table explains the basic theoretical understanding of federalism from
different contexts.
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Federalism and Social Capital

a.

Dissecting Social capital
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This sub-section primarily focuses in addressing the theoretical underpinnings
associated with social capital. However, in doing so, this sub-section articulates social
capital as a form of societal resources which is constantly built through network, trust,
connection and collaboration among the members of society.
Bourdieu and Coleman hold the conception that social capital is a collective
possession of individuals connected through social ties. In the words of Bourdieu (1986:
248), "social capital is the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are
linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships
of mutual acquaintance and recognition- or in other words, to membership in a group".
Similarly, Coleman (1990) defines social capital as a variety of different entities having
two characteristics in common: social structure and actions of individuals. These entities
include obligations, expectations, trust, and information flows (adopted from Robison
et.al, 2002:2). Similarly, Portes (1995: 12), on the other hand, defined social capital as
capacity of individuals to control the resources through the means of their membership
in networks or in broader social structures. Similarly, Mazzone (2001:62) argues that
‘federalism promotes social capital because dividing power between the national
government and the states provides greater opportunities for citizen groups to influence
politicsand for individual citizens to participate in public life. Therefore, federalism
provides a healthy political environment for social capital, leading to important
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individual and collective benefits’. It further argues that federalism also promotes the
kinds of social relationships that allow citizens to overcome collective action barriers
and to get things done (ibid, 1).
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework of Federalism and social capital

Central Level
Body

Province Level
Body

Local Level Body

People

Index: = social capital3

People

People

People

Fig: Federalism and Social Capital

3

This study takes network, connection, collaboration and information flow as basic components of social
capital, which has been later on presented in the table to demonstrate its prominence in different
federal bodies from local to central. Further, trust has been described in relation to political relation,
which is important factor in defining the context of social capital.
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Holding together approach of federalismand social capital
This sub-section delves in explainingholding together approach as a form of

federalism to be adopted in Nepal’s context. Further, it stresses the importance of social
capital as a fabric in attaching this particular approach into consideration.
Breen (2017) argues that holding together approach was chief means of reducing
the risk of being secession, which otherwise would lead to secession of the nation.
Pouring down the cases from Nepal, Myanmar and Srilanka, he articulates holding
together approach as a means to consolidate the multiethnic countries like Nepal,
Myanmar and Srilanka. This form of federation is in the countries with ample amount of
diversification. He further stipulates, ‘Holding-together alliances are based on value
creation, rather than the zero-sum game that is generally seen as characterizing
federalization’ (26). Breen (2017) argues that a moderate secession risk, together with a
substantive peripheral infrastructural capacity, is necessary conditions for the
establishment of holding-together federalism. Drawing more on secession risk, he adds,
‘A secession risk exists when one or more key actors advocate or canvass secession. It
is moderate when two of the three elements exist— secessionism is supported by armed
groups that control territory, it relates to an area that is relatively ethnically
homogenous, and there is a conducive international environment. If all the three
elements exist simultaneously, the secession risk is high and federalism will be
resisted’. However, his arguments fail to rectify the societal context as well as social
fabrication of the place.
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Recording the historical context for the rise of federalism in Asian context,
Breen (2017) argues, ‘Federalism was initially introduced to Asia as a means of
holding-together states following the decolonization of large areas of the region. This
first generation of Asian federalism occurred in India, Malaysia, and Pakistan and has
largely been sustained despite significant internal heterogeneity and some early
secession events. Elsewhere, modern Asian states attempted to hold together via nationbuilding in a unitary state. Between Malaysia’s 1963 federation and Nepal’s 2015
constitution, no new federations were established (28). However, this article remains
inaudible in calculating the tools for the joining such diversification. Instead, I argue in
this article each society posits a standard form of societal ties which is capable in
establishing the federalism and its forms in alignment with the given society. For me,
federalism is a system which survives and sustains in connection with both majoritarian
and minoritarian populace.
Holding together approach genuinely looks for the power differentiation
between constituent states and national government. However, I argue such powerful
achievement of central government should be delved into social capital categories in
redefining its contours. Further, the subjugation of power mentality by central
government should transform its understanding with creating strong relation and
matured connection with similar provincial and local bodies. Similarly, the pooling and
retaining of the identity and sovereignty should be captured by allowing freedom, in
doing their respective chores. The central government should not act with authoritarian
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intentions of suppressing the underneath local bodies instead of enriching the level of
social capital, which could strengthen the level of conviction, sustainability and
durability of federalism much more.
The following table demonstrates the context of social capital at different local
bodies with their magnitude and tendency. The social capital is scaled into different
parameters along with its differentiation, at individual level and institutional level.

Table 2: Accessing social capital at different federal bodies at individual and
institutional level*4.
Social capital

Local

Province

Central Level

Level

Level Body

Body

Body
Individual



Network

VS

W

VW

Level (I)



Connection

VS

W

VW



Information Flow

S

VW

VW



Collaboration

W

W

VW

4

S = Strong I = Individual Level

VS= Very Strong

I’= Institutional Level

W = Weak
VW= Very Weak
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Institutional



Network

S

S

VS

Level (I’)



Connection

S

S

VS



Information Flow

S

S

S



Collaboration

W

S

VS

Field study (2018)
The findings show that the level of social capital at individual level gradually
decreases commencing from local to central level. Individual seems to be more intact
with the personal of local level bodies compared to provinces and central bodies. On
contrary to this, the level of social capital at institutional level is more together at
province and central level rather than at local level. Similarly, the connections with
province and central level are more often compared to local bodies, as province and
central related to policy making and practices. The regular contact is more at regular
tendency by individual with local level professionals, compared to province and central
level personnels. Similarly, the interconnectedness, flow of information, is subjected to
higher tendency with local to local bodies. On contrary to the above articulations, the
institutional level bodies are found to have more closed connection, network and flow of
information akin to the provinces and central level. Moreover, the accessibility of
institutional bodies is in improved level, may it be in communication, social media,
groups and other closer groups compared to individual. The findings replicate that,
social capital is important resource in assessing the federalism as form of practice to
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adhere with the individual, community, institution and nation as whole. Indeed, social
capital is a collective possession of individuals connected through social ties. Also, the
risk of secession and armed conflict can be reduced by the implicating the degree and
ideas of social capital to the greater amount.
c.

Trust, political affairs and federalism
This sub-section chiefly presents the importance of trust in political affairs,

which is closely connected in general people’s life. Further, it expresses that the
association of federalism as system of practice is vital in counting the trust of local
populace. Trust plays a central role, perhaps the main one, in this constellation of
concepts, for as Simmel (1950: 326) writes, “trust is one of the most important synthetic
forces within society.” Trust is probably the main component of social capital, and
social capital is a necessary condition of social integration, economic efficiency, and
democratic stability (Arrow, 1972: 357; Coleman, 1988: 306; Ostrom, 1990; Putnam,
1993; Fukuyama, 1995). Adding to it, Robert Putnam (2000) argues that “a society that
relies on generalized reciprocity is more efficient than a distrustful society, for the same
reason that money is more efficient than barter. Honesty and trust lubricate the
inevitable frictions of social life (p. 135).” Putnam focuses the importance of mutuality
as important component for society in accessing its tasks. In spite of this, conceptions of
trust found in the literature can be categorized along three analytically distinct
dimensions concerned with how to trust, whom to trust, and what to trust another to do
(Robins, 2016: 973).
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Similarly, the political attribution of particular party is fairly deal with the
amount of trust to be invested or promoted in the given society. Like social trust,
political trust is important phenomenon to be attested in carrying the federalism as
system of practice. Moreover, while we are looking in implicating the federalism in
general people lives, it’s very customary to promote the level of trust among the
populace. Different measures are there for political trust. It usually includes civicmindedness and participation, citizenship, political interest and involvement, a concern
with the public interest/public good, political tolerance, the ability to compromise, and
confidence in political institutions (Newton, 2001; 205). The availability of
participation, civic goodness, and political tolerance usually assembles the level of
political trust. However, such political measures should be widely associated in daily
outcomes and practices of general people. The greater the reliability shown by political
measures, the higher the level of effectiveness can be felt at local doors of the people.
The following table illustrates the level of trust accepted by the individual and
institutions at three tiers of governance.
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Table 3: Accessing the trust at different federal bodies at individual and
institutional level*5
Trust

Local

Province

Central

Level

Level Body

Level

Body
Individual

Level

(I)

Body



Performance

S

M

VW



Accountability

W

M

VW



Capability

W

M

VW



Administrative

M

W

VW

Work
Institutional Level



Performance

S

S

S

(I’)



Accountability

M

S

S



Capability

M

S

S



Administrative

S

S

S

Work
Field study (2018)
Most of the respondents replied to increase the level of trust with the idea of
discussing, meetings, sharing the achieved tasks with locals more. Most of the locals

5

S = Strong

W = Weak

I = Individual Level

VS= Very Strong

VW= Very Weak

M = Moderate
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followed the rules, regulations, systems as well as practices construed by the
governance bodies. However, they don’t state that they have trusted the government in
full-fledged style. On opposing to this, institutional level trust rested in somewhat
strong perception. The assurance and adaptability of institutional bodies, in relation to
performance, accountability and other components seem to be higher compared to
individuals. The locals are found to be cautious and alert in taking deep inner inside the
fact the three tiers of government performance and carries its activities generously and
compatibly. Thus, study found that political affairs and activities need to be competent
enough to show the amount of trust to higher degrees through performance,
administrative work, and coordination. Thus, manifestation of trustworthiness is crucial
in making federalism as a system to perform or to sustain.
IV.

Making Federalism Works
This section looks into finding the ways out in making the federalism works

better in its premises. Also, it puts downsome basic arguments in the study of
federalism, which else was missing as numerous studies concisely put the origin and
establishment of federalism but remains absent in defining the implicative orientations
of federalism.
What counts federalism? What appearances of federalism general matters? Is
federalism a mere a political carcass, which simply practices less fuctionability and
delivery approach, instead by caging in its own political armor? For me, federalism is
more towards a system which connects the local populace life with broader, wide and
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vivid spectrum of delivery, social services, connectivity, better mechanism and
opportunity. Federalism works only better, if we focus in its functional approach into
considerations. Federalism succinctly puts down partnership, interaction and
interdependence among each other, between the local bodies. Also it undertakes
interdependence and co-operation as basic characteristics features between any given
two governments which could add the sustainability and durability to federalism in
Nepal’s context. Political system, may it be attempted in any shield or framing (naming)
the important of any such system is the delivery of the services. Similarly, federalism
should be broadly associated with network nexus, amongst the three tiers of governance.
The stronger the nexus, the better is the outcome which can only be assured by
enhancing the trustiness with locals and government. The delivery approach, of
federalism should profoundly focus the mechanism which follows the better and proper
nexus of all three tiers unequivocally. Another, crucial point for its appellation is
trustiness between government and locals the most. The doings should be carried
transparently and clearly, without any disturbances leading to the issue. Similarly, the
accomplishments of the tasks should be replicated to the greater crowds of the
community. Correspondingly, regular meetings, regular dissemination of ongoing
projects in the locals (community), information about ongoing future projects for the
region and also timely dissemination of result that ward has achieved in the years should
be presented timely. Also, federalism can exercise more widely only if we increase the
frequency of connection, contact and dealings with locals. Federalism simply is
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recognition as a form of union; union literally includes the connection, contacts,
dealings, flow of information etc.
Further, defining federalism as practice through only political lens is not enough.
It is political agenda, no doubt but while discussing in its attributes and implications,
it’s important to emphasize the internal dynamics of it. Nevertheless, politics basically
highlights delivery, participation, and identity preservation, preservation of each state or
community uniqueness. It typically holds the notion of guiding the society, institutions,
ideas, and orders. Thus, federalism should be distinctly put within the wide purview of
society. The better the society hold its practices and ideas, the longer the system will
run.
V.

Conclusion
After a long run of discussion as mentioned earlier, there is no doubt that the

idea of federalism is socially endorsed outcome. Despite of peculiarities, characteristics
and establishment guided by federalism, it is crucial for the society to adopt this system
as a part of life. Thus, the first idea we can generate from this study is, federalism must
be the form of practice where each and every local’s faith, trust, perception should be
manifested in their daily lives. The generic value of federalism should be established in
everyone’s mentality and activities. Further, such mentalities should construe a better
tie-up with local populace and government. The second idea is, federalism as a part of
governing system should look into the performance, delivery as its central theme. As we
already have adopted federalism as form of practice, it’s better to minutely look into the
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implicative approach of it, rather than why, where and how this practice came into
existence? Gone are those days, where the debate and rational fights over its discourse
were common phenomena in academia. Thus, it’s better to screw-up in reasoning,
articulating and preserving the essential underlining of federalism as form of practice.
The third idea of this study is that federalism is basically a system that looks for
partnership, within the state-provinces and local–local provinces and locals-state level.
Enhancement of social capital with local to local, local to state, local to central is crucial
in implementing the right line of federalism. This paper synchronizes the importance of
trust, network and collaboration in elevating and sustaining the federalism. Likewise,
federalism is the system, which survives in connection with both majoritarian and
minoritarian populace. Neither, majoritarian nor the minoritarian populace can enjoy
the full-fledged federal practices if we lack mutual trust, network, collaboration and
connection. Along the side, the debate of aligning federalism only through the discourse
of multiethnic, minoritarian movement, right based movement or identity based
movement would certainly prolong to concretize and matured this federal system.
There is no doubt that this system as part continuously came through the discourse of
multiethnic, minoritarian movement, right based movement or identity based
movement. Nevertheless, government should be capable to preserve the identity as well
as multiethnic sentiments in respective local bodies. Thus, both the majoritarian and
minoritarian need to be combined through bond, love, participation with the use of
social capital; if not carried, it would backlash the federal system. However, the fourth
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idea underlined by this study is, federalism should be approached and advanced through
delivery, participation approach which rarely became a matter of discussion in
academia. Undeniably, federalism as a context rose for addressing the arguments of
multiethnic dimensions, multi diversity difficulties. But, considering and defining this
as a core reality may mislead to attribute and sketch the whole truth of federalism as
well. Federalism as form of practice was more demanded for the better delivery, better
advanced mechanism, better functional approach of system to be filled by local public.
Moreover, federalism was manifested as system to endorse better institutional
programming along the side of preserving the identity, addressing the multiethnic
concern as well. Thus, federalism as part of system connotes basically with the delivery
mechanisms, participation, balanced development etc. Such activities can flourish only
through considering functional approach of federalism. Finally, this paper looks for
functional theory of federalism as important means which applauds for partnership,
interaction and interdependence among central, provinces and local level bodies. This
paper further, argues that federalism as system should initiate the ‘holding together’
approach in the country like Nepal which has just trodden in embracing the federal
practice into its attention. Thus, this study concludes that, gradual and continuous
activation of social capital can enhance the performance of federalism.
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Abstract
As sociology of health, Bruce and Phelan (1995) state that health is a resource
for everyday life, not the objective of living. This study concentrates on the practice of
food consumption as a source of long life; and also believes that educated people
generally consume hygienic food. Therefore, hypothesis of this study is developed as
“higher the education, lower the junk food consumption practices.”
Junk food is a term for the food that is of little nutritional value and often high in
fat, sugar, salt, and calories. Common junk food consists noodles, pizza, burger, chips,
mo:mo, candy, gum, sweet desserts, corn flakes, sugary carbonated beverages as well
as alcoholic beverages. These junk foods have poor nutritional values and considered
as unhealthy by the educated people. Exploratory research design was carried out to
assess the practices regarding junk food consumption that remains highly a qualitative
data based explanation. Total 50 respondents including both husband and wife were
enrolled in the study. Data were collected using telephone and informal discussions by
self-administered method that convenient sampling technique became non-optional
because of covid-19 pandemic. This study reveals that around half of the educated
people (especially governmental job holders) have poor knowledge about the effects of
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junk food; and almost all of the governmental job holders consume junk food. There is
also a significant association of junk food with their jobs because what they learn from
their offices, implement in their family and family members adapt it as their daily food
practice. Only hand-countable households supervise their family members on the use of
junk food. But, they also occasionally let their family members use junk food without
restriction. Surprisingly it is found that except diseased people, all feel free to use junk
food and even diseased ones take a bit in their plates to accept the offers of ‘givers.’
Most of them are originally from outside the valley, especially remote zones of
the nation; therefore, they easily welcome all city foods thinking that all those available
foods would be known to them for their better prestige. In the long run, taste and habit
both have reached the households and it has become a part of life. Thus, higher the
education could not lower the trend and practice of junk food; this study disseminates
on the basis of its fact.
Keywords: Health, Junk Food, Nutritional Value, Food Consumption, Junk Food
Effects
1.1

Introduction
Junk food is defined as “those commercial products including pizza, burger,

noodles, candy, bakery goods, ice cream, salty snacks, packaged flakes, cheese-balls,
soft drinks and alcoholic and carbonated beverage, which have little or no nutritional
value; but do have plenty of calories, salt, and fats. While not all fast foods are junk
foods, most are. Fast foods are ready to eat foods served promptly after ordering. Some
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fast foods are high in calories and low in nutritional value, while other fast foods, such
as salads, may be low in calories and high in nutritional values. Michael Jacobson,
director of the Center for Science in the Public Interest, invented this term and used it
first in 1972. Although we eat unhealthy food for centuries, most types of junk food
appeared in 20th century as a result of mechanization, electricity and labor-saving
devices that were used for preparing food. It was a time when a processed food
appeared and manufacturers started making food with cheaper ingredients with less
nutritional value and using fast preparation methods further lessened healthiness of
food. Snack food, gum, candy, and sweet desserts are even older and none healthier. But
the term “junk food” is not strictly defined; and depends on personal tastes and social
status. Junk food affects the brain in the similar matter as addictive drugs do (Kenny and
Johnson, 2008).
Excess consumption of junk food leads rise to wide variety of physical
disorders. School canteen, various restaurants and fast food centers are offering food
high in fat and sugar which are actually contributing in the youth weight gain along with
other problem like infection, food poisoning and dental diseases. Consuming junk food
might stop the children from taking healthy meals either in school or at home. In spite
of causing health problems, many people in this modern age consume junk food as their
daily habitual diet. Now, some countries try to curb down consumption of junk food by
increasing junk food taxes but it is too late.
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In 1893 at the World’s Fair in Chicago, when two brothers Frederick and Louis
Rueckheim made a concoction of popcorn, peanuts, and molasses that was wildly
popular. Their sweet invention went on a big sale commercially as Cracker Jack a few
years later. In 1896, Cracker Jack became the best–selling sweet in the world twenty
years after it was created. Now the junk food is popular around the world. It seems
almost impossible to stop it but can be controlled. As cultural anthropologists argue that
culture is changeable, food habits can be changed applying various remedies.
1.2

Statement
Rapid population growth in underdeveloped society and urbanization are

challenging to maintain food security. As Julian Steward stated, “environment
determines the culture”, the environment of office and seminar, where the junk foods
are common, has determined the food consumption practices of people. Busy life and
imitation of life practices are the factors that are attracting people towards industrial
packaged food. In this context, large multinational companies are coming forward to
supply food to the whole world. They are supplying junk food items that have a good
taste with attractive packaging. They are getting popular due to time factor, taste factor
and appealing advertisements. Specially, school aged children are getting addicted to
these foods which is hampering their growth and development. But people who are not
educated but good in income easily permit their children to consume junk foods; and
they themselves feel proud to have those types of tasty foods. But in spite of being
educated, many people permit their family members to consume such types of food. A
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survey of government of Nepal has shown that gazette officials hardly live more than
ten years after their retirement. Thus, this study has tried to explore the food habits and
practice of food consumptions among the educated people especially governmental job
holders. To find out the situation of consumption of junk food among those people and
their households, under-given questions are raised:
1.

What is the situation of junk food consumption among educated people
especially within the households of governmental job holders?

2.

How do educated people perceive and practise junk food within their
households?

1.3

Methods
Exploratory research design is applied for this study whereas the data are

collected through informal group discussion and telephone conversation because the
time of data collection was affected by corona virus pandemic. Mainly qualitative data
are collected from twenty five households of governmental job holders in Kathmandu.
Convenient sampling method is applied to select the households and its respondents.
Respondents are considered as educated on the basis of their position of job not on the
basis of their qualification/education they have acquired from the college or universities.
1.4

Conceptualization
How we produce and consume food is the biggest threat to nature today. It is a

major driver of the emergence of infectious diseases. Unhealthy diets are the biggest
cause of non-communicable diseases and 1.9 billion people are obese or overweight
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(WWF, 2020). At the same time, we waste one third of all the food produced, and all
the natural resources that went into its production, but nearly 700 million people go
hungry every day. The problems are clear. All people need to eat but our current food
systems are putting an impossible strain on the planet as well as in society. It is needed
to make radical changes in the practice of food consumption. By changing consumption
patterns and providing access to nutritious food for all, the world can tackle all forms of
malnutrition fatal diseases. By tackling food loss and waste, all people of the world can
ensure that every calorie counts, making a real difference to damaging and protecting
life on the earth.
As Jamuna Prakash describes practice of food in South Asian Countries is
traditional and ethnic communities, many people in multi-communities of Nepal
practise their traditional food as their daily food in their households. But the khaja
(foods which are generally taken in between two scheduled meals) is the most important
daily food, and is almost all junk food in the households of Kathmandu valley. Instead
of decreasing the trend of this food consumption, people are extending its items and
areas within and outside the households of valley people such as foods in birthday party,
foods in short and long family trip, foods in official meeting, foods in other gettogethers etc.
Therefore, data has been collected from the people of different castes, religion,
previous residential backgrounds, educational backgrounds, gender and many other
social aspects, which show frequencies, and are different but the tendencies are more or
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less same in the practice of junk food consumption among the educated people’s
households and their family members. It also comprises some facts about their normal
diseases by which, they feel, they have been affecting.
Caste based interpretation on the practice of junk food consumption is allocated
as follows:
Table no. 1
Ethnicity of the Respondents
Particulars

No of Couples

Percentage (%)

Brahman

14

56

Chhetri

5

20

Janjati

3

12

Dalit

1

4

Madheshi and Muslim

2

8

25

100

Total

Source: Field survey, 2020
Table 1 reveals ethnicity of the respondents, who are educated but practice junk
food within and outside their households. Data shows more than half (56) of them are
Brahman and they usually practise junk food in their meals. Other rest people who are
from different ethnicity holding government jobs also usually practise junk food
although they have knowledge that junk food is harmful for their health. Therefore, this
data shows that food consumption practice is beyond the limitation of traditional
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ethnic/caste perimeter due to the impact of modern consumption pattern of packaged
food. As Luhmann argues, what unites us in modern society is common acceptance of
schematized contingency, junk food consumption is a common practice among the
educated people in Kathmandu which has united diversified cultural groups in single
consumption practice. There are not any boundaries for the consumption of junk food
among various caste/ethnic people although there are still food taboos in the
consumption pattern of local native foods.
Table no. 2
Religion based interpretation on the practice of junk food consumption is allocated as
follows:
Particulars

No of couples

Percentage (%)

Hindu

20

80

Christian

1

4

Buddhist

3

12

Muslim

1

4

Total

25

100
Source: Field Survey, 2020

Table 2 shows religion of the respondents where majority (80%) are Hindu.
Likewise, Buddhists are found as second largest in religion as like as the data shown in
Census of 2058 within governmental job holders in Kathmandu. Christians and
Muslims are found same but very low in number. Like the numbers of religion, junk
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food consumption patterns of governmental job holders and their family members are
not fluctuated. In spite of having distinct religious beliefs, they are found same in many
aspects and more integrated in the patterns of industrial and fast food consumption. As
Durkheim argues that religion as a practice contributes to the harmony and stability of
society (CSJ, 2004), many distinctly different religious people are being harmonized
and gathered together via junk food consumption practice. Almost they do not let each
other share their home made foods but they easily share fast and junk food in banquet,
restaurant, canteen and other fast food centers. Although there are food taboos with the
concept of purity and pollution in the consumption and sharing of foods among those
distinctly different religious groups of people from one household to another even in the
case of living in the same community; they consume fast and junk food sharing each
other’s plate without hesitation in their comfortable zones. Most of their children also
follow this practice but it is merely in canteen, banquet and restaurants. As innovation is
described as a factor of social change, industrial packaged foods have played a vital role
to transform the food consumption practice within and outside diversified religious
groups. Muslims are found a bit more rigid than other religious group of people because
they do not eat non-vegetarian items in restaurants and canteen except at their own
communities’. But just opposite to the explanation of religion as a means of social
control, educated people from different religious beliefs are making themselves free to
consume junk and fast food in many ways and areas.
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A healthy varied diet is essential for health, growth and development. Many
religions include guidance on what is appropriate to eat in order to demonstrate faith.
Data from the 2011 census shows that the five most common religious affiliations are
Hindu (81.34%), Buddha (9.04), Muslim (4.38%), Kirant (3.04) and Christian (1.42%).
Due to the diversity in religions, cultures and individual beliefs vary from one to
another, but one good thing found always to know is very low restriction on the
consumption practice of junk and fast food.
Hinduism is a diverse religion, with no central authority and with multiple
scriptures and holy texts. Hindus believe that all living things have a soul, and believe in
the concept of reincarnation, making Hindus reluctant to kill any living creature in some
context. The majority of Hindu Brahmans are lacto-vegetarian (avoiding meat and eggs)
among Hindus, although many of them may eat chicken, mutton, buff and fish. Beef is
always avoided because the cow is considered a holy animal, but dairy products are
eaten and considered as holy foods. Animal-derived fats such as lard and dripping are
not permitted.
Some Hindus from high caste do not eat onions, eggs, lentils, garlic, chicken,
pork etc. Alcohol is generally avoided. There is still a system of touchability and
untouchability among the members of Hindu on the basis of caste.
Generally there are no dietary restrictions in Christianity. Individuals may
choose to forgo alcohol and may choose whether or not to eat meat. During Lent
Christians may stop eating certain foods.
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Muslims eat halal (lawful) foods, which include fruit, vegetables and eggs. Any
meat and meat products they consume must be from a halal slaughtered animal. Milk
and dairy foods are halal, cheese may be halal depending on ingredients. There are
concerns that not all meat sold as halal actually is, so careful sourcing is important.
Prohibited foods include pork, crustaceans, blood, non-halal animal-derived additives
such as gelatin or suet, alcohol and any foods containing alcohol as an ingredient.
Fasting is required during Ramadan, the ninth month of the Islamic calendar,
when Muslims must refrain from consuming food, liquids and medication between
sunrise and sunset. Some individuals are exempt from fasting, including pregnant,
breastfeeding or menstruating women, children under 12 years, older people and
chronically or acutely ill people.
Michael Marmot argues that the world is better than it was ever been in health
sectors. Extreme poverty rates have been cut in half in the past 25 years. People are
living longer and healthier life, child and maternal mortality rates plunging, and life
expectancy at birth has substantially increased; it is just because of the improvement in
the social determinants of health all over the world. But just opposite to his argument,
almost all people, even educated, are neglecting their consumption pattern today. Many
people from different religions, caste, creed and lineage are freely consuming fast and
junk food in the same manner. Many people in Hindu religion do not eat meat and eggs
but consume packaged noodles and other refined foods which consist eggs and meet as
its ingredients. Muslim people, who do not consume meat items from the other
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community, easily consume those packaged foods. Buddhists, who are considered more
reluctant in the consumption of food varieties and are almost always against animal
sacrifice, consume those packaged and fast food in restaurants and in their own
programs. These evidences show that the consumption pattern, which is one of the
social determinants of health, is declining people’s health day by day that may threat the
community health in near future.
Table: 3
Allocation of people on the basis of level of knowledge regarding Junk and fast food
Particulars

No of respondents

Percentage (%)

Adequate Knowledge

21

42.0

Average Knowledge

17

34.0

Poor knowledge

12

24.0

Total

50

100
Source: Field Survey, 2020

Above table shows the number of respondents not the number of couples as
described in previous table because level of knowledge regarding junk and fast food
varies between husband and wife.
This table (Table 3) reveals that 42% of respondents had adequate level of
knowledge about the harmfulness of junk and fast food consumption. Only 24% of
respondents had poor knowledge about it, where average data follows by 34%. This
data points out that around half of the educated people are consuming junk and fast food
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in spite of having adequate knowledge regarding harmful effects of junk food
consumption. Average knowledge gaining people have heard about its harmfulness but
do not know exactly how it affects health. People with poor knowledge just consume
them because of their easy availability and instant service for satisfying the hunger.
As Bruce and Phelan describe both individual and social risk factors of ill health,
fast and junk food consumption is individual risk factor for individual’s health. It has
not more nutrients as required by our body, it has only taste, cholesterol, saturated fat
with full of spices.
1.5.

Conclusion
The world is better than it had ever been. Extreme poverty rates have been cut in

half in the past 25 years as stated by Marmot. People are living longer and healthier life,
child and maternal mortality rates plunging, and life expectancy at birth has
substantially increased but educated people are still practicing junk food consumption as
per their need and availability without hesitation.
Many volumes of research have identified social factors at the root of much of
health inequalities on the basis of their social determinants such as education and others.
Likewise, betterment in all of those social determinants are the causes for changes of
health status and education is one of those social determinants of the health but it found
oppositely that educated people could not get benefit from their education for their
health promotion. It also found that the situation of junk and fast food consumption is
devastatingly increasing from their work place to the households among the
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governmental job holders in Kathmandu valley. Most but not all of them perceive fast
and junk food consumption as fascinating aspect of urban life and practice it as a
prestigious behavior. As opposite to the hypothesis of this study, ‘higher the education,
lower the junk food consumption’; this study found unexpectedly that many educated
people practise junk and fast food consumption in many ways that may hamper their
health status in the coming days.
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Abstract
Modern political history of Nepal constitutes various changes in the system of
governance, revolts, massacre, downfalls as well as rise of the governments. Because of
the geopolitics, Nepal has faced different changes time and again regarding the
protection of national sovereignty; however, Nepal has always been an independent
nation up till this period. Nepalese modern political history comprises the events mainly
from the unification campaign led by King Prithvi Narayan Shah followed by the
expansion of the Nepalese territory. After while, aroused the Ranarchial system that
resulted in the democratic revolts and thus the restoration of democracy, after which
different political reformations have taken place along with changes in the political
system. Political study of Nepal provides the image of socio-cultural history, geological
diversities and various economical and social reforms of the Nepalese society.
Keywords: Political Change, Parties, Democracy, Movement, Conflict, Republic,
Constitution
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Background
Gopals and Mahispals are believed to have been the earliest rulers of Nepal. The
first political rulers of Nepal were Kirats who ruled for about 1500 years with total 29
kings ruling over the perion (SuchanaBibhag, 2069 BS). The 29 Kirat kings were
Yalamber, Pavi, Skandhar, Balamba, Hriti, Humati, Jitedasti, Galinja, Pushka, Suyarma,
Papa, Bunka, Swananda, Sthunko, Jinghri, Nane, Luka, Thor, Thoko, Verma, Guja,
Pushkar, Keshu, Suja, Sansa, Gunam, Khimbu, Patuka and Gasti (Cheena Nepal, 2009
AD). As the last Kirat king, Gasti was defeated by Lichhivis, the Lichhivi period started
in Nepal which is the first documented period in the history of Nepal. From the rise of
Amsuvarma in 602 AD, Thakuri dynasty started the ruling after which Malla dynasty
ruled the Nepal. The Malla period is considered as glorious era in the history of Nepal
(Nepal Mother House, 2010 AD) as various achievements in the files of art and
architecture along with different social reforms took place during the ruling of Malla
dynasty. During their 550 year rule, the Mallas built numerous temples and splendid
palaces with picturesque squares. It was also during their rule that society and the cities
became well organized; religious festivals were introduced and literature, music and art
were encouraged. After the death of Yaksha Malla, the valley was divided into three
kingdoms. Around this time, the Nepal as we know it today was divided into about 46
independent principalities. One among these was the kingdom of Gorkha with a Shah
ruler. Much of Kathmandu Valley’s history around this time was recorded by Capuchin
friars who lived in the valley on their way in and out of Tibet (MOFA, 2020 AD).
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Unifying those principalities, Shah dynasty came in the power and ruled over the
unified Nepal from when the Modern Nepal's political history initiated. Nepal was
divided into many small kingdoms before the unification. There were 22 states in
Karnali Region. There were AtbisGotamm, Bajura, Biskot, Chilli, Dailekh, Dang,
Darnar, Doti,Dullu, Duryal, Gajur, Gurnakot, Jajarkot, Jehari, Jumla, Majal, Malneta,
Musikot, Phalawagh,Rukum, Salyana and Thalahara. Likewise, 24 states were in
Gandaki Region. There were Gorkha, Lamjung, Tanahun, Kaski, Nuwakot, Dhor,
Satahun, Garahun, Rishing, Ghiring, Paiyun, Parbat, Galkot, Palpa, Gulmi, Argha,
Khanchi, Musikot, Isma, Dhurkot, Galkot, Bhirkot, Piuthan and Butwal.Similarly, there
were 3 Mallakingdoms in Kathmandu valley (Kantipur, Patan and Bhadgaun). In the
east of Kathmandu valley, there was Sen kingdom. Due to internal rivalry and frequent
battles among these states, they were getting weaker. Meantime Prithvi Narayan Shah
started the unification campaign of Nepal. With the conquest over Nuwakot,
Dahachowk, Makawanpur, Kirtipur, Kantipur, Lalitpur, Bhaktapur and towards the
eastern side, Nepal was thus unified, which was further expanded by sons and daughterin-law of Prithvi Narayan Shah. Nepal was forged out of the conquests by the
principality of Gorkha, and Nepalese historians often view this process as consisting of
‘national unification’ (Whelpton, 2009 AD).
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Shah and Ranarchy Dynasty
Shah dynasty enthroned for 264
years in Nepal from 1742 (Prithvi
Narayan Shah) to 2006 AD (Gyanendra
Bir Bikram Shah). During the time, some
became the ceremonial kings only. The
Anglo-Nepal war in between 1814 to
1816 AD (Britannica, 2020 AD) caused
Nepal to sign Sugauli treaty and loss its
one third part of the land. From the rule of
Surendra Bir Bikram Shah up till
Tribhuvan Bir Bikram Shan, the Shah
king became powerless as all the powers
were exercised by Rana Prime ministers. After the end of Rana regime, the first
democracy, Shah kings got their executive ruling power in their hands.
Rana dynasty ruled Nepal from 1846 AD until 1951 AD that reduced the Shah
monarchs to a figure head and led prime minister and other government positions held
by the Ranas hereditary. Kot Parva initiated the Rana regime in Nepal giving rise to
Jung Bahadur Rana to power. Eleven Rana prime ministers rules the country in their
Prime-ministership (Singh, 2004 AD). Rana prime ministers were Jung Bahadur Rana,
Bam Bahadur Kunwar, Ranodip Singh Kunwar, Bir Shumsher Jang Bahadur Rana, Dev
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Shumsher Jang Bahadur Rana, Chandra Shumsher Jang Bahadur Rana, BhimShumsher
Jung Bahadur Rana, JuddhaShumsher Jang Bahadur Rana, Padma Shumsher Jang
Bahadur Rana and Mohan Shumsher Jang Bahadur Rana.Ranarchy was the ironfisted
rule thus got abolished by the opposing movements of the general public. However,
various social reforms also took place Rana regime.
Multi-Party and Zero-Party Systems in Nepal
Dissatisfaction against the family rule of Ranas caused the people's movement in
1951 led by few of the educated people and the people who were exiled by Ranas. The
few Nepali people who actively took part in Indian independence struggle wanted to
liberate Nepal from the aurocratic Rana Rule. The Members of Praja Parishad Party –
Dharma Bhakta Matheme, Shukraraj Shastri, Gangalal Shrestha and Dasharath Chand
who voiced against Rana rule were arrested and excuted by the people against them.
Nepali Congress Party also was already formed. The revolt ended 104 years of long
Rana rule and returned the Shah family to power with the appointment of Non-Rana as
prime minister according to the tripartite agreement signed in Delhi, India.
Quasi-constitutional rule got started in Nepal where monarch assisted by the
leaders of fledging political parties governed the country. Nepal had its first election in
1959 AD, but just one year later n 1960 AD, the cabinet was dismissed and the
parliament was dissolved by King Mahendra. He put ban on the political parties.
King Mahandra carried out the royal coup declaring parliamentary democracy a
failure and started partyless system with the promulgation of new constitution of 16
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December 1960 AD. Non-party Panchayat system of government continued for the
entire 29 years period under Kings Mahendra and Birendra. King Birendra called for
national referendum in May 1980 to decide the nature of government either to continue
Panchayat system along with democratic reforms or to establish multiparty system.
Panchayat system won the victory with small margin. However selection of prime
minister by the Rastriya Panchayat started.
In April 1990, the opposition formed on interim government as King Birendra
had dissolved the Panchayat parliament. Keeping constitutional monarchy and
bicameral legislature, a new constitution was drafted that came into account from 9
November 1990. The house of representative consisted of 205 members whereas
national council has 60 members. Multiparty legislature election was held in May 1991
and the Nepali Congress Party won the election. From the midterm election 1994 AD,
Nepali congress lost its parliamentary vote so that first communist (CPN-UML) led
monarchy in Asia under the prime ministership of Manamohan Adhikari was formed.
Disputes in Nepali Congress party during 1994 AD caused the dissolution of parliament
and in another election no party got the majority due to which unstable coalition
government was formed.
Royal Massacre and King Gyanendra's Rule
Prince Dipendra on 1 June 2001 assassinated eleven members of the Royal
family including his father King Birendra, mother Queen Aishwarya, brother Prince
Nirajan, sister Princess Shruti, uncle (Prince) Dhirendra, Princess Shanti, Princess
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Sharada, Kumar Khadga, Princess Jayanti, before shooting himself (Nepal, 2015 AD).
After the death of Dipendra, Gyanendra became the king of Nepal for second time.
1st June 2001, a horrific tragedy wiped out the entire royal family including King
Birendra and Queen Aishwarya with many of their closest relatives. With only King
Birendra’s brother, Gyanendra and his family surviving, he was crowned the king. King
Gyanendra abided by the elected government for some time and then dismissed the
elected Parliament to wield absolute power (MOFA, 2020 AD). As rebellion rose at the
meantime, in October 2002 King Gyanendra dismissed the government, suspended the
parliament and assumed full executive power, declaring the "State of Emergency" to
suppress the revolution. A coalition called Seven Party Alliance (SPA) was formed to
oppose the Royal takeover. Disillusionment with the results grew throughout the 1990s
and, since the royal take-over the system has been effectively in a coma. Argument still
continues over whether it should be resuscitated or declared dead and a completely new
beginning made but, after Gyanendra’s even more complete assumption of power in
February 2005 and suspension of freedom of speech and assembly, a fresh start looks
the more likely eventual outcome (Whelpton, 2003 AD).
Maoist Insurgency and End of Monarchy
The Samyukta Janamorcha Nepal (Nepal Communist Party- Maoist) in 4th
February, 1996 underwent revolution inorder to replace parliamentary monarchy and
people's new democratic republic. Led by Pushpa Kamal Dahal 'Prachanada' along Dr.
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Baburam Bhattari, the insurgency first began from five districts – Rolpa, Rukum,
Jajarkot, Gorkha and Sindhuli of Nepal.
UPF (United People’s Front) submitted a 40-point demand to the Prime Minister
Ser Bahadur Deuba of the Nepali Congress government. They declared that they would
wage a ‘people’s war’ if the government did not respond to these demands within 15
days. Unfortunately, the Deuba government did not take the demands seriously. Prime
Minister Deuba went to India on an official visit, ignoring the deadline. The UPF
(Maoist) started a people’s war on 13th February 1996, three days before the given
deadline, attacking police post at Holeri (Rolpa) and Thibsikot (Rukum). Since then
Nepal has been facing an unprecedented crisis. The armed conflict in Nepal has had
enormous impacts on politics, democracy, governing practices, state’s security
structures, demographic features, culture and tradition, national economy, social system,
thinking and behavioural patterns of the Nepalese people, livelihoods of poor and
marginalized groups, development interventions and international relations.
Estimated about 17 thousands security persons, civilians and insurgents had
been killed in the conflict. "Provisional Government" was also established by Maoist at
district level in various locations of Nepal. Twelve-point memorandum of
understanding (MOU) for peace and democracy between Maoist and SPA was signed
on 22 November, 2005 in New Delhi, India. People's movement II started on April,
2006 that lasted for 19 days which forced the king to reinstate the parliament. The
parliament gained the legislative power with executive power provided to the
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government of Nepal. On 24 December, 2007 the agreement among SPA, former
Maoist rebels and ruling party to abolish the monarchy and make the country a federal
republic with prime minister as the head of the state was signed. Election of 10 April,
2008 was won by the Maoist party. Nepal became federal republic in 28 May, 2008
ending 240 years of Royal Empire.
Federal Nepal and Way Forward
Dr. Ram Baran Yadhav of Neplai Congress Party became the first president of
the federal democratic republic of Nepal on 23 July, 2008, whereas Pushpa Kamal
Dahal of the Maoist Party was elected the first republican prime minister by constituent
assembly on 15 August, 2008. The recent NCP (UML) leader Madhav Kumar Nepal
was named the new prime minister. But under Maoist pressure, Nepal also resigned the
prime minister ending a seven months stalemate. Prime minister Jhalanath Khanal
regined and the parliament elected Dr. Baburam Bhattari of Maoist Party as prime
minister. After Bhattari led another coalition government, the term of the Constituent
Assembly was further extended but it could not make a constitution due to lack of
national consensus. Finally it was dissolved on 28 May, 2012. A non-political
government under the chairmanship of incumbent Chief Justice Khilraj Regmi was then
formed on 14 March, 2013 which held second constituent assembly elections
successfully on 1 November, 2013. In the election, the Nepali Congress won the largest
share of votes but could not get the majority. So consensus government of Nepali
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Congress and CPN (UML) party was formed with Sushil Koirala elected as the prime
minister from coalition support of 10 February, 2014.
A consensus was reached among the political parties on the fundamental
elements of the constitution after the hitting of the massive earthquake in Nepal. The
long awaited constitution was thus promulgated of 20 September, 2015 (MOFA, 2020
AD) a federal state with three levels of government: federal, provincial and local. This
was intended to decentralize power from Kathmandu to the newly-created seven
provinces and local government units. One-third of the seats have been reserved for
women, at all three levels of government. The PR system aims to ensure the
representation of Dalits, Janajati (indigenous) groups and minorities in the governing
structures (Khalid and Chughtai, 2017 AD). The constituent assembly was converted
into legislative parliament. CPN (UML) chairman Khadga Prasad Oli was appointed the
prime minister. Defeating Kul Bahadur Gurung, Bidhya Devi Bhandari, the vice
chairperson of CPN (UML), was elected the president of Nepal on 28 October, 2015.
Later on 26 November and 7 December, 2017, elections of 753 local level units, 7
provinces and federal legislature were held in Nepal. Following the announcement of
election's final result by the Election Commission of Nepal, KP Oli of CPN (UML) got
sworn in as prime minister on 15 February, 2018 by the president.
State institutions including civil service are grossly politicized. The overreach in
constitutional and judicial bodies has blurred the lines of separation of powers.
Subordination of democratic values and ideals threatens democratic pluralism and leads
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to authoritarianism, emboldening radical and centrifugal elements with immediate and
imminent costs to the nation (Bhattarai, 2019 AD). Nepali leaders need both guts and
wisdom to absolve this nation from the Hobbesian Trap and punch geopolitical
determinism, a concept which erodes the national freedom of man oeuvre and defies
national interest-oriented policy. The harmony of whole gamut of foreign policy issues
with any power cuts the liberty to defy, differ and create choice of development partners
and make it inapt for national self-determination which has been historically prized by
Nepalese (Dahal, 2015 AD).
Conclusion
Nepalese political history has undergone through various challenges, changes
and reforms. Nepal was struggling hard to maintain political stability due to the
changing governments occurred as the result of conflicts between various political
parties. Recently, Nepal has got a stable political ruling but many more reforms and
development in the economy, socio-culture, and the fields of education, health and other
different infrastructures of progress are needed. The political situation of Nepal is not
substantially different from the situation that has been prevailing since the advent of
multi-party democracy almost 30 years back. When Prime Minister Girija Prasad
Koirala had the majority in the first elected lower house in 1990, he could have done
wonders but blew it badly and did not last the full term. About two third majority's
Prime Minister KP Sharma Oli has dissolved the lower house on 21st December, 2020.
The governments, political parties and leadership usually have done work in their
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interest. They have hardly worked for the nation and the people. Nepalese people are
desperate for seeking the development that political parties have promised through their
manifesto to provide for the people.
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Abstract
Nepali patients’ visit to India for medical treatment is increasing for a few years than
earlier. The recently coined term named “medical tourism” and its growth and
expansion in India may take a prominent factor in this process, but other aspects are
also prevalent in this procedure. This research is basically focused on the Nepali
patients’ motivations and experiences to travel to India for treatment. A qualitative
method was applied for this study through in-depth interviews, key informant interviews
(KII), and observation. This paper shows that culture, language, easy and affordable
travel access, advanced technology, and specialized health professionals are some of
the prime motivating factors for Nepali people traveling to India for treatment. They
have mixed experiences while doing treatment in India. Additionally, Nepali migrants
are considered as one of the important assets or driving factors for their family, friends,
relatives, and occasionally for their neighbors to travel to India for treatment.
Keywords: Nepali Patients, Medical Tourism, Health Institutions, India
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Introduction
Seeking healthcare abroad is not a new phenomenon. The report, published by
The United Nations and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP, 2007)
titled “Patients Without Borders”, shows that the people traveled to various places for
their treatment back to thousands of years ago. For example, pilgrims from the
Mediterranean region traveled to a small territory in the Saronic Gulf to visit the
sanctuary of the healing god, Asklepios. As part of health treatment, they relaxed in the
waters, enjoyed the wines of the regions, and traveled within the area. The ancient
Greeks and Romans often traveled throughout the Mediterranean to participate in rituals
and healing practices on a yearly basis. In the 17th century, Europeans from France,
Britain, Ireland, and Italy traveled to spas in Germany as well as made tracks to the
Egyptian Nile River from the benefits of hot mineral water baths and rituals. And the
18th century saw Europeans increasingly traveled to spas, both in and outside of
Europe. But as with much within the context of globalization, medical travel has
become far more widespread and more accessible to people across class in recent
decades.
Since the 1970s, health tourism primarily consisted of wealthy individuals from
developing countries who traveled to industrialized countries like the United States
(US), United Kingdom (UK), and other European countries to get specialized medical
treatment at internationally renowned health care centers (UNESCAP 2007). But at the
end of the 1980s and early 1990s, this phenomenon had almost ended; the citizens of the
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developed country started enjoying the privileges of traveling to developing nations for
health care in low cost. The trend of individuals seeking quality medical care in
developing countries sparked off globally with the initiative of the Cuban government
promoting health tourism as an industry. The Cuban government offered a wide range
of affordable medical services to international patients targeting other countries. The
global growth in the flow of patients and health professionals, as well as medical
technology, capital funding, and regulatory regimes across national borders have given
rise to new patterns of consumption and production of healthcare services over recent
decades. As health care is predominantly a service industry, this has made health
services more tradable global commodities. A significant new element of this trade has
involved the movement of patients across borders in the pursuit of medical treatment
and health care, a phenomenon commonly termed ‘medical tourism‘, where patients
from highly developed nations travel to less developed countries, bypassing costly
medical care that is offered in their own community.
Individuals seeking care for illness are usually pragmatic; they turn to different
health care systems according to their subjective assessment of the problem and of the
most suitable type of help (Leeson 1974). In doing so, they test their decisions. If one
remedy does not work, they will turn to another. The more severe and prolonged the
ailment, the more likely is that individuals will seek alternative health services when a
previously chosen option fails (Heggen- hougen 1980).
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Along with these experiences, Nepali people also travel to various places for
their treatment within and outside countries. The poor health care system of Nepal
seems one of the major reasons for this. Centralized health care facilities make it very
difficult to get quality health care for the poor, marginalized, and remote people. Some
people never visited the Capital city Kathmandu, but traveled to various major cities of
India such as New Delhi, Bangalore, Mumbai, or Calcutta for their treatment as well as
work (Bashyal 2020). With the rising focus on specialized medical treatment (with high
technology), Nepali people are also aware and seek to get high-quality health care
which is very limited and sometimes could be more expensive in their home country
than in Indian hospitals.
India is one of the developing countries and an emerging hub for medical
tourism in South Asia, where large numbers of people come from various countries for
medical treatment. It is estimated that medical tourism in Asia generated $4.4 billion in
2012, with approximately half of this revenue went to India. Medical services in India
are particularly much affordable, with prices as low as 10% of those in the United
States.Because of the low capacity of income level, Nepali people cannot afford huge
money for medical treatment abroad. So, India is becoming the medical destination for a
large number of Nepali people. Till now, no study has been done for Nepali patients and
their treatment in India. This study will try to find out the comparative advantages and
difficulties faced by Nepali patients from their narratives during or after medical
treatment in India.
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Methodology:
This study has adopted a qualitative method by using semi-structured interviews,
key informant interviews, in-depth interviews, and observations at different levels. The
respondent was selected through snowball sampling. About 50 interviews/narratives
were conducted with different individuals. Both private and public hospitals were
chosen for the fieldwork in India and Nepal. Medanta Hospital, Rajiv Gandhi Cancer
Hospital, AIIMS and Safdarjung Hospitals in Delhi and Bir Hospital, Norvic and
Grande Hospital in Nepal were selected for fieldwork. Apart from the patients,
interviews also conducted with doctors/health professionals and family members of the
patients. Fieldwork has been carried out from May 2017 to April 2018.
Conceptualization of the Study
Traveling to various places for health care is not a new phenomenon. Even
Nepali people visited Indian hospitals for a very long time, but the numbers were very
limited than from a few years from now. There is no exact data on how many people
visit India for treatment on a daily, monthly, or yearly basis, but it is well known that
the middle class (the term Middle Class defines here is not only on the economic term
but also in a cultural context defined by the anthropologist Mark Liechty) often visit
Indian hospitals, which was not common few years before. This trend raises the
question about the motive, process, challenges, and advantage to visit Indian health care
institutions.
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The emergence of medical tourism and its expansion is indicating one of the
major reasons to visit foreign places for health care. However, medical tourism focused
on both national and international patients. Medical tourism-focused primarily on biomedical or allopathic medicine procedures, combined with travel and tourism (Connell
2006). Several factors have influenced the growth of medical tourism, including the
high cost of medical procedures, long waiting lists and aging populations in the `rich
world countries`, greater affordability of flights and travel, and a shift in medical care
away from the public sector, such that people are more comfortable with paying for
medical services offered by private bodies or companies (Laing and Weiler 2008).
Investing in the medical industry is a way to increase Gross domestic product
(GDP), improve services, generate foreign exchange, creates a more favorable balance
of trade, and boost tourism. Hence, it is proven that medical tourism helps in boosting
tourism (Arrelano 2007).
To date, the literature on medical tourism has focused almost exclusively on
international medical tourism. However, there are a growing number of patients who
travel for medical care within their own country. Whittaker (2008) has said that opening
up of the health sector trade under the General Agreement on Trade in services (GATS)
and increased corporatization of medicine with Asian countries are considered primary
reasons for the growth of medical and health tourism in Asian countries.
Mukherjee and Mookerji (2004) mentioned that, after Singapore and Thailand,
India might be the next multimillion-dollar Asian medical industry. Apollo hospitals
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group, Wockhardt, Escorts, Fortis, Hinduja, and Breach Candy are some of the names in
healthcare that have come forward to tie up with tourism industry players like Hyatt,
Kuoni, Indian Airlines, and Bangladeshi carrier GMC offer discount-laced customized
packages to international medical tourists to India.
Rao et al. (2005) describes that a substantial number of foreigners visit India to
gain quality medical treatment at a much lower cost than that of other countries of the
world. This applies, particularly in the field of cardiology, cardiac surgery, joint
replacement, ophthalmology, pathology and Indian systems of medicine, etc. Mohanty
and Madhav (2006) are of the opinion that the Indian health care industry began to
recently emerge as a prime destination for medical tourists by upgrading its technology,
gaining greater familiarity with western medical practices, and improving its image in
terms of quality and cost.
India has a number of hospitals, a large pool of doctors, nurses & supporting
staff with required specialization and expertise, and the advantage of language (English
speaking skills) servicing patients. Many of these doctors after having specialized and
practiced in the Western countries have returned home to set up impressive state of the
art facilities with the latest in equipment, technology, and service levels in all major
metros in India.
Status of Nepali Patients in India
India is becoming one of the destination hubs for medical treatment among
Nepali people for a few years. The earlier visit was limited to elite people and
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referral cases for the complicated diseases. But the recent trend is different
than earlier, where middle and lower-middle-class people often visit Indian hospitals for
their treatment even without any referral case. In this section, we have tried to explore
the motivation and compulsion of Nepali patients to visit Indian hospitals.
Motivations play a fundamental role in destination choices. In the Case Study on
“Movement of patients across Borders and its Impact on the Economic and Social
Commission for Asia and the Pacific Region”, some of the push and pull factors were
determined. It describes how individuals are pushed by motivation into making travel
decisions and how they are pulled or attracted by destination elements. The push factors
encouraging people to travel for health care include the increasing popularity of
cosmetic surgery, non-coverage of certain procedures by health insurance schemes;
increased waiting in lines for surgical procedures under national health schemes; and the
availability of comprehensive information on the Internet.
The pull factors include the emergence state-of-the-art medical facilities:
significant cost difference for the same procedures and aftercare with no difference in
quality position as a place service provider, improved airline connectivity and linkages
with vacation packages, tie-ups with foreign insurance providers for wider insurance
coverage, increased accreditation of hospitals likes International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) and Joint Commission International (JCI 2014).
India has introduced a special visa category – an M visa – to cater to the growing
number of medical tourists (Chinai and Goswami 2007) as well as allowing tax breaks
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to providers. But Nepali people don’t need visas to travel to India on the basis of the
1950’s treaty, so it is very easy to travel back and forth. A Nepali woman who traveled
to Delhi, India for her treatment told:
Treatment in Delhi is easy for us because my husband is there for a long time. I
often travel by bus as my hometown is also nearby the Indian border. I mostly
prefer the train, but it’s very hard to get the ticket within a short span of time
(30-years Female).
There is a variation in terms of traveling to India by Nepali people on the basis
of their class and space where they live. The people who travel from Kathmandu often
use flights than those who live in the mid and western regions of Nepal. Because of the
open border, people can easily enter both countries. There is a long history of Nepali
migration to India, which is one of the profound reasons to go to India for treatment
shown clearly through the fieldwork. One respondent says,
My sister lives in Delhi, so it’s easy for me to go there for visit and treatment.
We went to Delhi last year because of my husband’s stomach problem. My sister
made the required arrangements for the treatment (42 years Female).
There is not only migrant’s own relative, but they also occasionally visit their
origin countries’ neighbors. One visitor says,
Last year I went to Delhi for treatment. Initially, I did not have any plan to go to
India. . One day I met my neighbor who recently came back from Delhi. We
talked about my condition and he advised me to visit Delhi for treatment.
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Despite his entire busy schedule, he managed to take me to the hospital. The
doctor suggested physiotherapy and provided some medicine and asked me to
visit after 6 months (51-year male patient)
Poor quality health services, negligence and unfavorable behavior of doctors,
and unavailability of proper technology to diagnose the health problem are some of the
prominent pushing factors for Nepali patients. One patient complained,
I was suffering from body pain. Despite frequent consultations with a doctor in
Pokhara, I was not feeling well. Then I went to Kathmandu for further treatment,
but didn’t get any sign of improvement. I had heard a lot about Medanta
hospital, so I went there. I diagnosed with thyroid and started taking the
medicine. The doctor suggested me to visit after 3 months by providing the
required medicine (46-year male patient).
Communication and Languages
Language services, particularly interpreter services can improve communication
between physicians and patients who speak different languages. Some patients
expressed that the language is a prominent factor of anxieties in their treatment process,
particularly if the patients come from Hilly and mountainous areas,
When we (me and my brother) went to Delhi for treatment, the language was the
main problem because we didn’t understand Hindi. Because of heavy bleeding, I
visited doctors in Butwal, [Nepal], who gave me some medicine. That medicine
didn’t improve my problem and finally, the doctor suggested me to remove the
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Uterus. Before making the decision to go to Delhi, we consulted with several
people, and most of them suggested me to go to Delhi for surgery. We spent
more than two lakhs Indian currency in Apollo hospital. Later we got to know
that we could reduce the surgery charge if we made proper communication with
the administration (60-year Female).
Hospitality, Culture and Social Environment
Along with the ability to communicate effectively with the people in different
countries, whether their culture is warm, hospitable, inviting or distant and uninviting,
also play a main role in attracting travelers. Hospitality is all about serving the guests to
provide them with a feel-good-effect.
At first, we tried our effort to get better treatment in Nepal.When we were not
succeeded then went to India for bettter option. We got a homely environment
there due to the similar cultural and social environment. I didn’t feel like an
outsider in India, but felt lonely and weird in western countries (55 years
Climate
There is no climate difference in India and Nepal; hence, Nepali people express
their willingness to visit Indian hospitals for treatment. But they try to choose the best
atmosphere due to the hot and humid climate.
Travel Distance
People often choose to use their time more efficiently, and unlikely to travel
long distances for something of equal that is available in closer region or countries for
medical services. One patient remarks,
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A short distance is one of the major reasons to go to India for treatment. It takes
about 1 hour and 20 minutes by flight from Kathmandu to Delhi. We also can
manage low-cost flight tickets according to the season. The patient can do up and
down easily for their follow up treatment (49 Year Female patient).
Quality Services and Facilities
The standards of medical facilities are becoming increasingly transparent to the
consumer through internationally recognized accreditation and certification schemes
such as the JCI and ISO or by their local accrediting organizations, as well as through
international partnerships. Despite the shortage of health professional, the specialist
doctor is gradually increasing in the capital city of Nepal. Facility Hospitals are
established by the private sector and trying to fix all the necessary equipments but have
been inadequate till now.
It is obvious that Indian Hospitals have more technology and equipment than
Nepal. But we are also progressing and trying to establish the high technology to
provide better services to the patients. If we get success then we can prevent
patients to go abroad for expensive treatment. Overall, only 5 percent of
complicated cases refer to India by Nepali doctors, especially the cases like
cancer, knee surgery, bypass surgery, etc. Most of the patients visit Indian
hospitals to make sure about their health problems or for diagnosis.Most patients
visit to the Indian hospital for kidney transplant not because of low quality and
inadequacy of health facilities in Nepal but patients can get a kidney from other
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people by making an illegal document, such practice is not allowed in Nepal.
Nepali patients, mostly visit South India, Calcutta, and Delhi’s hospitals for
treatment. Nepali patients who return after treatment from India never complain
about the quality issues with me. They may suffer from various other difficulties
during the treatment. The untrusted environment towards doctors is still high in
Nepal. Yes, doctors have their own compulsion to work in multiple places but it
affects seriousness and dedication towards their profession. (Doctor,
Kathmandu).
Affordable and Cost Alternatives
Medical care is a provision in Asian Pacific countries that comes at a
significantly lower cost due to the disparity in the level of economic development with
the developed countries. The table below shows the comparisons of various medical
procedure costs between developed countries like the US, UK, and Few Asian
Countries.

Cost of Treatment in Different Countries (US$)
Medical Procedure USA
India
Thailand
Malaysia
Singapore
Heart Bypass
123,000
7900
15000
12100
17200
Angioplasty
28200
5700
4200
8000
13400
170,000
9500
17200
13500
16900
Heart Valve Replace
Dental Implant
2500
900
1720
1500
2700
Gastric Bypass
25,000
7000
16800
9900
13700
Breast Implant
6400
3000
3500
3800
8400
Cost is excluded transport, accomodation and other expenses
Source: Qadeer and Reddy(2010)
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But the cost affordability may not exactly apply to Nepali patients who visit
Indian hospitals. One patient stated that:
We paid around 2 lakh Indian currency for the uterus surgery in Delhi, but my
friend spent only 2 lakh Nepali currency for the same case in Kathmandu. (40year Female patient)
Specialization in Medical Services
International patients in need of specialized treatment are more likely to visit a
destination that is well known for specialization. Some hospitals in Singapore also focus
on complex cases such as the separation of conjoined twins in order to give them an
edge and a sound reputation. Thailand has established a position for cosmetic surgery
and dental procedures as well as sex change operations (UNESCAP 2007).
In the medical sector, India has a longer history than Nepal. India has a huge
population, which gives many chances the doctors to do more practice. As
‘Practice makes perfect’, Indian doctors practice and make their work perfectly,
it also builds up their confidence level. Some of the doctors in India are better
than in Nepal. Nepal is improving rapidly in the medical field too, but because
of the late emergence in the medical field, poor economy, and political
instability. Nepal couldn’t achieve the target goal. We refer patients to India for
complicated cases. A doctor like me, who studied and got training in India, has
good knowledge about the quality, technology, and health facilities of Indian
hospitals. Hence we refer a patient in India for quality treatment if he or she can
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afford it. Yes, it is the fact that India is more costly than Nepal. Nepal is lacking
behind on medical research. Patients are not getting health facilities like Pet
scan in Nepal. Last year one of the private diagnostic centers started pet scan
services in Lazimpat. Technology like pet scans is so expensive in Nepal
(around 50 crores) that the government should take initiation for this work but it
is not happening because of various reasons. Discussion on this issue started
from last 7 to 8 years but nothing has happened till date (Doctor, Kathmandu).
Conclusion:
India ranks second among world countries next to Thailand in Foreign medical
tourist arrivals. This is mainly due to the specialized doctors and English speaking and
quality facilities available in hospitals. Nepali patients travel to the Indian hospital with
different motives such as quality treatment, easy access travel, open border, similar
culture, and social environment. The trusting factor is the most dominant factor for
choosing the Indian hospitals for Nepali patients in Nepal. They think most of the
medical persons in India are much educated and skilled. This research clearly shows
that the untrusted situation towards Nepali doctors and lack of diagnostic technology
push patients to visit Indian hospitals. High-quality hospitals are gradually increasing in
Nepal but a lot has to be done to give good health care to the Nepali people.
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Abstract
Over the last decades, the internet insurgency greatly affected student’s life.
Education, economics, politics, and social fields are greatly influenced by the internet.
The internet dependency has a positive and negative impact on people. For students, the
teaching and learning have become easier compared to the old days as nowadays
information is at their fingertips. Despite its benefits, over use of internet may
negatively impact the students’ life such as on their emotional instability, depression,
poor time management, and poor academic performance. Therefore, the aim of the
present study is to determine the excessive use of internet to students’ academic
performance. The study analysis is on the academic performance. This study was
conducted among 150 college students of Tribhuwan University in the Kathmandu
valley.
Then, the students’ academic instability translated to a poor academic
performance and the internet addiction also has a negative relationship with the
students’ performance.
Keywords: Excessive Internet, Academic Performance, Internet use, Student
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Background of the Study
This study explores and identifies the effect of excessive internet use on student
life. Along, Internet users are rapidly increasing and it has become one of the most
important topics for the research that appears to users due to the extensive use of the
Internet. Unfortunately, this rapid development of the Internet has a detrimental impact
in our life, which leads to various phenomena such as social activities, social
functioning, also in culture as well as in our daily lives.
The internet becomes essential part of people’s daily lives; internet connectivity
has improved tremendously and is available everywhere such as homes, offices, travels
and schools. However, studies on internet use among bachelor degree students are
limited in the TU. Hence, this study investigates the internet use and its impact on
students’ careers. The data were collected using a questionnaire and then analyzed using
descriptive and analytical method. Results found to have a positive influence on their
academic performance. However, different uses of the internet among students do not
influence their academic performance. The study concludes that availability of different
internet sources to students does not grant all of them immediate access. This is relevant
because provision of internet infrastructure in college level may be a key strategy to
promoting academic performance.
Internet addiction is a major problem in the student’s life and causes the
psychological, social, educational, or occupational problems for the people. Students
need the internet more than other people due to their educational or research needs. The
rate and type of the internet use may affect their information-seeking behavior too. This
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study aims to investigate the effect of the internet addiction on the information-seeking
behavior of the postgraduate students. The evolution of digital era affected almost every
aspect of modern life. The internet becomes an essential tool for people and plays a
significant role in our daily life socially, politically, economically, and even
emotionally.
Objectives of the Study
The main objective of the study is to analyse the excessive internet use and its
effect on the performance of college students in TU.
Theoretical Framework
The study of the conceptual framework is from Katz and Lazarsfeld (1940).
They say internet affects the audience behavior, which also means students’ behavior.
Media doesn’t always alter attitudes and behaviors; instead, social relationships have a
strong influence on people, from mass media to students, then to more students, (Direct
flow - Multi-Step Flow). Students pay close attention to the media, then pass on their
own interpretations in addition to the actual media content. They influence others to
change their attitudes and behavior, which impact their academic performance.
Reviews of the study
This study was conducted to determine the effect of internet use on academic
achievement through questionnaire technique and studies some related available
journals. Most of the journal’s findings are directly proportional to each other while
inversely proportional to students’ social life.
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As discussed earlier, internet addiction causes emotional instability among
students. Emotional instability often associated with poor academic performance
(Duchesne et al., 2008). The individual who experiences emotional instability is unable
to handle stress well (John & Srivastava, 1999). Students who are unable to handle their
stress effectively perform badly in their exam (Khan, Altaf & Kausar, 2013). The
students often have difficulties in balancing classes, tests, assignments, extra-curricular
activities, and social life. Inability to handle these challenges can affect the students’
physical, mental, emotional, cognitive, and behavioral functions; thus, their academic
performance is negatively affected. The students with emotional instability showed
anxiety and stress; therefore, they lost their motivation to engage in their studies (Noftle
& Robins, 2007). Consequently, their academic performance deteriorated (Moldasheva
& Mahmood, 2014).
Although the internet has made a significant contribution to our daily life, using
too much of it will lead to addiction, which will negatively affect our life. Internet
addiction is defined as the inability to control one’s urge to use the internet, which
eventually causes psychological, social, school, and/or work difficulties in one’s life
(Spada, 2014).
Internet addiction among Asian students was detected to be between 2.4% to
37.9% (Alam et al., 2014). In Malaysia, a research conducted by a Child and Adolescent
Psychiatrist, Dr.Norharlina Bahar, revealed that males under the age of 24 have the
highest internet addiction (The Star, 2016). Students, especially the undergraduates aged
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between 19 and 24 years old are deemed to be more susceptible to internet addiction
(Lee, 2010; Thatcher & Goolam, 2005). People who are using the internet excessively
are mostly playing online games and browsing social media. The side effects of the
excessiveness led to anxiety, depression, health problems, school absenteeism, lying,
fatigue, unemployment, decreased job productivity, and social isolation. The addiction
to the internet also could translate to low self-esteem, depression, boredom, and
attention-deficit hyperactive disorder (Norharlina, 2016).
Nowadays, university students are highly depending on the internet to search for
information, social networking, entertainment, online shopping, and online gaming,
among others. Universities around the world are using the internet to enhance teaching
and learning inside or outside the classroom. Using the internet wisely for the right
purpose is beneficial to the students, such as researching tool, seeking knowledge,
enhancing their soft skills, exchanging experience and knowledge with international
students and other parties. While the internet has many advantages and proves to
increase efficiency, it could also be harmful to the students if they become addicted to
it. It may cause emotional instability (Oskenbay et al., 2015) and low academic
performance (Yeap et al., 2016). Therefore, the objectives of this study were threefold:
to examine the effect of internet addiction on emotional stability, to investigate the
effect of emotional instability to academic performance, and to examine the effect of
internet addiction to academic performance.
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The internet is the key information and communication technology that led to a
worldwide revolutionary change in the information scenario (Siraj, et al., 2015). The
internet is a pool of knowledge and any country that fails to provide her youth access to
the internet is unseating the country from her throne of dignity among other dignitaries
(Olatokun, 2008). It is developed to serve as a platform for various activities for all age
groups in society (Akin-Adaeamola, 2014). The internet is a technology that has
become an enormous part of people’s daily lives. Through its ability to act as a support
medium in different functions for which people use it, the internet was introduced to
academic institutions as a tool to enhance student’s academic experience in the mid1990s (Ngoumandjoka, 2012).
Over the last decades, internet connectivity has improved tremendously and is
available everywhere such as homes, offices, travels and schools (Ellore et al., 2014).
From the beginning of the human civilization, information and the ways people use it, it
has been one of the main issues in the societies. Nowadays, many intellectuals consider
the information as a powerful source. Producing and disseminating the information in a
wide variety of fields has been one of the main reasons for calling the contemporary era
as the age of the information and, therefore, knowledge has become as one of the most
significant elements of human progress and civilization.
Addiction towards the internet is caused by the lack of attention given to an
individual that causes them to avoid it by seeking attention from the internet (Ozturk et
al., 2013). An individual who spent more time on the internet lacks in an offline social
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interaction that leads to alienation and poor relationship with friends and family
(Sanders et al., 2000). As a result, they tend to be more depressed (Liang et al., 2016).
The internet has become an integral part of student’s life. Many students use the
internet mainly for educational activities; however, a number of students wasted their
time by visiting inappropriate sites, unrelated to education. The studies on the effect of
internet addiction on academic performance have been consistently reported on negative
associations. In other words, if the students are addicted to the internet, their academic
performance decreased; their study habit declined, increased in absenteeism, and
skipped exams (Yeap et al., 2016).
This study conducted at TU in Nepal found that the longer the time spend on the
internet the lower the Grade Point Average (GPA) of the students (Mishra et al., 2014).
In contrast, a lower academic achievement was associated with the misuse of the
internet for a social and recreational purpose (Kim, 2011). Findings from a research
done to see the correlation of internet addiction to academic performance have shown
that adolescents often missed their classes and had low social skills due to the misuse of
the internet (Leung & Lee, 2012). The use of internet grants its users great awareness of
the importance of the world around them. The internet is a platform for several types of
information. It is used by students including secondary students (Akin-Adaeamola,
2014). Internet usage will continue to grow as long as its users are not denied easy
access (Olatokun, 2008).
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Recent statistics indicate that the internet gives people the option to access
information sites as well as other sites such as social media sites, internet games, and
cyber-sex (Siraj et al. 2015). A study by Ellore et al. (2014) on the influence of internet
usage on academic performance and face to face communication revealed that, as a
result of the availability of internet, most students have had access to internet on their
cell phones. This helps students to broaden their academic knowledge (Siraj, et al.,
2015). Use of computer and access to online resources according to Akende and Bamise
(2017) are comparatively important to students.
Students’ demographic variables are believed to have an influence on internet
use and hence academic performance. Demographic analysis revealed that males had
higher frequency of internet use in general than females (Akende and Bamise, 2017).
Subsequent comparative analysis revealed that male college students spend more time
on the internet compared to female college students (Elloreet al., 2014). Rabiu et al.
(2016) identified the mobile phone as one of the gadgets used in accessing the internet
which impacts on academic performance.
It has been recently reported that adolescents today spend a significant amount
of their time on the internet for multiple purposes (Olatokun, 2008; Krischne and
Karpinski, 2009; Ogedebe, 2012; Singh et al., 2013; Bragdon and Dowler, 2016).
Evidence abounds that excessive internet use has been associated with problems of
maintaining daily routines, school performance, and family relationships (Rickert,
2001). The study was conducted on university students who use the Internet, not users
who already show dependent symptoms. (Yeh et al. 2012).
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Research Design
To achieve the objectives of the studies, a survey type of research was carried
out because the study is concerned with the collection of data for the purpose of
describing and interpreting existing conditions, prevailing practices and attitudes among
other things through questionnaire. Nowadays, university students are highly depending
on the internet to search for information and are busy in internet. Its impact on their life
or academic performance may be positive or negative. It is the major issue for research
and discussion.
Methodology
More than 185 respondents fill up the online form and study covers only 150
respondents for the research survey in the study. Sample collection was from December
1st to 30th December 2019. The sample was selected from college students of TU for the
study. A total of 150 respondents were selected from online questionnaire which was
posted as monkey survey through a website link:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NZKNZQN. The sampling technique used in this
study was a convenient sampling.
Result
This study helped to improve our understanding of the reasons of the
deterioration of students’ academic performance. This study provided the foundation for
future research that would help educators to understand the users of internet to academic
performance. It provided a guideline to develop potential strategies that would enhance
the students’ performance by understanding their emotional state and the excessive
internet users.
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Most of the students agreed on Internet as one of the most important tools for
information transfer and it plays a key role in disseminating and developing the
knowledge boundaries. The importance of internet technology in the process of
education and research cannot be ignored, although the excessive use of the internet
may lead to the virtual addiction or internet addiction that has the behavioral and
psychological effects on the users. In the questionnaire, most of the students expressed
their views of excessive use of internet and spending the time on Internet, which had
impact on their studies. The study’s findings strongly support the generated hypothesis
and determined the impact of internet addiction on academic performance. Although the
study showed a strong significant result, there are improvements that could be applied
by future researchers. Noted that the respondents are students within the institution;
hence, future research can expand this study by obtaining access to other institutions so
as to gain a wider perspective.
The main issues considered included a description of the background
characteristics of the respondents, access to internet and how internet use influences
students’ academic performance. The findings of this study will be of great significance
to the lecturers and university can utilize the findings as guidelines to formulate new
policy regarding internet use on campus. The results of this study can serve as a
reminder and create awareness to the parents, to better control their children’s internet
access such as cutting the budget for broadband allowance and continuous monitoring,
and can serve as an eye opener to students on negative effects of internet excessive use.
Thus, the students need to wisely use the internet for educational purposes.
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